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YESTERDAY’S TOWN

MEETINGS

Younger Generation Will Read With Interest This Story Penobscot View Grange Pays Fine Tribute To a Veteran Union Votes For New Schoolhouse, With Popular SubscripOf the Waldo Patent
Member, Col. F. S. Philbrick
tions Aiding—Rockport Appreciates Mrs. Bok

Planes, Pilots
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Hazen Bean has departed for Boslished for the historical informa Gen. Waldo's granddaughter, came prevent the attendance of Com again. Frank H. Ingraham speaking I missioner on the first ballot, in to North Union, so good in fact that
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1 Dan Snow received a letter from
vote stood thus: Carleton 134. Bert under the five-times act.
of the titles held today in Thomas„.a, „,.m
The necessity of balloting five
ror Best Wayside Markets, I. him saving he had arrived at the . The story in brief is the securing!ton and Waldoboro were from him. «™»
Andrews 60, Charles McKinney 26,
regaid and love foi Uncle Feinando I Rockland, in leading up to “The Charles Ingraham 27. Isaac Phil times for the first road commission
Overnight Camps and Fill- j Curtiss-Wright hangar just after two j Of a patent, indefinite in its metes , ™b‘le
German language is no as many affectionately call him.
er, and the oratory in regard to
i Commander,” as a third man born brook 18.
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these days. As there are about 35 title by ^presentations as “o?J i ^ue'':kraut as ab everyday, article weather conditions prevented. Mrs. him as a worker, thinker, observer, of Poor—Arthur K. Walker, Albert ance was probably the largest ever
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Harriet A. Buker had made him a writer, speaker, citizen, neighbor
promises
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assist- of diet, and with this delectable decorated birthday cake, and. when and friend. He particularly com U. Rhodes and Bert Andrews.
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grade wayside market, and James A. students taking instruction at ..that 1i desirability and -----Collector
—
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Wentworth.
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leave
Hunter's ' Boothbay fining"“station . base "Bcany" °u$ht t° be fairly busy i ance that' were never' fuffilTed-w'ith ,them"” neacee Fatherland
the observance was not held, the mended Col. Philbrick as one with a
Clerk—Charles L. Veazie.
HOPE
previous Thursday, the cake was sent kindly and youthful spirit, who had
the result that those who came suf
have been awarded first state prizes Ithls spring
Auditor—Harold Davis.
to him. Two other birthday cakes “kept sweet” through all the years
fered
disappointments, incredible
M. B. Hobbs as moderator yester
Member of School Committee—H.
A
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Document
in the Maine Development Commis
appeared at the supper which pre
hardships and distress, many secured
day wielded the gavel expertly over
In the June 14, 1921 issue of The ceded the Grange meeting, Thursday, of his busv life and was now fitting M. Brazier.
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made respectively bv Mrs Inez R. he had been chosen.
recent years. The warrant contained
according to Mrs. Joseph Simpson of ly been published. One whole issue were compelled to repurchase them
were:
story announcing the discovery of a
25 articles. The election of officers
York, chairman of the roadside of Aviation is given over to synthe elsewhere to be dispossessed, which remarkable parchment document, no Packard, and Mrs. Winnifred Clin
In conclusion, he presented a founCommon schools. $7627.
ton. both being fine specimens of i tain Den as the gift of the Grange
was quickly accomplished, the only
School books, $530.
beautification committee of the sizing and commenting on these re latter fate overtook some who sought less than the power of attorney culinary
art.
other and more hospitable shores.
' and “The Commander” feelingly ex
School supplies and insurance, contest being over second selectman,
Commission. The twenty-five dollar ports, but it remains for bold per From
those whorSied‘Lave de- “ ,in H1793 ™ Siven to Major
The observance was in charge of
when E. N. Hobbs defeated his
awards bring the total of cash sons like the editor of this column
General Henry Knox by Samuel the lecturer. Miss Jeannette Phil pressed his thanks and appreciation $1000.
nephew by a vote of approximately 60
of all that had been said and done
Schoolhouse repairs. $800.
prizes won by these men to $40. each to dive into the welter of statistics scended a numerous progeny to Waldo.
brook. Commander Philbrick occu
1 to 30. These officers were chosen:
having previously come out on top in and come up with a few facts that populate the neighboring cities and
Free High School, $5056.
The document, in size about two pied the seat of honor, at the right and took his place in the receiving
Selectmen and Road Cominissiontheir respective counties.
Conveyance of scholars, $1879.60.
mean something to the general pub towns and to scatter itself over the feet square, authorized Gen. Knox of Master Brazier, who made appro line, with the Master of the Grange
I ers—M. H- Bowley, E. N. Hobbs and
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The original patent under which
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Roads and bridges, $7100.
Perhaps most interesting is the in.
of land known as the Waldo Patent, brick responded.
1 Treasurer and Collector—R. O.
1 was that which was commenced as a
Cutting highway bushes. $500.
$15, $10 and $5 each. Appearance of formation as to the actual flying the Germans settled in Waldoboro in the wild and far-off regions of
• Barrett.
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Lincoln, in both which counties . Mrs. Nellie P. Hall at the piano, Thousand Years," ‘ but concluded
Member of School Committee—
improvements in the stands as tries. -Is there anyone who6 still de- 1 don and Thomas Leverett and in and
Rockport.
• Woodbury Lermond.
shown by photographs taken at the i piores the backwardness of the Unit- I 1719 vested in John Leyere‘t- grand- the document was recorded in the i and there were the following readings: with the singing of some of the
Breaking roads, $2600.
following year, as appears by the Appropriate verses dedicated to Co!. verses by Mrs. Packard and Col.
I The principal appropriations were
beginning and end of the period. ed States in developing its airlines? ;
tbe£
Clearing
sidewalks,
$400.
clerks' certificates and seals thereon ' Philbrick. Harriet A. Buker; “Th» . Philbrick, which brought forth
I $3000 for schools and $6000 for roads,
Landscaping by means of shrubs and Probably not, though
Maintenance of State Aid high 1 etc.
__ it_ is only a dent of Harvard College. The latter written. It was Dr. George L. Makers of the Flag," Frank A. Rich- ! hearty applause, from those present.
trees, preservation of trees and short time since this lament was formed an association to develop the
ways, $900.
elimination of unessential tag signs often heard. In 1930 108.000.000 region and among the members were Crockett of Rockland into whose. ardson: “The Dandy Fifth." and Later, games and stunts were in orFive times State Aid plan, $798
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were likewise governing factors.
passenger miles were flown in the the father and brother of • Samuel manner had found its way, and who, j Nettie E. Stewart; "Sheridan's Ride," , themselves socially. Col. Philbrick this year by taxation, and $3192 by I It was an uneventful town meetThese announcements were made United States—more than twice the Waldo. When the interests of the
loan.
i ing day here, with virtually no con
concerning Knox and Lincoln Coun number for 1929. Why, it’s (let me company were in jeopardy in 1731 recognizing its historical value and Frank H. Ingraham: “The Measure favoring with selections on his vioMothers’ aid, $800.
interest. took measures for its pres- of a Man," Charles E. Gregory; “On fin during which Mrs. Packard
tests and few arguments. Moderator
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look again)—yes, it’s almost twice the Waldo was commissioned to settle ervation.
, the Eve of Battle” (written by Mrs. ! did a bit of clog dancing notwith] B. F. Geyer found plain sailing.
Knox-Chairman. Theresa Arau. pa'ssengw mileage "for"airothe"r‘coun- the difficulty and for his services
Board
of
Health,
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Immediately following the above ; Susie Smith of Rockland), ivfrs. I standing her 90-odd years,
These officers were elected:
Camden. Wayside markets, none: tries during 1930 e
, Canada was given one-half the patent.
Memorial Day, $75.
announcement, there came to hit . ________________ ;______ ________ __________
Selectmen—B. L. Stevens, A. V.
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’TWAS NOT A BULLET
OVERCOME BY FUMES
interest, antedating in age
Assessors—B. L. Stevens, N. F.
camps, honorable mention, A. R. Ben- passenger miles as Germany, which is supported by documentary evi- ! historical
On town debt, $2500.
the parchment and associated with
Spear and F. E. Hyler.
nett, Camden.
bas tbe best record of any European dence which disproves the as
Interest
on
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Clerk—W. B. Holder.
Lincoln—Chairman, Mrs. Maude country. Perhaps I should explain sertions of Williamson and other It in respect to the Waldo Patent. Ernest Davis Relieves Anxi Former Rockland Man’s Nar
Municipal water. $4166.
Treasurer—B. F. Geyer.
Clark Gay, Waldoboro.
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Waldoboro; filling stations, 1st, James one passenger one mile. Thus a 10loney.
ton Richards to serve as janitor.
Holmes Principles
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Collector—A. W. Maloney.
A. Hunter. Boothbay: 2d, Frederick passenger plane would accomplish 10
This settlement was wiped out by view's the history of this part of New
Fire department, $1500.
Constables—B . F. Geyer. A. W.
P. Colby. North Edgecomb: overnight passenger miles in one mile of flight. an Indian attack in 1746, many of England down to the time of the j
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and W. B. Holder.
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Road Commissioners—N. H. Young.
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of the present day who owns a Cobb-Davis department store caused Bernie and Bessie were overcome bv tery. $100.
A. H. Young and Samuel Olsen.
Dollar for dollar roads, $500.
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speculation the other day, and carbon monoxide fumes while asleep
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and were
roads and bridges, $800; poor. $150:
mile in support of civil aviation as another colony of from 20 to 40 fami- ;
•
County
public
health
nurse snow. $250; town officers and inciupon it as the result of a rifle shot, ‘ revived only after other members
is spent by the least generous Euro- lies which landed at Schenk's Point
Nobody on the entire payroll had worked over them for two hours, ‘matching state fund) $150.
I dentals, $1100: repair of schooiON MY SET"
pcan Government. Therefore we not in November, 1848. This colony, to
Advertising natural resources, $200. I house, $200; State aid road patrol.
knows more about shooting irons
The men were Capt. Henry
only have a heavier traffic but it is gether with some survivors of the
Town hall janitor. $200, Edwin $400; maintenance of third class
th^n Ernest C. Davis, a member of j Gallant, Jacob Sears, Clifford Cot| more nearly self-supporting.
Louisburg expedition three years be-1
In* triumvirate, and he was sum-1 reau and Chesley Gardiner. Tbe Simmons being elected.
roads, $232; cutting roadside bushes,
As to express and mail we cut rath- fore, formed the first permanent setFire siren at West Rockport. $300. $100; State Aid highway 'five times
moned from his domain to pass ex- schooner was miles at sea when the
■ er a sorry figure there—only about tlement.
Road drag and grader, $250.
pert judgment.
plight of the men was discovered.
act) $1500; district nurse, $35: speas much as the rest of the world put
In 1753 Samue! Waldo, son of the
Snow fence. $450.
“Bullet-hole your grandmother!" I The monoxide fumes came from
1 cial road to Pleasant Point. $300; re
together. Have to do something General, went to Germany and by
Improvement of West Rockport pair of town house, $500.
he exclaimed, and immediately the exhaust pipe of the engine as the
about that. We can't let the rest of means of alluring inducements suc
started on a tour of inspection that vessel ran before the wind a crew cemetery. $100
the world get ahead of us. But to ceeded in bringing into Broad Bay
Maintenance of third class road J
would have done credit to the well member said, and entered (he after
TWENTY WINNERS
$554.
j balance that off we find that we 60 families, gathered mostly from
known criminal investigator created ) cabin where the men were asleep,
! have a good margin over ail foreign the banks of Rhine. Waldo had
Sluiceway for Goose River, $250.
by the late A. Conan Doyle.
| Gilbert Gallant, brother of the
1 countries, exceDt the Netherlands, in promised that every family should:
Artesian well to supply Simon Classified-Park Contest Cre
Outside of the building directly : schooner’s master, took his position
i respect to fatalities in passenger flv- have a grant of 100 acres of land
beneath the punctured pane he saw at the engines, opening the throttles ton's Corner schoolhouse. $400.
(ing. Our record is less than one in bordering upon navigable waters. \
ated Great Interest—See
Purchase of hose. $500.
a shining object and gave vent to an wide. The Bernie and Bessie's nor
; 3.000.006 passenger miles, for the The members of these expeditions
Loan for repair of Oak street. $1000.
expression of triumph
mal
speed
is
but
seven
knots,
but
The
Lobby Display
I don’t like March,
| past five years.
’ were settled upon both sides of the
J. Carleton Davis, Arthur K.
“What's this Watson?” he in Gallant managed to cover the 25
Because it’s too erratic:
-----------------1 Medomak river and bay. In the
Walker,
Charles
Larson,
Charles
E.
quired of George Ryan.
miles back to port in a little more
The Classified-Park Theatre puzzle
Blows off my hat
NORTH HAVEN’S “MIDNIGHT”
main some attempt was made to re
Gregory. Sidney Andrews and Fred
What “Watson" saw was a sharp than two and one-half hours
And brings on static.
deem the promises of 100 acres on
last
week proved extremely popular
Keene
were
appointed
a
cemetery
pointed section of a chain link which
Sears regained partial conscious
“Where 9 P. M. is midnight.” navigable waters, though the letter
and the answers showed commendable
had recently done service on some ness as the schooner was entering committee to care for trust funds
And wc ecrtainly have had
Charles E. Gregory. Harry Colia- originality and much careful prepa
Something rather delightful about rather than the spirit of the obliga
body's automobile tire.
the harbor. However, neither he nor
static the past week. To those
And Ernest re-enacted the details Capt. Gallant, Cotreau and Gardi more. E. Stewart Orbeton, Charles ration. The 20 winners are on dis
' that expression, which was applied tion was fulfilled for some were
AT EASTERTIDE
who tune in on WEEI and leave
of the accident, showing how the ner fully recovered from their near A. Cavanaugh, Arthur B. Packard,
j to the town of North Haven by a given lots 25 rods wide and two
set thus for the entire eve
link had been left in the highway asphyxiation until several hours Charles F. Ingraham. Dana Sherer. play in the Park lobby. The judges
j writer a while ago. To us who have miles in length. The settlers re- ■ their
ning it has not been quite so pro
That Most Personal of All
and how some other car caught it after their admission to the hospital. Albert Carroll, Capt. Simon Wall, experienced real difficulty in making
lived in small communities it means ceived no deeds to their lands but
nounced. but to those who explore
Gifts—Your Photograph.
Powers and Gallant raced the Guy H. Annis, C. E. Rhodes and the selections because of the many
just right to hurl upward against
i much. To others it may sound like were given long leases conditional
the entire dial it has been a de
Bernie and Bessie every inch of the Ernest Thompson were appointed a well executed contributions. This fea
the
corner
window
on
the
second
; a joke. But to those who know, it upon their paying a nominal rent.
cided nuisance.
They complained bitterly of dis
distance back to port, and did not cemetery committee.
! means a full day of hard honest
floor.
May we suggest an early
It was voted to change the name ture will be continued from time to
work, a good supper of plain food, appointment in the climate and sur-1
The famous impersonator of Sher “cut" their engines until the schoon
Floyd Gibbons was bark in the
appointment to insure de
lock Holmes received the “crowd's" er swept alongside her dock. Curi of Central street to Russell avenue time so watch the classified columns.
with the “daily" or a magazine, and roundings, ill treatment, neglect and
! (n these davs the radio, and then at broken faith on the part of their , game Saturday night with an
praise modestly, and all fears of an ous watchers at the foot of Custom in honor of Miss Annie Russell, a Very possibly the details of the next
livery before April 5.
other Adventure in Science. His
House Wharf, noting the breakneck noted actress who spends her sum “free ticket” puzzle will be announced
9 o’clock it is bedtime, because there patron. They suffered incredible
anarchistic uprising have subsided.
bad eye has not affected his
speed of the racing schooner as she mers in Rockport and who is an inti
| is another long day of hard work hardships and distress, not alone on
It
is
now
up
to
some
versatile
speech.
the pier. hastened mate friend of Mrs Edward W. Bok. in a “wanted,” a “lost," a “miscellane
ahead which demands plenty of rest. this account but even more because
member of the staff to manufacture approached
Champney’s Studio
, And so we like the phrase. “Where they were totally unprepared by past
a badge which Ernest can wear as a i aboard. A telephone call to Police In appreciation of ’Mrs. Bok's work ous” or some other small ad.
For the first time in the his
headquarters summoned the ambu- in beautifying the Rockport water
j 9 P. M. is midnight.”—Kennebec experiences to meet wilderness con tory
These are the headliners o4 tlie
token of his prowess.
Foot of Limerock Street
of Ireland the official cele
; lance to the foot of the dock within front and other town improvements Ruth Chattcrton contest and tickets
ditions.
Journal.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
bration of St. Patrick’s Day, to
a few minutes after the Bernie and a rising vote of thanks was taken.
await them at The Courier-Gazette
Knowing what the conditions j day will include a feature in
i Bessie had been made fast.
22-tf
office:
STATE OF MAINE
MUTUAL
were, Waldo was guilty of the most! tended especially for America—
Ethel J. Smalley, Neil Little, Ruth
UNION
-Member oean address by President William
flagrant breach of even the common
FAREWELL PARTY
There was a reason why the ladieu Proctor, Tenant’s Harbor; Llewella S.
- Photographers’Ass’n of America
T. Cosgrave which will be broad
INSURANCE
instincts of humanity. There were
of the town were all out early to at- Mills, Audrey Teel. Margaret Pen
cast from 12.30 to 12.45 u. m.,
fish in the sea, but the settlers had
Notable
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For
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t<nd the annual town meeting. dleton, Regina V. Coombs, Camden,
through
stations
of
the
Colum

INLAND fisheries
and
game
.
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or
tackle;
there
was
land
_________ ___
„
1 no boats
COSTS LESSDishes were, left in the sink, beds | Evelyn Simpson, Mrs. Carolyn S. DaSEA ANO SHORE fisheries
be cleared and tilled but the set-1 bia network including WNAC
Jean McKenzie Who Will were left unmade and if Hubby was ' vis, South Thomaston, Mrs. Hazel AtAfter attending mass
The Committees on Inland Fisheries tiers had no farming implements j locally.
I. Because agents and pol
not at the meeting he had to eat a i wood, Hilliard Robinson. Warren, Mrs.
and Game, and Sea and Shore Fisheries,
and
civil
ceremonies
in
honor
of
Wed Next Friday
tolntly. will give a public hearing In its with which to work; neither were
cold egg sandwich for dinner. The ' A- J- Moody, Charles Dorgan, Arlene
icyholders
work togeth
his
country
’
s
patron
saint,
Liam
looms at the State House, ln Augusta on they accustomed to the use of fire
ladies of the Union Community Havener, Earle Lymburner, Elsie
T. MacCosgair, as he is official
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18, 2 P- Mer to select only the best Few reach the pinnacle of service Club, headed by Mrs. Lizzie Hawes ( Rackliff, South Thomaston, Stanley
arms and conflict with the Indians.
H P 559 L- D. 723. Act to Regulate
ly
known,
will
go
to
Government
Salmon Fishing on the Penobscot^RKer. They were in all respects victims of
risks and hold down before they find themselves gliding carried the day and Union is going < E Farnham, Hazel Payson. Head-ofHouse, Dublin, to address the
their surroundings and prey for
down its shaded side. If Dan Cupid to have a new High School Building the-Bay, Elizabeth Woodcock. Thom
people
of
the
United
States
from
losses.
STATE PRISON
their hostile neighbors. Nor could
—called by any Other name—had not It was voted to raise $10,000 by taxa aston, Ruth Richards.
WATTS HALL
a
microphone
especially
installed
The Committee on State Prison will they look for assistance to their
[ interfered, Knox Hospital would tion if the citizens of the town will
give a public hearing ln Its rooms at the countrymen already settled, for the j in the office of the Chief Execu
THOMASTON
Because many new pol- i continue to have on its staff a nurse raise $10,000 A considerable amount YOUR FAVORITE POEM
State House. In Augusta, on
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WITH THE BOWLERS

Forty Club Teams Are Now

Rockland. Me., March 17, 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Heading Both Leagues At
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
Carr’s Alleys
and that of the issue of this paper of
March 14. 1931. there was printed a total
of 6272 copies
W H BUTLER.
Forty Club No. 3 climbed into thp
Notary Public.
leadership of the City League last

And God shall wipe away all tears
from their eyes; and there shall be
no more death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there be any
more pain; for the former things
are passed away —Rev. 21:4.

VISION AND FACT
Thad C. Carver Helped Transform
the Plain. Has Now Invaded the
Sky.
(Wichita. Kan. Eagle)
There is something to, he said at
this point on the assumption of Thad
Carver of Pratt of the presidency of
the Cessna corporation, something in
contribution to the epic of the
prairies.
As a boy Carver sat by the rockencircled sea of Maine, conjured with
Its mysteries, luxuriated in its lure,
weighed its possibilities and turned
his back on it and its seductions and
came to Kansas.
Here he faced two giant units, each
comparable in monotonous ampli
tude with the old ocean itself—the
treeless plain and the cloudless sky.
During a period of 50 years he has
helped transform that plain, giving
it, with finish, the charm of variety.
That this transformation enriched
him in a monetary sense, is at bottom
inconsequential. Any- sane contemplation of America, or of the world,
rejects the accent of materiality as
the leading accent in the progress of
the race. It is the doing of the deed,
and not its profit, which counts.
In his riper years. Thad Carver has
turned to the other giant unit—the
sky above the plain. Its potentialities
are finer and are greater than tho'e
of sea or of land. The man who, as
boy, turned from the sea and gave
himself to the plain, has stirred with
the vision which alone makes visible
the potentialities of the prairie sky.
Yesterday aviation was an impossibility. Today it is a reality. To
morrow. in a w'orld whose one certain
sign of progress is its increasing
mobility, it will be humanity's most
substantial fact.
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week, and the erstwhile pilots, the
Federals. still having the largest pinfall. arc down in third position;
Forty Club, No. 2 or 1, is heading
the County League, but by such a
scant margin that the scenes may be
changed in the twinkling of an eye.
Here are the standings:
City League
Teams
W L P.C.
P.F.
Forty Club No. 3 60 30 .667 24.802
Burpee Furniture 54 31 .635 23,127
Federals
56 34 .622 25.093
The Pirates
53 37 .589 24.720
Boiler Makers
51 39 .567 24,427
Ford Motor Co. 36 44 .450 21.588
Street Railway 20 65 .235 22.448
Rock Body Shop 20 70 .222 23.920
County League
Teams
W L PC. P.F.
Forty Club 2 or 1 69 21 767 25.789
Dark Horses
59 31 .656 25.772
Five Aces
49 36 .576 24.197
i Central Maine 48 42 .533 25504
Under Dogs
34 46 .425 22.465
Wholesalers
33 52 .388 23,698
Kickapoo C. G. 31 54 .365 23.419
L.P.C. Dragons 22 63 .259 23,419
* « •
Forty Club No. 3 won an easy vietory over the Street Railway Friday
night, the latter being away off form.
Glendenning had high single (109t
and Marshall had high total:
Forty Club No. 3—McLoon, 285:
Glendenning. 290; Marshall. 291;
Reed. 283; Daris. 268: total. 1417.
Street
Railway—Tolman.
255;
| Jones.
233: Melvin. 218: Gregory,
278; Achorn, 285; total, 1269.
« * « *
The Dragons beat the Wholesalers
33 pins Friday night. French had
high string (113). and Hastings had
high total. The summary:
Dragons—Pomeroy. 272; Hinckley,
263: Atwood. 272; Cates, 309; Has
tings, 310; total. 1426.
i Wholesalers—Jordan. 257: Glid
den. 265: McLoon, 232; Chisholm,
295; French, 294: total, 1393.
» • $ «
Last night's results at Carr's:
Eurpee Furniture 1315. Rockland
j Body Shop 1264; Boiler Makers 1453,
Burpee Furniture 1389.

WALDOBORO

Mrs. Clarence Woodbury and son
■ have been recent Portland visitors.
, Ralph Morse was in Boston last
, week cn business connected with t<i?
Waldoboro Garage.
Mrs. Ruby Bridges and Miss
Gloria Bridges have returned from a
visit in Massachusetts.
Miss Marcia Blaney was hostess
i at the meeting of the Bridge Club
I and Mrs. Nellie Boggs at the meet
ing of the Auction Ciub last week*.
Miss Abbie Boggs, who is a reg
istered nurse at Knox Hospital,
Rockland has been the guest of her
parents Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Boggs.
Jesse Snow of Bangor was in town
on business last week.
THE TOWN MEETING
Benner & Brooks, proprietors of
School Fund Vote Brings Total To I the Yellow Lantern Tea Room, have
$16,000—Appropriations Amount To been awarded first prize in the
county by the Maine Development
$37,295
Commission in their recent contest
for roadside beautification. The
The high light of Waldoboro town Yellow Lantern fully deserves this
meeting was the transfer of the honor, won by appearance of
building fund which has been accu grounds, buildings and quality of
mulating several years, to the school service.
fund, raising that fund to the im- j J. H. Lovell has been in Boston
posing total of $16,000 Appropria for a week.
Joseph Stafford has bought the
tions amounted to $37,285, about the
same as last year. Among the items house previously owned by Mrs.
were highways and bridges. $5000; Ella Cunningham.
Seventeen members were present
high school, $3800; common schools,
at the meeting of the Lions Club at
$8800.
George H. Coombs acted as moder Stahl's tavern. It was voted to hold
ator over the equitable session and a ladies night every month during
the elections resulted thus: Clerk. the year. Ronald Somes, an en
Otto P. Hassner; selectmen. Elmer C. thusiastic member of the Rockland
Hahn. Thomas P. Berner and S. Club has only missed one meeting
Austin Wallace; assessors, Ernest L. of the local club since its organi
Burns, Ernest G. Castner and Gard zation.
A series of pyramid parties are
ner B. Walter: treasurer. Hadley H.
Kuhn; tax collector, Dora H. Yorke; being arranged, the receipts to be
road commissioners, A G. Eugley. L. donated to the Lincoln Home. This
R. Mank and Sanford Winchenbach; manner of raising funds is unique
constables, Charles Freeman. O. E. in local circles. Each hostess en
Ludwick and H. E. Johnson; school tertains three paying guests at any
committee, John H, Miller; auditor, sort of a festivity she desires. The
C. E. Storer. ' The fire wardens are guests in turn entertain under the
C. T. Freeman, Oral Ludwick and H. same conditions the money earned
in this manner being donated to the
P. Perry.
very worthy object.
OLE GRANGE CORNER
European movie fans complain that
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange they can't understand what the
met with Megunticook Grange, Cam actors are saying in American-made
den, Saturday. The afternoon pro talkies. They don't know how lucky
gram, under the supervision of Mrs. they are.—Judge.
Lucia Hopkins, lecturer, had for its
subject "Maine Day" and the songs,
readings and discussions were appro
priate. The speaker was Clarence
C. Stetson of the Maine Development
Commission, and his address con
cerning what the State of Maine is
doing to advertise and develop her
wonderful natural resources was of
interest to all. Several groups of
moving pictures showing old New
England
architecture.
historical
places and industries of Maine were
shown.
A large number of guests were
present from neighboring Granges
and about 130 enjoyed the bountiful
supper. E. C. Moran of Rockland be
came the possessor / of the rayon
quilt.
In the evening an entertaining
program was presented by Mrs. Har
old Nash, lecturer of the local
Grange. This consisted of songs, a
serie:- of tableaux from scenes in
TN these mad days of
Longfellow's poems, an Irish song
and dialogue, musical numbers and
-*■ runaway romances and
a playlet "Tho Lamp Went Out,”
rather casual marriages,
wedding announcements
FOUR YEAR OLD DANCER
are becom ing increasi ngly
Vinalhaven has a distinguished
important. The smarter
oung champion in the small person
families arc using Linf Patricia Leslie Marce. four year old
oe dancer of California, who held
wcavc Wedding Station
ier first solo dance in the San Franery for their announce
isco auditorium and is a pupil of the
ments because of its ultralenda studios of that city. She is
he daughter of Mrs Marguerite
corrcctncss and because
toombs Marce, formerly of Vinalits rich vellum-like tex
laveu.
ture provides the perfect
background for exquisite
ilDDER-PEAIlODY DISSOLUTION
engraving.
Dissolution of the firm of Kidder.
Peabody,* Co. of Boston, one of the
THE COURIERoldest banking houses in the country,
GAZETTE
was announced yesterday. It will be
succeeded by a new partnership un
der the same name. The new part
nership will consist of Edwin S. Web
ft W e^iAf
ster, Jr., and Chandler Hovey of Bos
ton. and Albert H. Gordon of New
WEI1UIM. PAPKHS
York. Present offices and personnel
will be maintained.

WEDDING

SWEDE INVENTS NEW WORLD
TONGUE BASED ON ENGLISH

GUSHERS DWARF
ALASKAN GOLD

“Anglic” Umi Simplified Spelling;
Students Read, Speak It After
Twenty Leeeone,

Oklahoma City Faces Seri
ous Problems as Oil
Wells Dot City.

Stockholm, Sweden. — A new
world language called “Anglic,”
based on modern English but in sim
plified spelling, has been launched
by a Swedish professor, R. B. Zachrison, of Upsula university.
The advocates of the manner of
expression, who Include a number
of spelling reformers in the United
States and Great Britain, claim that
“Anglic has an excellent chance of
becoming the dominating world lan
guage of the future.
Teaching experiments conducted
by Professor Zachrlson and started
immediately following the publica
tion of his linguistic system a few
months ago are reported to have
given successful results. Professor
Zachrison’s students were reported
able to read and converse readily
in his "reformed” English after a
caurse ln “Anglic." They took
twenty lessons of ninety minwtes
each.
Experiments were said to have
shown that the students who pre
viously had no knowledge of the
English language had almost no dif
ficulty in reading English books
even in ordinary spelling. Repre
sentatives of the Swedish state
school board who controlled the
flnal examiqatlons expressed sur
prise as to the rapid progress
achieved ln these first teaching ex
periments in "Anglic,”
All sounds in "Anglic," as a rule,
are represented by a single symbol
in letters. While the “i” sound In
ordinary English Is expressed by a
variety of letters or combinations
of letters, this sound in "Anglic”
Is invariably expressed by the let
ters "ei.” The statisticians showed
that the most frequent combination
of letters for this sound in common
English was “ei.”
Thus, “light” in “Anglic" reads
“leit”; Friday becomes “Freidae”;
right Is “relt,” and buy, “bel.’’

Oklahoma City.—A southwestern
metropolis which 41 years ago was
virgin prairie has, within the brief
period of two years, become the
Klondike of the oil industry.
Oil from hundreds of gushers,
many of which stand shoulder to
shoulder with warehouses, schools,
and residences, has made Oklahoma
City possessor of untold potential
wealth, dwarfing that of the fabu
lous Alaskan gold region.
The old era—that of a rather un
wieldy country town, the product
of old pioneer toil—passed on De
cember 4, 1928. At that time a
crowd gathered at the Indian Ter
ritory Illuminating Oil company's
No. 1 fee well four miles southeast
of the city saw a dark brown col
umn rise high over the derrick from
a 6.500 foot hole in the ground.
It was the signal for transform
ing the city into n metropolis, the
beckoning call of riches only a
small portion of which have beeu
realized.
Intense Development.

So intense has been the develop
ment that oil has encroached upon
the plans of the city builders. When
the two recent wild gushers, the
Mary Sudik and the Morgan-Stout,
showered the city with highly in
flamable crude petroleum, endang
ering the lives of thousands, the
parallel was drawn of the Franken
stein of fable that threatened to de
stroy Its creator.
The’field has extended until at
least one-eighth of the 19,425 acres
within the corporate limits has
been leased or prospected for oil
development.
The Indian Territory Illuminat
ing Oil company, a Cities Service
subsidiary, set the pace for the first
year of development. It was paced
by Wirt Franklin and the late Toni
Slick, independent oil operators.

Dry Lake May Flood
San Joaquin Valley
Corcoran, Calif.—Tulare lake,
marked on many maps as perma
nently dry, may again come back
and flood the 750 square miles of
the San Juaquin valley It once cov
ered.
C. E. Grunsky, government engi
neer, is the authority for that pre
diction.
The lake was alternately dry
and full for several decades until
lately when it has been dry most
of every year.
Grunsky points out that studies
of trees and other natural records
show the lake has covered as much
as 750 square miles many times,
and once covered SOO square
miles. For periods of as long as
half a century the lake has aver
aged 360 square miles in area and
for equal periods it has been prac
tically dry, he points out.
Tulare lake bottom for the last
half century has proven one of tlie
most fertile large areas devoted to
wheat in the United States.

Gains National Prominence.

By the first of the year the field,
gaining
national
prominence,
brought swarms of oil men and pro
moters. The “proven” territory
crept closer to the city.
Residents in the southern part of
the city saw 122 foot steel derricks
edging along the industrial section
comprised of sheet iron oil field
supply warehouses.
Seized wtih the hysteria of pos
sible overnight wealth, these citi
zens razed their modest homes, or
ganized town lot blocks, and formed
companies with the aid of shrewd
promoters.
Today 80 wells are drilling with
in the ctiy limits. Some of the
field's largest producers, flowing as
high as 110,000 barrels of oll daily,
the largest high gravity wells in
the world, and a gasser making
340,000,000 cubic feet of gas daily,
j stand at the city's doorstep.
New civic problems have devel
oped and are being solved daily.
However, the ban on drilling re
Porto Rico Finds English
mains the moot problem of the city.
Zoning laws and fire control have
Prefer Small Grapefruit | beset
officialst with knotty prob
San Juan, P. R.—Between the
lems.
American and English markets Por
to Rican grapefruit growers are
Poor Girl Wins Sight
able to sell their products regard
less of size, one of the island's lead
and Music From Duce
ing fruit men reports. American
Pola, Italy.—Maria Rinoselli's
buyers demand a good-sized fruit
life dream lias come true, because
which when halved makes a satis
she had the courage to write a let.
factory juicy breakfast course. Any
ter to Mussolini.
thing else is contemptuously brand
Maria, who is twenty years old,
ed undersized and passed by.
was lwirn blind, but to offset her af
The English, on the other hand,
fliction she lihd a natural gift for
prefer the smaller fruit, and their
the piano.
preference is decided that they are
An operation would give her
willing to pay much more a box for
sight, hut her family, poor people,
their choice than are the Americans
could not afford it any more than
for the larger product. Because of
they could afford to buy her a pi
what, from the American point of
ano. She wrote the Duce, asking
view, is an oddity of taste on the
his aid.
part of the British, from 15 to 20
In return, Mussolini sent her
per cent of the island grapefruit
money for the operation, which was
crop would otherwise be thrown
successful, and enough extra to buy
aside, finds a profitable market.
the piano she had always wanted.

Texas Sportsmen Led
U. S. in Paying Farmer

Highway Officer Aids
Hotel for Unemployed

New York.—Since sportsmen and
conservationists recently adopted
Seattle, Wash.—Their “hotel for
a national policy of paying fanners
wandering unemployed” is far fro,in
for raising and protecting game on
an elegnnt roadside inn. but High
their property, eyes of the hunting
way Patrolman Earl Ramage and
world have turned toward the land
the proprietors of a highway gro
of the cowboy and cattle—Texas.
cery and garage feel that they are
That state got the Jump on the j doing their bit.
rest of the country and has already
Ramage, during his trips along
established a well-working system
the highway north of here, directs
In which hunters compensate landforlorn Job seekers to the "hotel,”
owners for shooting privileges.
a vacant house near the grocery
Many landowners made more out
store. There the men are provided
of their game crops last year than j with axes to cut wood for their
on cotton or cattle in Texas and
fires, and food is furnished by the
game-conscious fanners as well as I store. Ramage and the grocery
game birds and animals have shown
store and garage proprietors split
a large increase every year, ac
the cost of supplies.
cording to reports sent to the
American Game Protective associa
Swimming Aids Cripples
tion by J. G. Burr, director of re
Toronto,
Ont. — Learning that
search of the Texas game fish and
swimming Instruction given crip
oyster commission.
pled children voluntarily by a
‘ school teacher has benefited the
Deer Hunters Reported
j children considerably, the Toronto
management committee has
Active in New Mexico j school
authorized the employment of an
Santa Fe, N, M.—Deer hunting
Instructor to teach a special class
Is still popular ln New Mexico and
of crippled boys.
is increasing as a big game sport,
nccording to E. L. Perry, chief
state game warden, in his report
on the recent 11-day open season.
J Three in One Family I
An accurate check of activities of
2,940 deer hunters showed that
X
Hold Political Jobs
X
1,574 deer were killed. Activities
of nn additional 2,000 huntpj-s that
Rochester, N. H.—All three >:
could be checked so closely, Indi
members of the Greenfield
cated tliat 910 more deer were
family will hold either state
killed, bringing to the known total
or city offices during the com
2,490 killed deer.
ing year.
Mrs. Della Greenfield will
Went to Right Place
be a member of the school
board. Her husband Is a city
Hull, Mass.—When Charles Pitts'
councilman. Their daughter,
automobile caught fire on a local
Della, is a member of the
street he drove to a fire headquar
state legislature.
ters and requested firemen to ex
♦
tinguish the blaze. They did.
Aim High

Every worthwhile man has some
objective towards which he is
striving. And the higher your ob
jective, the greater your effort. Re
member that really to succeed in
the full cense of the word, a life
must fall chort of its aim.—Grit.
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Glorious Thirteen
As constituted in 1790, the United
States of America comprised New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Georgia.

MAGIC BRAIN FLUID MAKES
DUMBBELLS JHINK FAST!

Special Announcement

German Professor Discovers Meth
od of Speeding Up Sluggish
Intellects.
Berlin. — Professor liaberlandt,
Innsbruck physician, claims to have
discovered a method of Injecting
intelligence into the brnin.
Ili> says that brillancy in think
ing is no longer to be reserved
for the few. One injection of his
newly discovered fluid cuffices to
make sluggish brains work per
fectly.
llaherlandt declares his discov
ery is based on observation that
the quality of brain matter can
only be Increased by adding new
brain matter to It. The fluid is a
heavily concentrated extract of
the brains of oxen and calves. One
cubic centimeter ot It, he says, is
equal to 50 grams of fresh brain.
His experiments were first made
with guinea pigs. After two weeks,
liaberlandt declares, they reacted
quickly to intelligence tests. They
jumped around in a more lively
manner, took more notice of what
was going on, were alert to the
slightest sounds, and desisted any
attempt to grab them.
This led llaherlandt to try his
experiments on human beings. A
similar extract of the brains of
oxen and calves was given to pa
tients suffering from partial inac
tivity of the braiu.
He now intends to develop hlc
method by injecting the fluid into
the blood, but believes the method
will not attain popularity until the
fluid is reduced to a p>i>.

Beginning MONDAY, MARCH 16, we will have two trucks in de

livery service in this county with

Mr. Fred Lovett
formerly with Nissen’s Bakery, in charge of the delivery depart

ment. We will render a complete, first class bakery service
We wish to express at this time our full appreciation of past patronage and hope
for a continuati on of the same

SANDNER’S
Home Method Bakery

Bright Lights Do Not
Make an Immoral City
Washington.—The bright lights
of the city only make it seem there
is more open wickedness there
than in quiet country villages, was
the opinion expressed to the North
American home missions congress
when it met here to discuss home
mission problems and receive re
ports on country-wide surveys.
The life of the city is more gar
ish, more spectacular, and there is
more noise, but these do not indi
cate actual immorality so far as
personal conduct Is concerned. In
the view of the experts. The city’s
immorality, it was declared, lies
rather “in its selfishness, its greed,
its inordinate ambition, its lack of
responsibility."
It was pointed out that in 1800
there were only six cities in the
United States having a population
of 8.000 or more and that these
constituted only 4 per cent of the
country's population. Today more
than half the country’s population
of 122,000,000 live in snch cities.
One-tenth of ail the people in
America, it was stated, live in the
three cities of New York, Chicago
and Philadelphia.

32-34

MARTINSVILLE
Luther S. Wotton was a weekend
guest of his sister Mrs. Myron M
Mank in Rockland.
The young daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Clayter has been named
Joan Faith.
Capt. S. T. Lowe and Cecil A. An
drews, engineer, are in New’ Bedford.
Mass., to superintend the necessary
preparations of the yacht Armada
I for the coming season.
J Mrs. Vesper Grover and daughter
j Barbara Louise of Rockland are
guests of Mrs. N. H. Gardner,
i Elmore Spear of Warren was a
i guest Sunday of his cousin Sidney
1 Dow
G N. Baclicldcr fe having exten
sive repairs and renovations made
on his house.
David Ervine and Perley Jones arc
becoming established in a retail fish
j business.
Harold Hupper has a new Chevro
let truck bought from Scaview
[ Garage, Rockland.
There will be a Scout meeting at
Port Clyde Thursday night after
school and one at Tenant's Harbor
Wednesday night
Capt. Hupper
I urges all Scouts to be present, as the
time of re-regietrr.tion is almost on
! for the troop
Clyde Stanley, Ivan Simmons and
Maurice Ciir.'.nons are sawing wood
for J. V/. Hupper.
Port Clyde grammar school closed
: Friday following an eight week
term taught by Mrs. Gertrude Hup
per. The following were neither ab
sent nor tardy: Calvin Pease absent
one-half day but not tardy; Lewis
i Thompson, Sidney Davis, Jr. and
Edith Anthony. Two of the pupils
! have moved to Rockland, Vera Sim
mons and Bertie Simmons. Many
of the rank cards showed improve
ment this ranking, the following get
ting at least nine l’s: Barbara
Thompson, Elsie Lowell. Calvin
Pease, Lewis Thompson, Maynard
Thompson, Elizabeth Coffin. Evelyn
Tracy. Melba I. Ulmer and Sidney
Davis, Jr.
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READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

iveiylnch
of advertising
space in this
paper will pro
duce profits
for your busi
ness $$$$$$
$ $ especially
if used with

MEYER BOTH
Illustrations
©Copy.
The Courier*
Gazette
Rockland, Maine

Peat Beds Give Savants
Data on Glacial Era
Cambridge, Mass.—Evidence of
upper Canadian floral conditions,
purported to have existed in this
section during the last glacial or
interglacial period, bus been un
earthed In excavations now under
way here for Harvard university's
new biological laboratory.
Layers of peat taken from the
excavation were examined by Dr.
Thomas Barbour, director of the
university museum, and were found
to contain the remains of roots of
trees more or less unchanged, nnd
other evidence of a fresh water
pond deposit.
The roots were defined as being
of black spruce nnd balsam fir—
types of trees abundant in the up
per Canadian regions.

TEL. 250
i
—

Englishmen Plunge on
All Kinds of Lotteries
London.—England, probaldy the
greatest nation of gzmblers ln the
world, will not legalize lotteries,
yet a large part of her population
hold tickets in them.
Nearly every Englishmen has, nt
some time or another, held a ticket
or part of a ticket In the Calcutta
derby sweepstakes, and many send
to Spain for shares in the Spanish
national lotteries.
But the craze for gambling has
been given added impetus by an
aet passed by the Irish Free State
government legalizing sweepstakes
for specific purposes. The success
of the first of these, the Manches
ter November handicap, has been
so remarkable that It is under
stood that the British government
is to give close consideration to
the large participation of English
men in it.
The Manchester November handi
cap sweepstakes is, however, only
the first of several sucli lotteries.
There will Be “sweeps” on lhe
Grand National steeplechase, tlie
derby, and the St. Leger. It is
even anticipated that the Irish
sweepstake on the derby may ex
ceed in prize money the Calcutta
“sweep.”

ROCKLAND
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JOB
POINTING

Buck Reverses Usual
Process; It Hunts Man
Maple Hill, Minn.—When a deer
hunts a man, Anton Pederson
claims It’s time to carry a gun.
Pederson was working on his farm
near here when a noise in the
woods behind him startled him.
He paid no attention and went on
working.
Again he heard the noise nnd
turned just in time to dodge behind
a stump and escape a huge buck
that charged him.
Round and round the stump the
buck chased Pederson until help
finally came from the farmhouse.
Son Best Man (or Dad

Cleveland, Ohio.—John W. Melsner, seventy-nine, was remarried
here recently to the wife he di
vorced 28 years ago, A son, Wil
liam Meisner, forty-seven, was best
man at the ceremony.
Produced in Emergency

Times of general calamity nnd
confusion have ever been produc
tive of the greatest minds. The
purest ore is produced front the hot
test furnace, and tho brightest
thunderbolt Is elicited from the
darkest storm,—Cotton.

See us. We have the most com
plete line of Used Cars in Knox
County. Our prices are right.

1930 Oldsmobile Sedan
1928 Pontiac Sedan
1926 Essex Coach
1929 Ford Coupe
1929 Oldsmobile Coach
1929 Chevrolet Coach
1929 Nash Coupe
1929 Ford Pick-up
1S28 Dodge Sedan

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Permit us to create
a personality in your
printing work . . . such
personality as you would
prefer in the human
salesman that you would
employ.
We plan and print
. . . booklets, inserts,
sales bills, broadsides,
announcements, offic?
and factory forms and
supply estimates on a
competitive basis.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 18-Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
March 20—Bates College Glee Club at
RH.S. Auditorium.
March 20. (3 to 9.30 p. m.)—Woman's
Euucatlonal Club meets at Copper Ket
tle Porch.
March 20—Annual 4-11 Leaders’ Con
ference ln Waldoboro.
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins.
March 23—South Thomaston town
meeting.
March 25—Rockport—Easter supper at
Baptist church, auspices Ladles’ circle
March 29—Palm Sunday.
April 1-4—Rockland’s Sixth Automo
bile Show at Fireproof Garage.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Bird Day.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week in North
and Middle Atlantic states: Generally
fair, except rain Wednesday or
Thursday, possibly some snow in
northern New England. Temperature
normal or slightly below Tuesday
warmer Wednesday and colder Fri
day and Saturday.

St. Patrick's Day.
morning!

Top of the

Weather this morning:
Brisk
northeast wind; temperature 32 de
grees; promise of rain, sleet and
snow.
Last week's prizes at Carr’s alleys:
V. Norton and Rockwell, tied on 140;
F. Black. 135; JL Newbert, 124; At
wood, 120.

The regular supper of the Sons of
Union Veterans auxiliary will be
held Wednesday with Mrs. Emma
Hall, chairman.

Peter Nelson, late of the U. S.
Navy, is again a victim of wander
lust. He is planning to leave early
in May for a summer's sojourn in
the countries of Northern Europe."
And Peter needs no guide.
Now that basketball has gone into
the discard baseball is coming back
into its own. An interesting High
School season is looked for, after
which the Knox County League will
take possession of the diamond.
About five or six weeks hence the
baseball fans will be glad they’re liv
ing.
<

The seagulls which have been
warming the ice in Lcrmond’s Cove
the past winter, began yesterday
their season's broadcasts, a type of
music which may have a few flats
and sharps in the wrong place now
and then, but which is always looked
forward to with pleasure by all coast
dwellers. If these .gulls only had a
Walter Damrosch what a wonderful
orchestra they could form.
Col. Fernando S. Philbrick, depart
ment commander of the Maine
Grand Army, accompanied by Col.
Frank E. Small of Cooper’s Mills,
commander of the Maine Sons of
Veterans, left today on a tour of in
spection which will last the balance
of the week. Sunday Col. Philbrick
will be the guest of his companion
in Cooper’s Mills, and next week
both will again hit the trail.
The Lions Club will undoubtedly
have a large attendance tomorrow
noon because of the presence of
Judge Pinansky of Portland, who will
be induced to speak if the members
have their way. Judge Pinansky is
one of the six honorary members of
the Lions organization in Maine, and
those who heard him in Wiscasset
and Waldoboro are assuring their
brethren of a great treat in store to
morrow.

Augustus Huntley has moved from
AT THE CAPITOL
CAMDEN
38 Beech street Into the southern
tenement of the Mildred Oxton Crie
Death of the “Barbers' Bill” in the
Henry Parker of Newport, R. I.,
house, corner of Warren and Knox
Senate and rebirth of the Spear is visiting his mother, Mrs. Minnie
streets.
order for an investigation of the Parker, Washington street.
Mrs. H. D. Ames has returned to
The ordinance of baptism was per state board of assessors in the House
formed at the First Baptist Church marked the end ^)f the tenth week her home in Brockton, Mass., after
a visit with Miss Teresa F. Arau.
Sunday night, the candidates being of the legislative session Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Freethy have
Louis Morrison and Mr. and Mrs.
The swan song of the proposal to returned from a visit in Sarger.tville.
Carleton Williamson.
create a board of registration and ex
C. D. Kidder of Boston is spend
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald was amination for barbers was sung ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
the speaker last night at an ordina when the Senate concurred with the Frank H. Wilbur.
tion service in Wiscasset. Mrs. Mac house in indefinite postponement,
Lloyd F. Crockett, master ot
Donald spoke the same evening at a thus virtually settling the question Limerock Valley Pomona at North
Young People’s rally in Damariscotta.
for another two years. The barbers’ Haven and Luther M. Webster of
Vinalhaven were in town over the
Donald Gregory, formerly of bill, similar to one introduced in the weekend to attend the meeting of
Rockland is now employed as sales 84 th legislature, was apparently Limerock Valley Pomona Grange,
man for electrical supplies, with unopposed until tabled in the house held in this place Saturday.
headquarters in Toronto. Canada. last week and indefinitely postponed
Capt. W F. Annis has arrived from
His territory is the Canadian North by that body yesterday.
Some doubt was evident after the South Hanson, Mass., to put the
west.
session as to whether the house yacht Yvonne in readiness for the
would maintain its position of con summer season. He is a guest at F.
Fire in a Fairfield garage de currence
the Senate in the or H. Wilbur's, Sea street.
spoiled Lieut. A. W. Cushman’s auto der for a with
Harry Hatch has returned to
special joint committee to
mobile last week. Solicitous friends investigate the valuation methods of Salem, Mass., after a visit with rela
recommended an Austin, but at last the state board of assessors.
tives in Camden.
accounts the popular State Highway
The action of the House in reced
At the Comique Theatre Tuesday
official had made a deal with Dan.
ing from its former stand that the the attraction will be “Fast and
probe be conducted by the committee Loose;" Wednesday, “The Bat
There will be an all-day meeting of on taxation ended a month of in Whispers;” Thursday, Richard Barthe W.C.T.U. Friday at the home of activity during which the order, in thelmess in “The Lash;” Friday,
Misses Ada and Alena Young. Box troduced by Senator Spear, Cumber “Rain or Shine;" Saturday, Buck
lunch is to be served and coffee will land, remained on the Senate table. Jones in “Shadow Ranch.”
be furnished. All are invited, and There was talk in the corridors that
Miss Teresa F. Arau spent the
are asked to be prepared to sew.
a movement to reconsider the reced weekend in Portland.
ing action might be instituted in the
The regular bi-monthly Masonic
The debate between Rockland High house this week.
| Assembly will be held Thursday eve
The receding action was accom ning at Masonic hall, with music by
and Bangor High will be held in the
High School auditorium tomorrow plished only after reconsideration of Dean's orchestra.
afternoon at 4 o'clock. The judges the House’s decision to adhere to its
Town Manager Herbert Thomas
will be Rev. W. S. Rounds, Rev. Jesse former position, which would have was in Bangor Saturday on business.
Kenderdine and Principal Hartshorn. resulted in the death of the “inves
Clive Holbrook and son Paul of
tigation order between the two Boston are spending a few days in
town.
Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. met branches.
The “split sentence" bill, defeated
Friday night. Mrs. Gertrude Boody
Piano lessons, private, $1.00 per
was chairman of the supper commit in the house and suggested for re half hour. Mabel Lamb, Rockland.
consideration
was
not
acted
upon
in
Tel. 786-M.
tee. The degree was conferred on
Anna Green. Memorial resolutions the absence of Representative Sar
Mrs. Clara Thorndike is enjoying
gent.
Brewer.
Sargent's
minority
un

-j a vacation from her duties as clerk
were read for the late Mrs. Nellie
favorable
report
was
accepted
by
the
Wade and the late Mrs. Lucy Crock
in the G. W. Achorn store.
house.
• • « •
ett.
Dr. Joseph F. Norwood
Harold Rackliff of South Thom
The funeral services of Capt. J. aston has returned home after visit
Dr. Joseph Frederick Norwood, 59,
Frank Gregory were held in the Uni ing hts brother Clarence in Somer
versalist Church Sunday afternoon, ville, Mass. While there he drove died Sunday morning at his home on
Rev. G. H. Welch officiating. The at around the beaches to view the Elm street, following a long illness.
He is survived by his wife and one
tendance was very large, and the damage done by the storm.
sister Mrs. S. T. Packard of Springfloral offerings remarkable. The Ma
field, Mass. Deceased was born in
sonic service was conducted by Dr.
John H. McLoon has been elected
J. A. Richan acting as master, with vice president and assistant manager Rockport but had resided in Cam
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh as chaplain. of A. C. McLoon & Co. wholesale lob den the greater part of his life. He
The bearers were Ralph U. Clark, ster dealers. He is now in Boston at was a member of Amity Lodge,
Harold Whitehill, Willis I. Ayer and the company's branch in that city F. &A.M., Keystone Chapter. R.A.M.,
Henry C. Chatto. The interment was during the three months’ Nova Camden Commandery, K.T., Kora
Temple, Mystic Shrine in Lewiston
in Achorn cemetery.
Scotia lobster season.
and the Camden Business Men’s
Association. Private funeral serv
At a meeting of the directors of ices will be held Tuesday at 2 o’clock,
A special meeting has been ar
ranged for Thursday night at the the Chamber of Commerce this conducted by Rev. E. O. Kenyon of
Salvation Army. Captain George morning it was voted to advertise Rockland. The body will be taken
Martin, recently appointed to com the recreational advantages of the to Boston Wednesday morning for
mand the Bath Corps will be in city over Station WHDH. Boston be cremation and the ashefc will be
charge and will be assisted by his ginning April 13. Several of the lo placed in the family lot in Mountain
Lieut. Ralph Richardson, and sev cal merchants will be associated with Street cemetery.
eral members of the Bath Corps. the Chamber in the project.
Captain Martin has had a varied
When they start playing lriiaiturce
It is natural for the Turks not to
experience in Salvation Army work,
football we presume they will use a
like
our
movies,
as
any
nation
that
including service on the Training
nickel and two dimes in the backCollege staff in New York. Special has gone in for plural marriage for field instead of a quarter and two
centuries
naturally
would
be
pretty
music will be supplied by instrumen
halves.—Southern Lumberman.
talists of the visiting party. The well fed up on talkies.—Ohio State
If it takes eleven law-enforcement
Journal.
public is cordially invited.
commissioners nineteen months to
disagree about Prohibition, how long
THE RIVERS AND LAKES OF MAINE
The senior class Washington trip
will it take 130,000,000 citizens -to I
fin vacation time The Courier-Gazette has reach a unanimous verdict?—San
fund was enhanced $35 as the result
calls for this classic and again elves
of the supper given by the students frequent
it place in this column for the convenience Diego Union.
in the Congregational vestry Satur of
inquirers.]
day night. Miss Cynthia Wasgatt
MARRIED
was general chairman and was as Oh. the lovely rivers and lakes of Maine!
BILLINGS-GRANT—At Arlington. Mass .
March 9. bv Bishop E. L. Trabe. Llovd
sisted by Dorothy Magune, Thelma I am charmed with their names, as my song
will explain ;
J. Blllln(?s and Annie V. Grant, both
Blackington. Phyllis Snowman. Ber Aboriginal
muses inspire my strain,
nice 8mith, Jeanette Cohen, Virginia While I sing the bright rivers and lakes of of Rockland.
Maine—
•
Richardson. Eva Hunter. Barbara
DIED
Cupsuptac to Cheputmatticook,
Blaisdell. and Edna Ross. Music was From
KELLEY — At Rockland. March 15.
From Sagadaliock to Pohenegamook furnished by an orchestra composed
Eueene L. Kelley, aged 70 years. 1
Gamook, ’gamook,
months. 5 days. Interment at JonesPohenegamook.
of Hugh Benner, John Moulaison,
port.
From
Sagadaliock
to
IPohenegamook.
Alvary Gay, Ted Lawrence, Oram
COPELAND—At Rockland. March 16.
Lawry and Richard Stoddard. Rob For light serenading the "Blue Moselle,”
Harris C. Copeland, aged 62 ycare. 1
ert Dunton was in charge of the "Bonnie Doon" and "Sweet Avon" may do
month. 16 days. Funeral Thursday at
very
well
:
2 o'clock.
ticket sale and Israel Snow of the
But
the
rivers
of
Maine,
in
they
wild
solitudes,
NORWOOD
—At Camden. March 14. Dr.
advertising. Mothers who assisted Bring a thunderous sound from the depths
J. Frederick Norwood, aged 59 years, 9
in making the affair a success were
of the woods;
months. 25 days. Funeral private.
Mrs. John Flanagan, Mrs. William The Aroostook and Chimmeticook,
and Cliinquassabamtook— I
IN MEMORIAM
Ellingwood, Mrs. George Dunton, The Chimpasaoc
'Bamtook,' 'bamtook,
In memory of Leona M. Brltto, who
Mrs. Raymond Moulaison and Mrs.
Chtnquassabamtook.
passed
away
March 17. 1924.
Tlie Chimpasaoc and Cliinquassabamtook.
Glenn Lawrence.
Some may think that we forget her.
Extra tables were necessary at yes
terday's Forty Club meeting to
accommodate those desiring to hear
the inside story of Charles H. Berry's
adventures in Florida. He told in
substance th$ story of a keen ob
server as it appeared in the Saturday
issue of this paper, but embroidered
it with n delicious humor that de
lighted his hearers. Mr Berry is a
true loyalist for Maine and Rock
land in particular and thinks that a
few years hence we will far outstrip
Florida as a resort, due to the many
natural advantages found here—but
feels that our attitude toward tour
ists and their amusements mus* be
liberalized. Final plans were dis
cussed for Thursday night's bridge
party at The Copper Kettle and a
meeting of the Forty Club rifle team
arranged. David Daris was made
captain of Team 2, bowling, replac
ing John H. McLoon who is in Bos
ton for several weeks. Guests in
cluded Representative Smith and L.
W. Sanborn of Vinalhaven and
Lester McGarry of Bangor.

Joseph E. Hall of Caribou is soon
to publish a Handbook for Peace
Officers which ought to be of inesti
mable value to those directly con
cerned as well as the community at
large. This handbook has been pre
pared from the standpoint of many
years' experience as municipal court
judge in a country town where the
county attorney does not appear
from one year’s end to another. It is
obviously inconsistent for a court to
act as prosecuting attorney, jury and
judge all at the same time. He, like
a jury, is supposed to act upon the
evidence presented to him, and, in
many instances the duty of present
ing the state's case devolves upon the
officer bringing it in. Hence, he
should have some knowledge of the
riAliments of the law of evidence.
A decidedly pleasant hour was spent
This the handbook seeks to give him
last night by the directors and
in simple language.
friends of Community Chest at a
meeting held in the High gchco’
mbers of the Baptist Men’s auditorium. President Gay saw to it
ue will be out in force tomorrow that the annual reports were not
t, and many of them will have overlong, yet filled with interest, and
:s. The special magnet on this interspersed these with an excellent
lion is the speaker, Judge Max program including selections by the
nansky of Portland, an eloquent High School Orchestra, readings by
broad-minded Jewish orator Miss Louise Dolliver and vocal num
e services are often in demand bers by Rev. Je6se Kenderdine. All
speaker before other religious the participating organizations re
minatlons. Here is just a hint ported successful years and plans lor
hat he will advocate in his ad- continued progress. The treasurer s
; at the Men’s League tomorrow report showed the Chest to be a bit
t. More activity on the part of pressed for funds though outstand
nts in church work as an ex- ing pledges cover existing obligations.
c to children; the advisability H. P. Blodgett presented the budget
irents and children “chumming which totals $12,000, smaller by $150.'
nd together;” the redcdication than last year due to the decreased
le Christian home as a neces- Scout expenditures. President Oav
fundamental in the enhancc- reported that the Salvation Army
: of American institutions; the was
not participating this year due
ibitory law, from the broad to the inability of the Chest to raise
rican standpoint of respect for the additional $3000 expected by the
.ituted authority; and the proi law in regard to juvenile de- ArmV- The arrangement is entirely
amicable on both sides. Thomas
Chisholm, Willis I. Ayer, Rev. W. S.
Rounds, C. II. Emery and H. P
Gonia's Wall Paper sale will con-* Blodgett were chosen as directors.
tinue the balance of the month. It
makes no difference whether you
Half prices or less on the follow
want four cents a roll paper, half ing merchandise: Jersey blouses
price room lots or the very best of were 2.98, now $1.50; voile blouses,
domestic or imported papers, you will were $1.98, now 98 cents; rayon slips,
find them all at Gonia’s.—adv.
were $198, now 98 cents; three win
ter coats, were $24.50, now $5.00;
Another of those popular “Balloon three winter coats were $15.00. now
Dances” will be held tonight at $5.00; four winter coats were $59.50,
now $29.75. Senter Crane Co.—adv.
Watts hall, Thomaston.—adv.

Behold 1 how they sparkle and flash in the
sun!
The Mattewamkeag and the Mussungun:
Tlie kingly Penobscot, the wild Woolastook,
Kennebec. Kennebago and Sebasticook :
The pretty Presumpscut and gay Tulanbic;
The Ess'quilsagook and little iSchoodic—
S«-ll(ii»'lic. 8CO0OfUc

When they sometimes sec us smile.
But they know not of the sorrow
That the smile hides all the while.
God knows how much vie miss her:
Never will her memory lade.
Loving thoughts will ever wander
To the spot where she Is laid.
Father. Mother, Sister and Daughter.

The little schoodlc.
The Ess’quilsagook and little iSchoodic.

Yes. yes. I prefer tlie bright rivers of Maine
To the Rhine or tlie Rhone, or tlie Saone or tlie
Seine:
These may do for the cockney, but give me
some nook
On the Ammonoosuc or the Wytopadlook,
On the Vmsaskis or the Rlpogenls,
The Rlpogenls or the Pistaqaquis—
’Aquis, 'aquls
Tlie Piscataquis,
Tlie Ripogenis or the Piscataquis.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the people who were
so kind ln our recent bereavement, the
death of our dear mother. Especially Dr
North and the stall of nurses at the
Knox Hospital.
Her sons. Alvah Mears. Dudley Mears

Prices Are Lower

The savings are
passed on to you

Printed Crepe de Chines

All firsts with label which says "lOO^t all wool" at

One of the outstanding examples of lower prices—

the lowest price we have ever seen.

these are the same quality silks we sold a year ago

3000 bought by the
Senter Stores on
recent trip South

$2.98

Oil, give me the rivers and lakes of Maine,
In her mountains or forests or fields of grain.
In the depth of the shade or the blaze of the
sun,
Tlie lakes of Schoodlc aqd the Basconegun.
And tlie dear Wanbasoos and the clear
Aquessuc,
The Cosbosecontic and Millenkikuk—
’Klkuk, ’klkuk.
The Millenkikuk.
The Cosbosecontic and Millenkikuk?
— George B. Wallis.

Size 66x80, single,
in colors blue, green,
rose, tan, gold, orchid

Thirty-four patterns
to choose from

The new spring suits
are here for your ap
proval,

$10.00, $16.50,
$24.50 anJ “p

LARGER ARMHOLE

LARCFR MUSCLE
FULLER BUST
SHORTER SLEEVES^

Doeskin Slip-on Gloves

WIDER HIPS

A particularly good
looking assortment of
Half Size Dresses; over
I 00 for you to choose
from.

A new price on this wanted glove—just in time for

Easter.

The colors are white, eggshell, peach and

natural.

Sizes 14ti to 5?’-;
Prints and Plains

SHORTER SRIPTLEHCTH

$1.69 pair

$9.50

,

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
EUGENE L. KELLEY

SWAN'S ISLAND

Eugene L. Kelley, superintendent
of the William Underwood Co.’s fac
tory on the Messer wharf, and for
31 years a valued official for that cor
poration, died Sunday after a week's
illness of bronchial pneumonia.
Prayers were offered at the residence
yesterday , and the remains were
taken to the native home of the de
ceased in Jonesport on the Sea
Coast Mission boat Sunbeam.
Mr. Kelley was born Nov. 9, 1860.
and was affiliated with the sardine
industry 55 years. Before joining
forces with the Underwood Co. he
was superintendent for the Seacoast
Packing Co. at North Lubec. Leav
ing there he was for 29 years with
the Underwood company at McKin
ley, and when that concern built the
Rockland plant he superintended the
construction and had since directed
its affairs.
Few men in the county were so
well versed as he in the sardine
business, and he was universally liked
and respected.
Mr. Kelley was a member of the
Masonic Lodge and chapter, the
Eastern Star and Knights of Pythias
lodge in Jonesport, and had served his
town as tax assessor.
He is survived by his wife, who was
Delana Ackley; and two sons Clar
ence L. of Rockland and Dr. L. E.
Kelley of Dexter.

Pupils of the Union primary school,
Fannie E. Ames teacher, were re
cently awarded a health habit tro
phy by the Maine Public Health As
sociation for faithful performance ol
health habits over a special period of
12 consecutive weeks.

CLOVERBLOOM

The highly unclad state of the I If the United States Senate is
African aborigines shown in the ; really so much interested in the removie-exploration films gives us io I lief of human suffering, it might
wonder what they do with ou%old begin by being kind to Mr. Hoover.—
pants, etc., that are sent them from San Diego Union.
time to time.—Arkansas Gazette.
For removing red-ink stains; Keep
Whut we need now is not only op
timism, but also hop-to-it-ism,— out of the stock market.—New York
Evening Post.
American Lumberman.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER
HERE IS QUALITY WITHOUT QUESTION AND
PRICE TO PLEASE. PREPARED IN QUARTER
BLOCKS FOR TABLE USE. THIS IS JUST ONE
OF THE MANY GREAT VALUES OFFERED AT
FOODLAND._______________________________________________________

COMBINATION SALE
NUMBER 1

NUMBER 2

NUMBER 3

1 QT. PURE MAPLE
SYRUP
1 PKG. PANCAKE
FLOUR

1 POUND COFFEE

1 CAN PEAS

1 CAN MILK

1 CAN CORN

2 LBS. SUGAR

1 CAN STRING BEANS

Both for 89c

All for 35c

All for 29c

Crisco

Fish Bits

Pound
Can

Four
Pounds

22c

29c

BUTTER

CALVES LIVER,
PIG LIVER,
LAMB LIVER,
CORNED PIG HOCKS,

Oil

Red Rose
Flour

Johnson
Beans

Gallon

Can

Bag

2 Quarts

15c

19c

63c

29c

GROCERIES AT WHOLESALE

lb.
2 lbs.
lb.
lb.

39c
29c
19c
10c

CORNED BEEF

DrinkTea. . in the Afternoon
Around four o'clock you will find it

invigorating and sustaining.

n

SAIADA'

19c lb

BONELESS POT ROAST,
lb.
PRIME RIB OVEN ROAST, lb.
CHUCK ROAST,
lb.
LEAN BEEF FOR BOILING, lb.
SAUSAGE PATTIES,
lb.
HAMBURG STEAK,
2 lbs.

19c
29c
15c
18c
19c
25c

MILK,
Case $3.49
MATCHES,
Case 3.90
STRINGLESS BEANS,
Case 2.40
MAINE CORN,
Case 2.19
GOLD DUST,
dozen 2.34
PEACHES,
Case 3.99
LIMA BEANS,
Case 2.25
SHREDDED WHEAT, 4 pkgs.
.35

OTHER GOOD VALUES
RUMFORD BAKING POWDER
GRAHAM FLOUR,
bag
GOOD COFFEE,
lb.
BULK OATS,
6 lbs.
HERSHEY’S COCOA, 2 boxes
LARGE LOAF BREAD,1

29c
19c
21c
25c
25c
6c

PERRYS MARKET

ORANGE PEKOE & PEKOE
“Fresh irom »h« Gardens”

Thick Middle Rib, Heavy Boneless
Brisket

Your Choice
Cut To Suit

j

Water
Glass

Kerosine

MEAT SALE

«

All new goods
purchased last week

$1 yd

Half Size Dresses

ARMOUR’S

And, sweet as the dews in the violet’s kiss,
Wallahgosquegamook and Tclcsimis;
And when I can share, in the fisherman's bunk |
Oil the Moosetuckmaguntic or Mol’tunkamunk—
'Amunk, 'amunk,
Or Mol’tunkamunk,
On the ’Moosetuckmaguntic or Mol’tunka- i
munk?

And there arc tlie Pokeslilne and Patquongomis:
And there is the pretty Coscomgonnosls,
Romantic Umhagog and Pemadumook,
The Pemadumook and the old Ciiesuncook.
Sepois and iMoosetuck; and take care not to
miss
Tlie Umbazookskus or the Sysladobsis—
’Dobsis, ’dobsis,
The Sysladobsis,
The Umbazookskus or the Sysladobsis.

at 1.95.

Spring Suits and New

Lake Leman, or Como, what care I for them, J
When Maine lias the Moosehead and Pon- j

And Maine has the Eagle Lakes, Chcappawgan.
And the little Seplc ami the little Scapan,
The spreading Sebaco, the Congomgomoc,
Tlie Millismet and Motesinloc,
Caribou and the fair Anmonjenegamook,
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook—
’A cook. ’acook,
Wetokenebacook.
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook.

Blankets in

our own stock like them are marked 4.95.

ormi

gokwahem,

Take advantage of
these savings today

All Wool Blankets

"Away down South,” tlie Cherokee
Has named his rivers tlie Tennessee,
The Chattahoochee and the Ocmulgce.
Tlie Millicmet and Motesinloc,
But what are they, or the Frenchy Detroit.
To tlie Passadumkeag or tlie Wassatoquoit?
Tlie Wassatoquoit,
’Toquoit, ’toquoit,
To the Passadumkeag or the Wassatoquoit?

Then turn to the beautiful lakes of Maine
(To the Sage of Auburn be given the strain.
The statesman whose genius and bright fancy
makes
Tlie earth’s highest glories to shine in its ]
lakes) ;
Wliat lakes out of Maine can we place in tlie
book
Witli tlie Matagomon and tlie Pangokomook?
'Omook, 'omook.
The Pangokomook.
Witli the Mattagonion an dthe ^Pangokomook ? j
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CHILDREN

“Venus de Milo Hopelessly Shelved by
Modern Sisters, ” Says Loretta Young
By Betty Bonsai

tSESS
CASTORIA

tell you that children DO cry for
Fletcher's Castoria. For mothers always
give a few drops of this pure vegetable
preparation when a child has any of
the symptoms that tell of sluggish
bowels, colic, or other upsets. W hen tiny
tongues are coated and breath is bad.
When a child is restless; irritable. Always
soothing and comforting to an infant—
yet it is effective for children in their
teens. You never have to coax children
to take Castoria; they love its taste.
Be ready for the next case of sour
stomach, constipation, or other need for
Castoria!
When buying look for the signature
of Chas. H. Fletcher on wrapper.
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by
Marie Gifford
Department of Food Economics
Armour and Company
Bacon and eggs are the foundation
ingredients for many a tempting
dish: fluffy omelet, filled with crisn
bits of Fixed Flavor Star Bacon and
I attractively garnished with crisp
golden slices; scrambled Star Bacon
; and canned corn served on crisp buti tered toast: or broiled Fixed Flavor
Star Bacon and Cloverbloom Eggs,
sunny side up. Each is truly deli
cious when made with the new Fixed
Flavor Star Bacon.
The scientific research and care
used in selection, curing and smok
ing of Fixed Flavor Star Bacon
makes possible a product delicately
sweet, tender and uniformly streaked
with fat and lean. A bacon that is
rightly called the three meal a day
meat. The sweet nut-like flavor of
Star Bacon makes dishes you thought
were good even more delicious.
Broiled Fixed Flavor Star Bacon ,
and sauted bananas is a tasty com
bination. Broil the Fixed Flavor
Star Bacon following one of the gen
eral methods given below. When the
bacon is crisp and a golden brown,
remove to hot plate. Remove the
skins from the bananas, slice into
halves lengthwise and sprinkle each
half with lemon juice to prevent
darkening. Then roll lightly in flour
and saute in the bacon drippings
until light brown. Serve with the
broiled Fixed Flavor Star Bacon.
How to Broil Fixed Flavor Star Ba
con.
Place slices of Fixed Flavor Star
Bacon on a wire rack over a dripping
pan to save the fat. Broil under a
hot fire, and when one side of the
bacon is delicately browned, turn and
brown the other side. This is the
ideal method of cooking Fixed Flavor i
Star Bacon.
Star Bacon Omelet
Dice four slices of Fixed Flavor
Star Bacon and fry slowly. Beat
four Cloverbloom Eggs until light. ,
add five tablespoons of milk, season
with salt and a dash of paprika. Mix
with bacon and cook until a light
brown. Fold and serve on a hot plat
ter. Serves five.
Scrambled Star Bacon and Canned
Com
b lb. Fixed Flavor Star bacon,
diced; 1 can sweet corn, 4 Clover
bloom eggs.
cup milk, H tsp. salt.
34 teaspoon pepper.
Cook diced bacon in deep skillet
until slightly brown, then add the
corn. Stir until hot. Beat the eggs
j until light, add the milk and season
ing and pour over bacon mixture.
When eggs are set serve on hot but
tered toast, garnish with cress or
parsley. Serves four.
Whether there are to be just two
or twenty at Easter Dinner Fixed
j Flavor Star Ham will meet your'
requirements. For a large dinner
party the whole ham reigns supreme
as the Easter meat, but the half, butt
, or center slice of Fixed Flavor Star
Ham is equally delicious.

natomically we may be the

same through the ages, but
Afigure
ideals have changed and.

therefore, the figure proportions.
At one time, the Venus de Milo
with her broad shoulders and waist
and thick torso was the standard
of feminine beauty, A marvelous
museum piece, as far as Miss 1931
Is concerned—far too Herculean
to win a beauty contest today.
Whether they are for sports or
evening wear, the new styles
which are being hailed as an al
luring return to true femininity,
are extremely exacting. It Is no
secret that the new clothes demand
a new sort of good looks. There
is no secret about anything, in
fact! Miss 1931 stands revealed,
whether she wears a sun-tan bath
ing suit, sports clothes or back
less gown. Never has a good fig
ure—slender yet softly rounded—
meant so much, for the new styles
are nothing more nor less than the
graceful draping of the youthful
ideal which is your energetic and
radiantly healthful modern miss.
New Measurement*
Even the United States Govern
ment is taking a hand. Study of
this all-important question by a
corps of government scientists has
gone so far as to define the new
ideal with mathematical exactness.
According to the standard of com
mercial measurement recently reg
istered in Washington as the pro
portions of the average figure.
Miss 1931, size 14, has a bust of
32, waist of 27 and hips of 35
inches.
For every girl who possesses
Buch a figure, of course, there are
thousands dieting to gain the
rounded slimness they would give

Loretta Young, First National
star, possesses one of the most per
fect figures demanded by the new
ideal.
the world to have. The Irony of
it is that so many lose in dieting
the very beauty they are trying to
achieve.
Hollywood, which has been
Mr. Jolly Death

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
AU higher motives, ideals,
conceptions, sentiments In a
man are of no account if they
do
not come forward
to
strengthen him for the better
discharge of the duties which
devolve upon him In the ordi
nary affairs of life.—Henry
Ward Beecher.

Good Things to Eat

IE Is always In season; here Is
one yon will enjoy:
Pineapple Pie.—Heat one and
5b
one-half cupfuls of rich milk, mix
with one^inlf cupful of sugar, a
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL XCont.)
pinch of salt and two tablespoonHORIZONTAL
16- T ears
48-Popular name
fuls of cornstarch. Cook until
1-Vexes
17-Vehicle (pi.)
largest state in
smooth and thick and the starch
5-Sprang over
21-Recitals
U. S.
Is thoroughly cooked. Poor over
9-Projection
23-Change
! 50-Roofers
two egg yolks, lightly beaten and
10- One who detests
24- Cut with a toothed
52- Birth
return to the fire to cook about
11- Pointed tool
implement
53- Gone
three tnlnntes. Cool, add one cup
13-Boil partially
25- To abate
54- Prussian seaport
ful of drained crushed pineapple,
15-United
23-Pierced
55- Dexterity
one-half teaspoonful of vanilla.
18- Places of exit
30-One who diverges
55-Wear away
Pour Into a baked pastry shell,
19- Part of a circle
32- Witnsss who makes
57-Arouses
20- Prepares for
cover with a meringue and brown
i is not only delicious, tender and
an affidavit
publication
In a moderate oven.
VERTICAL
sweet
at
the
first
serving
but
the
j
33Heavenly
body
(pi.)
21- Dogma
Add a little grated orange peel to
! leftover bits carry the same good cooked squash with a bit of sugar,
1- Famous American 34- Charge for warping
22- Pendent ornament
flavor.
This
is
due
to
the
care
in
a
ship
actor
24-Business of a
butter and a few tablespoonfuls of
selection, curing and smoking, an thick sweet cream.
2- Resets, as flowers 35- Fathom
saddler
exclusive method of the Armour
j 3-Plants with prickly 37- Darnel (pi.)
26- Altitude (abbr.)
Raisin Pie.—Take one cupful
Packing Plants.
38- Ropes for leading
stems
27- Royal
each of sugar, raisins, sour cream
If
you
have
never
tried
this
deli

horses
4-Auctions
29-Scorches
and two beaten eggs. Add the juice
39- Brisk (colloq)
cious ham you have a real treat in and rind of a lemon, stir and add
I 5-Short for Lemuel
31-Planted
41-Lookcd
with
malice
I
store.
You
will
enjoy
any
one
of
the
60
bI
iterated
33-Fastened with
one tablespoonful of butter, a pinch
following dishes at your Easter of salt. Bake with two crusts. •
7- Divided into parts 43-East Indian sailor
needle and thread
45-Fashions
Feast.
!
8-Small,
tremulous
36-Placed again
Apricot lee.—Take two cupfuls
47-Highest note in
noise
38-Part of body
Spired Baked Star Ham
each of pineapple, one quart of
Guido's
scale
9-Label
40-Toured
12 lb. Fixed Flavor Star Ham, 1 canned apricots, the juice of two
i49-lnsect
12- Constellation
42—Relish
teaspoon mustard ,
cup brown lemons and two oranges, three cup
51-Holy Mother
13- Combining form,
44- Made angry
j sugar. )4 teaspoon paprika, H cup fuls of liquid, using the sirup from
Church
(Latin,
five
45- Ethical
the fruit and adding water to make
vinegar, 6 red apples, whole cloves.
I
abbr.)
114-Willow
46- Pave once more
[ Wash and dry a Fixed Flavor Star the amount; add two cupfuls of
| Ham. Place in roaster, fat side up. sugar and freeze.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Lemon Honey.—Melt one cupful
’ cover bottom of pan with hot water.
| about 1 quart. Cover roaster and of butter In a double boiler. Beat
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE bake in a slow or 300 deg. F. oven, three eggs, add one cupful of sugar
F a|r MIE R
h|a M mIe R
allowing not less than 21 minutes to and the grated rind of a large
US E
O N E
1 R E
the pound. When more than half lemon with the Juice of two. Stir
N U T s T O R M
I done remove the rind. Sprinkle the and cook over water until smooth
R E
fat surface with mustard and and thick, adding the melted but
D
K A
T
paprika, add the vinegar to liquid in ter. Pour Into Jelly glasses and
E R 1 E
S p UR
E
! pan and continue cooking, basting seal. In a cool place this will keep
T E 77 D
s AY
R A
1 frequently. About
hour before for months. Use for tart fillings,
1 T
L A
' serving sprinkle fat surface with cake filling or rolled jelly cake.
Ann's Cookies.—Take one and
T O u C AN
l A c T 1 C
brown sugar, dot with whole cloves.
Place the washed and cored apples two-thirds cupfuls of brown sugar,
U
H A RD
E
K O B E
around and continue baking uncov two-thirds of a cupful of butter,
R
I S
A T
A
ered without basting. Interior tem one cupful each of walnut meats
T 1 S
D O R
S T E M S
perature of ham should read 158 deg. and raisins, three well beaten eggs,
—
one teaspoonful of cinnamon and
R O E
U TE
U R E
’ F. Serve 16 to 18.
one teaspoonful of soda dissolved
R E 1 g|n S • S t|a 1 N S
Star Ham Butt Baked With Prunes in a tablespoonful of water. Add
4 lbs. Fixed Flavor Star Ham, M two cupfuls of flour and drop by
I cup brown sugar, 1 lb. prunes, soaked teaspoonfuls on a baking dish.
(©. 1930 Western Newspaper Union.)
then cooked 10 minutes, whole cloves..
Place Fixed Flavor Star Ham Butt
Hints for Homemakers
in baking dish, cover bottom of pan
with hot water, add prunes and Season to taste and with pastry bag
By Jane Rogers
Arrange
I juice. Bake in a slow oven 300 deg. or spoon fill peppers.
' F., allowing 27 to 30 minutes to the around ham with apples. Return to
| pound. Baste frequently. Three- oven to heat through and brown ham
quarters hour before serving, remove and potatoes. Garnish with water
rind from butt, cover ham with cress or parsley. Serves four.
brown sugar, stick with whole cloves
j and continue baking. Serve with
j prunes. Serves six.
Star Ham Delight
1 to 2 lb. Fixed Flavor. Star Ham
j slice, cut 44 to 1 inch thick, 4 slices
Not a harsh stimulator of
canned pineapple, 12 marshmallows.
the Bowels but a benefi
>4 cup pineapple juice.
cial, pure-quality Herb
Place Fixed Flavor Star Ham slice
Laxative which has been
in baking pan: pour over the pine
successfully
apple juice and bake in a 375 deg.
F. oven *4 hour, basting with the
juice. Then remove from oven.
HIDDEN TREASURE
Place the pineapple slices on top
Tom is looking at Bob digging. of the ham, and return to the oven.
as a quick, natural relief
O bring out the natural bril He says Bob digs as if he has When delicately brown, place marsh
from constipation — the
mallows
on
the
pineapple
slices
and
hidden
treasure
which
he
is
try

liance of table glassware, give
evil which so often causes
bake
until
marshmallows
puff
up
and
a quick polish to each piece whileing to uncover. If you want to
illness. Cleanse your
setting the table. Use a soft sub see what the treasure was that brown. Serve on heated platter.
system by taking
stance that won't scratch or leave Bob dug up finally, take a pencil Garnish with green pepper rings, and
a fuzz. There Is a new type of and join all the numbered dots pimento stuffed olives. Serves four.
hemstitched square tissue, about
Planked Star Ham Steak Dinner
the size of a handkerchief, which is together, starting with dot num
1 slice Fixed Flavor Star ham, 44
ideal for polishing glassware be ber one and ending with dot
j Inch thick, 1 cup fruit juice, 4 small
cause of its soft but strong tex number twenty-one.
cored red apples, baked, 4 parboiled The lhxe Family Laxative
ture.
j green peppers, 2 cups mashed pota“I had terrible headaches and
"THE EAKLY BIRD"
I toes, (4 cup milk, 2 tablespoon Clover
Use needles to pin down the
I suffered for years before
bloom butter. 2 Cloverbloom eggs.
pleats when pressing a pleated
Dr. True’s Elixir was recom
Bob Tanner of Gainesville, Ga. U I score fat around ham. Broil for
eklrL The needles will leave no
mended to me.”—Mrs. Nellie
the owner of a chick that crowed jq minutes without turning, basting
marks when you remove them.
Woodsford, East Boston.
three days after it was hatched.
j several times with fruit juice. Then
-----------------remove to heated plank or oven
Family size $1.20; other elzee 60c & 40c.
_ READ THE
In the long run money brings folks glass baking platter broiled side
a lot closer than poverty.—Eddie down. Add milk, butter and eggs to
hant ad
Cantor.
I mashed potatoes. Beat thoroughly.

P

A Pure Herb Laxative

Used for Over 77 Years

T

Dr.True'sElixir

A man with one of the strangest
names died recently. He was Mr.
Jolly Death, of Fulham, England.
Mr. Death was plagued all his life
by the peculiarity of his Christian
name in relation to his surname.
Practical jokers used to telephone
him at all hours of the night to
make facetious comments.
This
became such a nuisance that all tel
ephone calls to his house were
watched and one of the offenders
was traced.
Worry

Don’t fight worry. It’s no use.
Worry will not be denied. You can
not pretend that you do not feel
anxious. The only way out Is to
face the facts that are responsi
ble for worry and try to correct
them. If the facts can’t be changed.
If the situation can't be corrected,
you will at least finally get used to
it.—Grove Patterson, in the Mobile
Register.
Accounting for Relics

A scientist, commenting on the
large number of prehistoric relics
found in Scotland, said that the
prehistoric inhabitants tended to
live In treeless regions because
their tools were poor for clearing
forests, and as these regions were
not fertile they have been little dis
turbed by plowing In later times.
Whimsical Odditiea
Oddities and singularities of be
havior may attend genius; when
they do they are Its misfortunes
and its blemishes. The man of true
genius will be ashamed of them;
at least, he will never affect to dis
tinguish himself by whimsical pe
culiarities.—Sir William Temple.
“See Green,” He Said

It Is related that In a north of
England town, the tramway mana
ger's office Inquired, by telephone,
what color some new trams would
be painted. “See Green” (the en
gineer) was the reply. The trams
were accordingly painted “seagreen.”
Girl Swimmers Excel

Girls are more apt In learning to
swim than boys, according to a re
port of the education committee of
the London county council. During
last year 56,848 school children had
lessons, and 40,272 hnd learned to
swim by the end of the year.
Heights of Loving

Gardening, thinks an observer In
the Woman's Home Companion, if
persisted in leads the devotee
eventually away from the hectic re
gions of getting onto the serene
levels of giving and sometimes on
up to the heights of loving.
Beauty of Iriih Names

Irish place names have a beauty
j all their own; for Instance; CarI rlckmacross, Cloonaghmore, I.lsna
sharragh, Corrymeela, Killala, Lisdoonvarna, Macroom, Courtmacsherry, Clonakilty, Drogheda.—Ex
change.
Automatic Lights

One street In Barnes, London. R.
W., has been lighted by automatic
lamps for the lost 12 months. Each
street lamp Is fitted with a silenlum
cell, which Is affected by either twi
light or fog, and turns on the
light
Wheat Free of Duty

Wheat in bond means wheat Im
ported from Canada by American
mills to be ground and the flour to
be exported. By this arrangement
It is not necessary for the mills to
pay the duty.
Handling People

“You'll never make a mistake If
you treat the worst woman in the
lot as though she were a lady anti
the worst man as though he were a
brother,” says the American Maga
zine.
The Dark Variety

Husband In an assault case at
Dinnington, Yorkshire, England:
“The truth is that he made eyes at
my wife, and I made eyes back at
him. One was a black one."

How William Tamed
Clara

rHelpYour
Kidneys

By JANE OSBORN

T ALL came about through Mrs.

I Mowbray gossiping about her
neighbors with her friend, Mrs.

Blake: “What a wonderful work
Hannah Sprague has accomplished.
She married that dissipated Wretch,
John Tillinghast to reform him—
and she has done it. We all know
what he was, and now Just look at
him—not a more respectable citizen
In town.”
“Yes, indeed," replied Mrs. Blake.
“What Hannah went through with
him nobody will ever know. Han
nah deserves a medal.”
That was all; but it was enough.
Mrs. Tillinghast—Hannah Sprague
that was—from being an utterly un
interesting person to Clara, sprang
Into an Incentive and an inspira
tion. She would like to marry
somebody to reform him. But here
a great and apparently insuperable
difficulty confronted her. William
Itichardsoon had nothing about him
to reform.
Clara thought it all over, and.
for the first time since she had
known William, felt disappointed
with him. It seemed as if he were
cheating her out of something. To
be sure there were other young men
of her acquaintance whom she had
heard spoken of as being far, far
from wliat they ought to be. She
might marry one of these to re
form him—but she didn't want to
marry one of these; she wanted to
marry William. No wonder the
poor girl was perplexed. Here she
was ready to perform a great and
noble action and the material at
hand for performing it utterly inadequate. It was all very Dying
—and It was all William's fault!
When William called that night as
per schedule Clara could not avoid
showing her irritation at his Impec
cability by certain vague hints and
innuendoes—all of which greatly
astonished William. Then she in
troduced the subject of Hannah
Sprague and John Tillinghast, re
peating as original the remarks
made by her mother and Mrs.
Blake.
AFTER THE STORM
William exclaimed: “Good heav
|For The Courier-Gazette 1
ens, Clara! You don’t want me
to be what John Tillinghast was so
Look! See! The sun Is shining!
After days of storm
that you can reform me, do you? I
There are gentle breezes blowing,
don’t know what my possibilities
Air is clear and warm.
for crime are, but I fancy I could
Clouds so light and fleecy
Sail across the sky:
do fairly well in that line if I really
Like white ships they're sailing
put my mind to it”
Away from you and I.
“Of course I don’t want you to
Gray trees arc covered
be like John Tillinghast,” retorted
With a coat of snow;
Clara. “How silly you are."
Every little twig is bending
But there was a touch of Insin
Toward earth so low.
Evergreens are holding
cerity in the disclaimer which Wil
On each slender tip.
liam perceived and as he walked
Millions of diamonds
homeward that night he thought:
Like a cargo laden ship.
“Women certainly are curious crea
Down below is Mother Earth
tures. Queer notions they take
Covered close and warm.
sometimes, but one thing—they
With a fleecy blanket
Made by winter s storm.
Boon get over them.”
Soon It will be lifted.
But Clara did not so soon get
Quietly borne away;
over her notion. Thfe courtship
In Its place a carpet green
Comes for us in May.
went on. of course, but there was
always that undercurrent which
What care we for^storm
made William feel as If he was not
When It all is o'er—
When the sun is shining
quite filling the bill. Clara sugAnd gray skies no more
gested that she might never marry,
There's beauty In the snowflakes.
after all, but devote her life to
Falling one by one.
But there's more in the sunshine
turning the heathen from his idol
When the storm is done.
worship or doing settlement work
Clara S. Overlock.
in some city slum where she could
Washington.
be satisfactorily uncomfortable.
William became alarmed.
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
“Well," said he to himself, “If
Boston, Mass.
she is so bent on reforming some
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
body I suppose I have to furnish
Stocks and Bonds ................. $116,665 74, the somebody. Anything to oblige.
Cash In Office and Bank ......
4.544 24 But I’ll give her a different probAgents' Balances
1.537 97

through all the throes of the food
faddists and has learned its lesson,
knows the secret. Out there pul
chritude is queen, of course. The
new ideal is commonplace on the
movie lots. And yet, the answer
is simple.
As Miss Loretta Young, charm
ing First National star whose fig
ure typifies perfectly the ideal de
manded by screen and fashions,
explained it to the writer:
“It's been a painful lesson but
the movie colonies have found out
at last that the only successful
dietary system is the commonsense one. The balanced diet is
the only answer, because a healthy
body, the first requisite to a clear
and glowing complexion, must
have several distinct types of nour
ishment. Loss of vitality, ill-health
and bad complexion are inevitable
effects of starvation.
"If your curves are too accentu
ated and your weight above nor
mal, make certain that your health
is what it should be, and take
plenty of exercise. Then reduce
the quantity of food you eat, but—
and this is the important point—be
sure that your diet every day in
cludes some of each of the follow
ing food groups.
“Sugar and starches, among the
least fattening of which are fruits,
vegetables and crisp cereals,
“Proteins, such as fish, lean
meat, milk, and eggs—avoid fat
meats.
“Mineral foods, including celery,
spinach, chard, lettuce, cabbage, to
matoes.
"Vitamins, which are found in
apples, raw cabbage, lettuce, lem
ons, liver, milk, oranges, grape
fruit, fresh pineapple.
“Roughage of the least fattening
sorts, such as bran, lettuce, celery,
cabbage, string beans, asparagus.”
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Deal Promptly With Kidney
Irregularities.

I
I
I
’
I
!
i

When bladder irritations,
getting up at night and con
stant backache keep you miser
able, don’t take chancesl Help
your kidneys at the first sign
of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
Successful for more than 50
years. Endorsed by hundreds
of thousands of grateful users.
Sold by dealers everywhere.

Doan's
ills
A DIURETIC
EOR
JUEKIDAEYsi

'
|

REGULAR SAILINGS FOR

BOSTON

j
I|

Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
leaves Rockland lor Boston Wednes
days and Saturdays at 9 A. M.; leaves
Rockland for Bangor and intennedi. ate landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at
about 5.30 A. M.

I

1 Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
I passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.
! (or Brooklin and intermediate land
ings, on Mondays and Thursdays at
7.30 A. M.

EASTERN
steamship lines
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEA.MBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
A-A! . Stonington 625. North Haven 7,25.
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30, 8ton| lngton et 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’i
! Island about 6 00 P M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
143-tt

POULTRY WANTED
,
!
;

J

Large or Small Lots
CALLED FOR
We are in Waldoboro the first two
days of each week and all week of
March 23-28.

Tel. Waldoboro 39
MEDOMAK HOUSE
:

Mass. Live Poultry Co.

t

27-39

2,935 60 ) leta.”
There was a church lawn party ■
1.606 99
9.251 26 soon after this and at it William,
Gross Assets ........................ $136,541 R0 j while not absolutely neglecting
Deduct Items not admitted
6.037 97 Clara Mowbray, brought two plates I

Bills Receivable ..................
Interest Accrued on Bonds .
All other Assets ....................

Admitted ............................. $130,503 83 I
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .................
$6,341 53
Unearned Premiums ............
11,209 25 !
All other Liabilities ..............
3.497 37 I
Gash Capital ........................... 100.000 00 i
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
9,455 68 ,
Total Liabilities and Surplus $130,503 83
33-T-39

NATIONAL ACCIDENT & HEALTH IN
SURANCE COMPANY
of Philadelphia, Pa.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Real Estate ............................. $ 44,521 00
Mortgage Loans ..................... 133.800 CO
Stocks and Bonds ......... ....... 155.147 72
Cash in Office and Bank ......
31,023 23
Interest and Rents ...............
3.507 04
All other Assets .....................
29.393 49
Gross Assets ........................ $ 397.392 48
Deduct Items not admitted ..
29,158 99
Admitted .............................$ 368,233 49
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31.1930
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $ 36,935 36
Unearned Premiums ............
42,852 36
All other Liabilities ..............
20.260 76
Cash Capital ............................ 150.00000
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 118.185 01

Total liabilities and surplus $ 368.233 49
27-T-33

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes,
of the City of Rockland, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
end other persons having Taxable Prop
erty within said city, to make and bring
in to said Assessors true and perfect
lists of their polls and all their estates,
real end personal, in writing including
Money on Hand or at Interest, and
debts due more than owing, and ail
property held in trust as Guardian,
Executor. Administrator. Trustee or
otherwise (except as is by law exempt
from taxation) which they were posses
sor of on the first day of April, 1931.
end to be prepared to Make Oath to the
truth of the same.
And they ar? particularly requested
to notify the Assessors of the names of
all persons of whom they have bought
or to whom they have sold taxable
property since the first day of April
1930.
And for the purpose of receiving said
lists and making transfers of all prop
erty bought or sold, the undersigned will
be in session at the Assessors' Room,
No. 7. City Euilding, from nine to twelve
o'clock in the forenoon, and from one
to four o’clock in the afternoon of each
day.
WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. FRIDAY,
APRIL I, 2, 3, 1931
Special Notice to Executors, Adminis
trators, Trustees or Guardians
The statute provides that you must
bring in to the Board of Assessors a true
and perfect list of all taxable proneriy
in your possession to date of April 1.
1931, otherwise it will be taxed as the1
statute provides, and any personal ex amination of property by the Assessors
will not be considered as a waiver of
neglect of any person in bringing in true
and perfect list as required by law.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a tax
according to the laws of the State and
be barred of the right to make application
either to the Assessors or County Com
missioners for any abatement of taxes,
unless such person offer such list with
his application and satisfies the assessors |
that he was unable to offer it at the
time appointed.
Chairman.
M. M. DAGGETT,
L. A. THURSTON,
H. W. KEEP,
Assessors ol Rockland.
Rockland, Maine, March 2. 1931.

27-T-39

Why suffer tortures from Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
of ice cream for Maybell Harris , when
to one that he brought for Clara, j
Maybell was a lovely young thing j
METHYL BALM
with bobbed hair—lively and fond
will bring almost instant rallsff
of attention. She was as sur
prised as delighted when William
A scientifically compounded -xtook notice of her and paraded , ternal application that should ba
him about the grounds as a new | in every home. Sold only at
conquest
Clara made sneering remarks
Johnston’s Drug Store
about her the next time William
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
called, but before he left she had
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
played and sung for him his fa- [
76 cents
vorite song, “Tldne Byes So Blue
«ltf
and Tender," and altogether seemed i
more like her own self. Not long
after Clara heard that William had j
taken Maybell to a dance. When
POULTRYMEN
he next called there was a scene. ,
Tears, reproaches, “take back your
ATTENTION!
ring,” and all that sort of thing.
’
We Want Your
“But Clara,” protested William,
LIVE
POULTRY
“I don’t care a snap for Maybell
And Will Pav Highest Market
Harris. You are the only one I ■
Price
care for, but you seemed to think
Call or write and trucks will call
that somehow I was Inadequate.
COHEN BROS.
And I can't be a sport—that’s all
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
there la to IL"
WARREN, ME.
“Oh, William,” sobbed Clara,
Telephone Warren 2-3
“what a strange Idea. I don’t want
Reference: Any poultry raiser
you to be a sport as you call It—
1 want you just as you are—just
as you used to be.”
“Well, here 1 am," replied Wil
liam. They were married In June.
You see In the persistent primi
tive of the feminine unconscious
there are more emotions than the
► EMBALMING 4
reforming urge and the martyrdom
tendency. Among them Is Jealousy
MOTOR AMBULANCI
—and when that gets released from
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
the unconscious into the con
served the families of Knox County
scious all other emotions take a
back seat
LADY ATTENDANT
(Copyright.)
Day Tel. 450
781-1

FMEgALSERVICt

Farmers Will Be Chemiata

According to the prophecy of Dr.
Edwin E. Slosson, American chem
ist and author, the farms of the
future will be devoted to produc
ing chemicals Instead of fruits,
grains and vegetables; they will
raise raw products for the chem
ist's laboratory to convert into
table foods, and yields will be
spoken of in terms of carbohy
drates, acids and chemical com
pounds, instead of so many bushels
of corn, potatoes and wheat an
acre.
So Different

It’s a craving for something new
that makes detective stories popu
lar. People like to read about a
case where the criminal gets caught
—San Francisco Chronicle.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

TO LET
Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
papered and thoroughly cleansed,
sellings whitened and floors refinished.
Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
I very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
) Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf

DR. ETHEL CRIE
Osteopathic Physician
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Every Saturday Morning
23-tf

109-

Every-Other-Day
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GRADUATE‘DICK’
LANDS IN JAIL

A “Breathing” Battery Operates

Newest Radio for Unwired Homes

Got Star and Diploma, but
No Definition of What
Forms a Felony

“breathing battery” which sustains life by breathing oxygen
from the air. Miss Marcella Shields, popular N. B. C. artist, is point*
lng to one of the carbon electrode “lungs" through which the battery breathes. Picture nt left shows one of the new air cell radio
receivers which looks and operates like a modern alternating current
set, free from the limitations of the old dry battery receivers.
A

A new and radically different
kind of battery operated radio re
ceiver, requiring no storage bat
tery and free from the defects of
the dry battery set, has made its
appearance on the market for use
In unwired homes.
A number of the country’s
leading radio manufacturers are
producing the new sets, which de
rive “A" current from a revolu
tionary type of "breathing bat
tery" which literally breathes the
life giving oxygen from the air to
maintain constant voltage over a
long period
So efficiently does
the battery “breathe" that it will
run a seven-tube set using the
new two-volt tubes for well over
a year, based on an average daily
use of three hours, after which it

is discarded and another one pur
chased. Operating cost is actu
ally cheaper than with the old
type dry cell sets.
The new “air cell” sets—socalled because of the “breathing”
air cell battery it utilizes—are
considered the final solution to
the problem of satisfactory radio
reception in the millions of un
wired homes in rural sections.
Broadcasting officials believe it
will eventually increase the radio
audience by approximately 8,000.000. This is based on the fact
that four of the six million farm
families In the country have not
yet purchased radio receivers be
cause heretofore there has been
no receiver which gave satisfac
tion in unwired homes.

Society, will be held Thursday eve
ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Irv
Mrs. L. B. Dyer entertained the ing Fifield. School street.
Robert Mathieson, E. Simmers and!
Mothers' Club Friday evening at her
Alfred Headley have returned from a I
home on Granite street.
Watch J. H. Carver’s store window business trip in Boston.
Biley Lyford returned Saturday j
Wednesday. It will be filled with
penny candies. The boy or girl mak from Atkinson.
Leroy Nickerson returned Saturday I
ing the correct guess as to the num
ber of different varieties will receive from Rockland.
Doris Stordahl, a student at Rock- ,
as a reward an Eastman kodak.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Erickson who land Commercial College, spent the <
have spent the winter months in weekend with her parents. Mr. and j
Mrs. Neil Stordahl. High street.
Camden, returned home Friday.
Friday evening at the Drew Alleys
Herbert F. Day of Burgess, Forbes
the Fish Wharf bowling team de
Co. was in town this week.
L. B. Dyer was in Rockland Friday feated the Hebo-Kobos with score
13-50 against the Hobos' score of
on a business trip.
Capt. and Mrs. William Lawry en- ! 12-83, a margin of 67. Fish Wharf
tertained at supper Saturday night at lineup—L. B. Dyer, Will Chilles, L.
their home on High street, Capt. and C. Smith. Stuart Davis and Capt.
Mrs. William-Burns and Capt. and Homer Gray. The Hebo-Hobos' line
up—Harland Smith. Leon Arev, Fred
Mrs. Ralph Clayter.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred K. Coombs en- ! Jameson. M. Jameson and Capt.
tertained the B.B.CB. Club at their Ralph Clayter.
I ightkeeper W. W. Weils of Saddle- j
home Saturday evening. Supper was
served and cards the feature of the back Light was a recent visitor of
Mr. and Mrs. William Bray.
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gray returned I There is an exhibition of hooked
Thursday from Rockland where Mrs. rugs at Fifield’s store.
Mrs. Charles Chilles entertained
Gray recently underwent a surgica:
at bridge Saturday evening at her
operation.
Mrs. Walter Tolman and sons Har home.
Rehearsals are being held lor a
vey and Everett have returned from
cabaret and cne-act comedy to be
Brewer.
Frances Macintosh came Friday i given March 26 by the senior class
from Rockland to spend the weekend of Vinalhaven High School. Mrs.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Leslie B. Dyer is director.
Macintosh.
Mary Morong who has been the I
TOWER BLOWN DOWN
guest of relatives in town has re
turned to Rockport.
The high tower at Christmas Cove
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett and Mrs. Frank erected on the highest point of land
Haskell returned Friday from Rock in that vicinity by Samuel A. Miles,
a summer resident there was b'.ovn
land.
Representative W. Adelbert Smith down by one of the terrific gales
was home from Augusta over Sun which have swept the coast. It was
100 feet in height. 20 feet square at
day.
Miss Clara Calderwood has re the base, built of steel and anchored
signed her position as librarian and with concrete. It contained seven
Mrs. Frank Winslow, recently elected, stories with sleeping rooms and these
rooms were supplied with running;
began her duties Saturday.
Herbert Pelkey returned Friday water from a tank on top of the
tower. Mr. Miles has arranged to
from a business trip to Boston.
A bridge party given under the have the tower rebuilt at a cost of j
auspices of the Village Improvement about $10,000.

VINALHAVEN

When You

CAN'
I

QUIT
A headache is often the sign of
fatigue. When temples throb it’s
time to rest. If you can’t stop work,
you can stop the pain. Bayer
Aspirin will do it, every time. Take
two or three tablets, a swallow of
water, and carry-on—in comfort.
Don’t work with nerves on edge
or try all day to forget a nagging
pain that aspirin could end in a
jiffy! Genuine aspirin can’t harm
you; just be sure it’s Bayer.
In every package of Bayer
Aspirin are proven directions for
headaches, colds, sore throat,
neuralgia, neuritis, etc. Carry these
tablets with you, and be prepared.
To block a suddep cold on the
street-car; quiet a grumbling tooth
at the office; relieve a headache in
the theatre; spare you a sleepless
night when nerves are “jumping.”
And no modern girl needs “time
out” for the time of month! Bayer
Aspirin is an absolute antidote for
periodic pain.
Take Bayer Aspirin for cn-i ache
or pain, and take enough to end it.
It can’t depress the heart. That is
medical opinion. That is why it is
only sensible to insist on the genuine
tablets that bear the Bayer cross.
The pocket tin is a convenient size.
The bottle of 100 tablets is most
economical to buy,

White Plains, N. Y.—.Tames Ho
mer Wood still has his nickelplated badge, but he has lost a
good deal of his assurance as a
detective since Judge Close sus
pended sentence on him in West
chester county court, where the
young man had pleaded guilty of
unlawful entry.
“You ought,” Judge Close ad
vised him, “to tell your professor
of detectology—or whatever the
science is called—that he might
include In the course a few definlnitlons of what constitutes a fel
ony.”
James Homer Wood is twentyone years old. He lives In Peeks
kill and works as a printer in Oss
ining. He also sings baritone in
a church choir in Peekskill, but
James Homer Wood demands more
of life than a place either at a lino
type machine or in a church choir.
He Craves Mystery.
He sees no satisfactory career in
either vocation. He craves mys
tery, excitement, peril, the jo.v of
living which comes to the man
hunter who mingles in his being the
cold faculty of reason, the ardent
thrill of the chase, and the su
preme courage of the capture. In
other words, James Homer Wood
felt in his soul that he had the
making of a remarkable detective.
About six months ago he enrolled
for a correspondence course in de
tecting. Every week a questionnaire
was mailed to him, which he an
swered with painstaking thorough
ness which won commendation from
the institution of learning in
which he was a student. He also
carefully omitted to shave his up
per lip and attended nil the motion
picture shows which gave him an
opportunity of studying the stage
detective in action.
Most encouraging reports came
from his instructor, who said that
James Homer Wood was displaying
an astounding aptitude for the pro
fession and would make a name
for himself and for the school. This
pleased the young man almost as
much as did the indutiable mus
tache which was budding beneath
his nose.
Ambition Surges Up.
He devoted a lot of time to the
mustache, and by the time he got
his diploma and badge last month
there were few bona fide detectives
who could boast a more vigorous
or more somber growth.
The head of the detective school
himself signed the diploma sent to
James Homer Wood and wrote him
a personal letter in which lie point
ed out that while James Homer
Wood was now thoroughly ground
ed technically as a detective, it
would be advisable to undertake
field work in an experimental way
before attempting anytliiug really
dangerous.
A badge came with the diploma,
and in spite of the veiled restraint
which the head of the college evi
dently strove to impose upon his
promising pupil, James Homer
Wood felt capable of tackling any
baffling crime that came along.
Baffling crimes were somewhat
scarce in Peekskill just at that
, time, however, and after a few
minor investigations which came to
untimely ends, the graduate detec
tive decided he had better take the
advice of the college president un
til something turned up. It had
become exasperating to make In
quiries in a casual way about
deaths which Invariably proved to
be the result of nephritis, pneu
monia, or something equally unin
teresting, and James Homer Wood
gave himself seriously to thought
on the subject of harmless field
work.
He recalled that there was a slot
machine In a filling station not far
from his home. As a detective, lie
knew that slot machines were ille
gal, and as a choir singer, he knew
that they were immoral. The slot
machine, he decided, had as few in
fluential friends as the man-eating
shark and was the logical subject
for experimental work of a harm
less nature such ns had been sug
gested in tiie letter he had re
ceived.
Pins on Badge, Takes Field.
This particular slot machine was
out of kilter and had not been used
for months, which seemed to make
it all the better subject for exper
imentation. Moreover, so far ns
a detective with a diploma could
discover, it was tiie only tiling in
all Peekskill which smacked of ille
gality.
James Homer W’ood pinned his
nickel-plated badge beneath the
lapel of his coat and went after
that slot machine at an hour at
which ail Peekskill should have
been asleep. He had no difficulty
in breaking into the filling station
and decided that lie would write a
thesis on that subject in case the
correspondence school gave post
graduate degrees, but the disposal
of the slot machine was a different
matter.
It was much bulkier than the
graduate detective had thought It
would be, but eventually he got
It through the window.
As he had brought no conveyance
with him, he had to carry the slot
machine on his back down the road
to a dump. Several times during
the laborious journey he hnd to set
tiie machind down and rest. Sev
eral times motorists passed and,
though lie was engaged in detective
work of a highly moral nature,
James Homer Wood did the best he
could to conceal his features at
such times. A detective, he felt,
could do better work if he was not
recognized.
His worst premonitions were
realized a few days later when he
was arrested. It was even worse

than he had imagined, because It
did no good to display his shield
and his diploma and explain the
purity of his motives. To his vast
astonishment he learned that break
ing and entering was breaking and
entering whether one had a di
ploma, a shield and a clear con
science or not. He was In jail
three days, which was a hardship
at the time and humiliation, but
•which influenced Judge Close to
some extent when James Homer
Wood came up for sentence.

$09-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland

WON AYRSHIRE PRIZE

ROCKPORT

And So the Mail Brings Edwin Annis,
Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn will enter
County Champion, a Check for

tain the members of the Trytoheip
Club this Tuesday evening at a St.
Patrick’s party at her home on Main
street.
Jasper McKinney and family are
moving into the Ralph Wilson house
on West street.
Miss Mary Morong who has been
visiting relatives at Vinalhaven, re
turned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Piper left Sat
urday to spend several weeks with
their son, Ned Piper in Portland.
Edward Auspland came from Augusta Saturday to spend the week
end with his wife who was called
here three weeks ago because of the
serious illness of her mother, Mrs.
Lester Gray.
Mrs. Hanson Crockett, daughter
Beulah, and friends from North Ha
ven, were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs Enos E. Ingraham.
An all-day session of Farm Bureau
with Annie Spear as leader will be
held Thursday at tlffi home of Mrs.
Minetta Paul, subject. “The A, B. C
of Construction.”
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson attend
ed Limerock Pomona Grange at
Camden Saturday and report a very
enjoyable session.
The Saturday Night Club met last
week with Mrs. Maynard Ingraham
and a very pleasant evening was
spent.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wood were din
ner guests Sunday of iMr. and Mrs.
O. P. Jackson.
• • • •

Barrow, Alaska, Claim*
Record for Lawfulness
Barrow, Alaska.—The most lawabiding community In the world—
that’s what Barrew, on the north
ern tip of Alaska, calls Itself.
And Burrow has a pretty good
claim. There hasn’t been a court
case of <ny kind here for 25 years,
and there has been no murder
committed for 50 years, according
to Alfred H. Hopson, Sr., trader,
who has lived here since 1880?
There are 300 native Eskimos at
Barrow. They are mild mannered,
friendly to each other, big-hearted,
and strict in their observation of
man-made laws. Morality is of the
highest type and robbery is un
known. Fish, whales, seals and
animals provide plenty of food and
clothing for all, and so long as an
Eskimo has food and skin clothing
he is satisfied.
The Eskimos have been fortunate
in having evil outside Influences
kept away. Only a dozen white
people live at this isolated point,
and for the last 25 years they have
been of a high type. Monogamy
is strictly adhered to by the na
tives.
Eskimos in some sections of the
north used to be more or less war
like, but those living at Barrow are
very peaceful. Even tempered and
of happy disposition, the northern
Alaska natives are believed by
many missionaries and traders to
be the highest type of Indian In the
world.

Five

Iowa State College Men
Are Turning Domestic
Ames. Iowa.—Iowa State college
men students have requested a
course In cooking and home eco
nomics. In response to their re
quest such a course was started
after Christmas holidays. The men
will learn not only how to cook food
and clean house, but how to set a
table properly.

V-’-ffinians Will Erect
Monument to Cornwallis
Richmond, Va.—A memorial to
Lord Cornwallis, commander of the
defeated British army, will be un
veiled next year at the celebration
commemorating the one hundred
tiftietli anniversary of the Amer
ican victory at Yorktown.
............... *
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in Restoring Town !
Williamsburg, Va. — The
Rockefeller Restoration already has spent $7,0(X),000 in
Williamsburg, Colonial capital of Virginia, and the
work is hardly begun, according to the report of Arthur
Woods, president of the Willlamsburg Holding corporation.
It has proposed $500,000 Ip
the ncur future on restoratlon of historical old buildings here.

Stomach Troubles
Headache and
Dizziness
If your stomach is sick, you are sick
all over. If you can’t digest your food,
you lose strength, get nervous and fec-1
as tired when you get up as when you
went to bed.
For 10 years Tanlac has restore?
to health and activity many thou
sands who suffered just as you do.
Mr. Daniel Vinciguerra, of 6200
Stiles St., Philadelphia, Pa., says: “1
have not had a dizzy spell or a hpadache since taking Tanlac. My nerves
are in better shape and I can enjoy
a good night’s sleep.”
Let Tanlac help you too. It cor
rects the most obstinate digestive
troubles—relieves gas, pains in the
stomach and bowels, restores appe
tite, vigor and sound sleep.
Tanlac is made of roots, barks and
herbs. Costs less than 2 cents a dose.
Get a bottle from your druggist today.
Your money back if it doesn’t helpyou.
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(f^Tark every grave.
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We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment," and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on the selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son
EAST UNION, ME.

117T-tf
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Increase Beauty
With Mello-glo
No more ugly shine when you use
MELLO-GLO Face Powder. New
French process makes it stay on
longer and prevents large porea.
Smoothest, finest, purest powder
known—its coloring matter is ap
proved by the United States govern
ment. Never dries the skin. Never
makes complexion look pasty, but al
ways youthful. Try MELLO-GLO.
Corner Drug Store and all other good
stores.

___ At the Sign of _=
---- "iNorth Naftortal Barikj

FIRST GREAT
PRINCIPLE
The first great principle of success is accumulating

a reserve fund.

It stimulates energy and gives

financial standing—assuring happiness and suc

cess. Open an account now with this Bank.

Edwin Annis, Bonnie Bessie, and the
Cup Which She Won at Union
Fair, 1930.
first name as I have you. Mr.
Shibles, your state club leader has
written me some good news about
you. He says that you are the fellow
who is entitled to the New England

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

ROCKLAND DIVISION

WEEK OF MARCH 16

NATION-WIDE

SPECIAL
THIS
WEEK

COFFEE

Lb.

Tm.,,.

27

KK No Name Cookies
Medium
Size Bars

It Floats

DUZ
Per Pkg.

19

Lb.

19

19

FRANCO-AMERICAN

SPAGHETTI »19*

Kid Glove, Yellow Eye or Pea

Beans

Per

DIAMOND 6 Boxes

IVORY J
SOAP 19

LAWRENCE'S

19'

Hulled Corn £ 19'

BLUEBERRlfS & 19'

Shrimp £.19'

FANCY MAINE

CAMAY
Toilet Soap J

BISCHOFF'S- HOME BRAND

COCOA

19‘

TO/STEPETTES

19'

Eagle Milk ss 19'

EDUCATOR

19'

Succotash

Er.

19'

qX PIPES -19'

SPLENDID—-Fancy

BLACK PALM

PEAS —19'

PITTED DATES A-;. 19'

MILK

SPLENDID—Fancy
Sun.™

19

MUSiARD 2

Corn Er.19'
KELLOGG'S

BEARDSLEY'S

All Bran

19

THREE CROW

Baking Powder ‘«S 19

Inc.

The stock market, these indiffer
ent days, seems to waver between
boredom and beardom — VirginianPilot.

.Ayrshire Club prize in the State of
Maine. I am proud of you and I ex
tend to you the congratulations of
the New England Ayrshire Club and
enclose herewith the Club's check
for $5.
“You are the fellow who has made
the best showing with Ayrshires in
Maine; and I want you to tell us
about it. I want you to write a story
of your Ayrshire calf and club work,
something that we can publish in the
Ayrshire Digest. We have had some
i fine letters from other States, and I
know some of these other writers
will want to hear yours."

Edwin Annis, county champion in
the dairy project for Knox and Lin
coln counties, received this letter re
cently from the office of the Secre
tary of the New Engiand Ayrshire
Club, Pinecrest Farm, Hollistoii,
Mass.
“I write to a lot of 4-H Club mem
bers and when the Club Leader tells
me about their accomplishments I
!
feel right away as though I knew
them, so I always call them by their j

Proved Delightful Entertainment
One of the most enjoyable plays
that has been seen in town for some
time was the 3-act comedy “Miss
Adventure," given Friday evening at
Town hall under the auspices of the
Epworth League of the M. E. Church
This play was of a type well adapted
to the youthful actors and actresses.
The part of “Jo" was enacted by
Miss Beatrice Graffam who was
adorable as a girl and equally as at
tractive when groomed as a boy. In
both capacities her natural charm
This I* a Good Story
was evident and her acting cleverlv
Whether True or Not done; the young farmer, Albert
Brown, was none other than Roland
Berlin.—An animal story fit to Richards, who again proved himself
make animal psychologists dance a real actor; Isabelle Robinson. Miss
with joy and animal lovers in gen Prim, who conducted a school for
eral weep with emotion, Is that girls, was in manner and costume
which has become the topic of con synonymous of her name; Solversation of Adolf Schmidt.
veig Heistad, as Sarah Ann Has
Mr. Schmidt and his pet shep kins, housekeeper for Albert Brown
herd dog, Nora, were taking a typ kept the audience in an uproar, as
ically German walk, leisurely and did Mary Veazie in the part of her
systematically, along the shores of daughter and Maurice Miller, a bit of
the Teltow canal, and the master rural romance; Gertrude Noyes, rep
was teaching Nora to retrieve, resenting Mrs. John Tyle Carter,
when suddenly a pigeon wearing a mother of Josephine, was a verv
red ring on its foot fluttered down pretty picture in her city clothes and
at the nose of the dog.
with her very stately manner; Ern
Mr. Schmidt, thinking the bird est Crockett as Samson, janitor at
was injured, ran nearer and beheld Miss Prim’s school was master of his
a strange sight. Nora, instead of part, displaying much natural stage
snapping at the pigeon, carefully ability.
lay down, rolled herself into a ball
The three young college chums of
so that the head of the carrier “Jo” Sue. Betty and Peggy, were Lois
pigeon was visible, and proceeded Burns, Ruth Miller and Augusta
to lick and deftly nuzzled the bird Noyes, whose antics, attractive cos
most reassuringly.
tumes, etc., deserve especial mention.
Then Mr. Schmidt saw the cause Much credit is due Miss Doris
of the strange antics of the animal. Ballard who so wisely selected
A dark shadow flitted over the the play, arranged the cast and skill
group and a pigeon hawk circled fully coached the same. Specialties
low and lower. The dog growled. between the acts, duets by Gertrude
The pigeon burled Its head deeper
Virginia Noyes; vocal solo.
In the dog’s flank. The hawk flew “and
Somewhere in Old Wyoming,” Earle
away. So did the pigeon, and Nora Achorn;
orchestra selections. Mau
calmly went back to retrieving.
rice Miller, drum; Vere Crockett,
baritone horn and Keith Crockett,
Closed Season Proposed
clarinet, were greatly enjoved. Miss
Ruth Miller was accompanist for
to Protect Whales these
numbers. A good sum was
Washington.—Wholesale slaugh netted.
ter of whales for commercial
purposes which Is killing off this
UNION
huge animal will cease if a bill pre
sented to the League of Nations Is
The meeting of the auxiliary of the
passed, according to a report from
the United States Department of W.HJ1B. with Mrs. Ryan was one
State. It Is hoped that by institut of the best of the year. With good at
ing a partially “closed” season on tendance. all membership dues paid,
whales, similar to that Instituted and the budget taken care of. the so
by the United States on seals, the ciety can enter the new conference
number of the former will greatly year with a clean slate.
Mrs. Merle Messer entertained a
Increase In the next few years.
narty of ladies of the neighborhood
Saturday evening, at her home. Mrs.
Ganders Replace Dogs
Messer proved an ideal hostess and a
a* Guard* of Poultry very pleasant evening is reported.
Ingrid Gath of South Hope visit
Alton, England.—The gander Is ed Laura Wallace over the weekend.
replacing the watchdog as the
An all-day meeting of the ladies’
guardian of poultry farms In this aid is to be held in the vestry Friday.
vicinity. “Ganders are able to give Box lunch will be served.
warning quicker than watchdogs,”
Mrs. Eugene Caderwood is with her
says L. G. Richards, well-known daughter, Mrs. Albert McPhail, who is
poultry breeder, “and they have quite ill.
been known to break a man’s leg
with their wings.”

Every manufacturer except the
one who makes automobiles always
likes to have the buyer push his
product.—Louisville Times.

R. W. TYLER
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Flying Phone Links Sky Police To Headquarters STOOL PIGEON

.«. .«.

In Everybody’s Column

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •* ••• •••

FOR SALE

Advertisements ln th’s column not to It
Last Friday aiternoon Mrs. Bert L.
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 p .». ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
M
Merrill of Morse's Corner entertained |
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Adaltlonal
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cenl&
in honor of the second birthday of
POWER
BOAT
(28
ft.)
strongly
built,
for three times. Six words make a line. new Hubbard motor and paint. Com
her little daughter Dorothy. Lunch
plete accessories $220. Bargain:
SID
eon was served in the afternoon, the
•••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• I* I THOMPSON. Spruce Head________ 32*34
guests being Mrs. James Cochrane,
SMALL RANGE with hot water tank.
Mrs. Elvin Richards, Mrs. Albert '
Must be ln good condition. Address
New York Gangsters Turn
Brown, Mrs. Frank Lyddie, Mrs.
X. Y. Z . Courier-Gazette.________ 33*35
Clyde Butler and daughter Priscilla.
•*••«•«•• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• •••
$p
Trick That Doesn’t Ex
ONE MAHOGANY LIBRARY TABLE.
Mrs. Lou Williams and her niece.
Good condition, will sell cheap. HOL
Alberta Emery and nephew Charles
SILK SCARF lost. Saturday night. LIS YOUNG. 42 Beechwoods St.. Thom
cite Police Much.
TEL. 75-W Rockland._____________ 33-lt aston .___________________ ________33*35
Emery. Mrs. Bert L. Merrill and chil
dren Douglas and Dorothy. Little j
BAR PIN lost, old fashioned gold, on
SINGLE PHASE MOTOR. Ila horse
New York.—To wine ond dine a
Lindsey or Main Sts.. 5 p. m. power, cost $55, will sell for $25. AR
Dorothy received four birthday cakes
young man, particularly a youth Union.
Mondav.
Reward.
Return
to
MRS.
THUR
F. LAMB. 301 Main St. Tel. 69.
and several other gifts.
who fancies himself and his repu PEGGY SAUNDERS 26 Rankin St., or
32-34
The Crusaders will give a two-part
33*lt
tation as a “tough guy," and then Courier-Gazette Tel. 692-J.
MALE Whit' Esquimo pup for sale,
program Friday evening at 7.15 in the
to pick out a nice hot spot for him
LARGE MALE Collie Dog lost, tan and 4 months old,
00. YORK'S KENNELS.
Baptist vestry. The first part will
and fill him full of lead, while he white. No name on collar. Answers to Tel. 293-W.
33-35
relate to their study of the Philip
is standing on it is nothing new in name "Teddy " VICTOR ELLISON. R. 3.
SWEET
TOMATO
piccalilli,
also
plain
Waldoboro. Me.
33*35
pines and an exhibit of their hand
the realm of gangland murders.
sliced tomato pickles. 30 cents quart.
work. The second part is comedy.
So the police of New York and
MALE HOUND Lost
White and CALL 618-R___________________
33-tf
Admission 25 cents.
of New Jersey are not working lemon spots. Answers name Chick. No
DRIVING
HORSE
ln
first
class

collar.
EDDIE
JOHNSON.
14
Main
St..
I
A meeting of the Methodist official
any too hard at the task which Thomaston.______________________ 33*35 j dition, perfectly sound. Steady andcon
re
board is called for Wednesday eve
confronts them in so far as the
liable. A. P. HEALD, Thomaston. Tel 4.
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of t
______
________________ 33-35
ning at 7 in the vestry. A full at
task concerns discovery of the deposit
book numbered 9855 and the
tendance is desired.
murderer of Cheeks Luciano, owner of said book asks for duplicate in I 500 MEN should sec another lot of fourin-hands made from Salesmen’s sam
Mrs. Edward Elliot and daughter
whose parents christened hint accordance with the provision of the I ples
50c the price, regular $1, $1.50 and
liave returned from Boston where
Nicholas. Should it turn out, how State law. SECURITY' TRUST CO. $2 —
silks. Fuller-Cobb-Davis._______ 32-33
Rpckland,
Elmer
C.
Davis,
Treas.
they visited Mrs. Elliot’s parents.
ever, as it may, that the demise of
30-T-36 I A WHALE of a bargain in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Fred Overlook went to Malden i
Luciano is In some way connected
the wharf and buildings known as the
Tolman place for $1 500 or terms. Ap
Saturday, where she will be the guest
with one or two of his past of- U, ••• .«. ••• ••• ••• •••
.«. .«. .«. |a ply E. L. COOMBS, Vinalhaven. Me.
of her sister. Miss Edith Wilson.
fensos, or with the notable differ
32-34
ence of opinion between him and
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will meet
TEL.
ROYAL portable typewriter.
Bum Rodgers, then possibly they
at the vestry Thursday morning tor
31-33
• I 607-Y
might he willing to work a little •
work, with picnic dinner served at
DAN MUNRO’S Cigar Store and Pool
noon.
harder.
Room at 6 Park St. Apply at MUNRO'S
POULTRY
wanted,
large
or
small
lots.
RESTAURANT.
___________________ 31-33
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot is visiting:
Rodgers in "Solitary Stir."
PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St..
her daughter Mrs. Warren Bulkeicy
GAS RANGE.
Chamber’s fireless
33-35 cooker.
It Is well-known police history, Rockland. Tel. 806-J.
$10. Apply 32 SCHOOL ST. Tel.
in Marblehead, Mass.
I
In those places where such history
WANTED—Position as chef or all- j 1012-M.__________________________ 32-34
Mrs. Ellis Young and nephew Bob
Is really recorded—and that is round cook. Best of references. Can . FINE8T DAIRY FARM ln Knox
bie Burns went to Portland Saturday
not In the record books or files of start any time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5 i County. Just off State road, 100 acres
7-tf! equally divided in pasture, tillage and
to remain for two weeks, to be with }
any department, but rather ln the Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
Head of Now York's Force
woodland. Level fields. 1000 cords hard
Flying 2,000 Ft. Over City,
Mrs. Young's sister. Mrs. Elsie Burns,
memory of detectives—that back
wood. 100 maples. Fine buildings. Water
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
who is ill.
Sits at Desk Chatting
in 1920 somebody told the New 1^ «••*•« >•«
Patrol Maker Report
In house and barn. Owner include* 15
Home Night will be observed March
cows and heifers; also farming tools •In
York
police
where
they
could
find
VP it Ii Fliers
By Radio
quire "F" 440 Main St.
28-33
27 by the Methodist Church. There
that same Bum Rodgers. They
will be a banquet, followed by an en
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood, $10, Junks,
•
I
found him, too. And since then ll>
IP $12; wood fitted and under cover, $14. O.
tertainment.
Bum, who carried the reputation
soaring idly over the field. W’lien tha
H CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 27-tf
Anothet piee« at Action ame true
The Meetinghouse Hill Club met
A GRADUATE of Maine School of ,
for being Just about as tough a
officials put in appearance, an en
FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover,
when two airplane* dying high over
Beauty
Culture
will
do
marcelling
by
Monday evening with Miss Gladys
general
crook
as
ever
operated
in
gineer called the Whippany station
appointment, for 35 cents. Call at 1 j long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12; limbs.
Fernald.
New York demonstrated that the
and
around
the
city,
has
been
In
$10.
T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21 27-tf
on the telephone, saying, "Please ask
ELM ST., Thomaston or phone 66.
Capt. Warren Feyler, Lieut. Sum
policeman oi the air can telephone
solitary “stir" ln New York's "Si
33-35 •
the
planes
to
comt
down."
An
in

ner Banks, Lieut. Chester Slader.
headquarters as readilv as the police
beria,” or Dannemora prison.
stant later both ships were seen to
CARPENTER AND BUILDER—Carpen-j
Sergt. Philip Newbert. Sergt. Russell
The Bum, as they say, faces life, ter work of all kinds. FRANCIS L '
♦
man on hi! beat. Now reporting the
turn
and
head
lor
the
field.
Hoffses of Co. F, C.A.C.. at ended the
32*37 1
If he lives that long. He Is not, TILLSON. Thomacton.
pursuit ot a criminal troin the skv.
i
school of instruction for officers at
so say the grapevine reports,
i
controlling mob* and traffic tangles,
Test Successful
CLASS LESSONS in Piano. 4 in a class te
■».
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
Portland Sunday. A banquet for all
standing
his
Imprisonment
well.
50c
each.
Private
lessons,
$1
per
*
2
hour
.
i
as well as directing the work ol hre•'ollowing
the
demonstration.
Po

attending the school was served at
It is whispered that Bum Rodg One lesson free of charge to March 18.
CAMP 10x14 ft. by 7 ft. post, and 5
boats in the haibur are loreseen ai
lice Commissioner Mulrooney com
the Falmouth Hotel Saturday night.
ers, who was all tyrant when he MABEL F. LAMB Tel. 786-M. Rockland
blueberry land fbr sale. Apply L.
32*33 acres
possibilities.
mented
on
how
clearly
he
heard
the
S. WEAVER. North Cushing. Me. AdThey returned home Monday lorewas
back
of
a
revolver
with
Its
The
demonstration
was
given
lor
dress
Warren.
Me.. R. F. D. 2._____ 32-34
voices of the fliers. He said that the
INFORMATION WANTED—The name
noon.
muzzle pointing toward some one
the woman who was my husband's; FARMS large and small, for sale in
the Police Department of New York
radio-telephone had shown new pos
else, has become fed up with his of
Oscar Hodgkins spent the weekend
sweetheart before I married him. I have Union. Hope. West Appleton, Warren
by the Western Electric Company.
sibilities for coordinating the aerial
10 to 12 feet of exercise pen, his reason to believe that my husband mar- J and
in town, returning Sunday to Port
West Rockport; also shore property
Edward P. Mulroonev Police Com
branch of the Department with the
land.
days npon days of being alone and rled me simply to protect this woman on Crawford Pond. Seventree Pond and
scandal, so that they may continue Lermond Pond. M. R. Miller, East
missioner, sat in his office and. as
his inability to see or do anything from
regular forces on the ground.
Miss Margaret Ruggles wjs a pas
as sweethearts. You will believe this Union. Tel. 18-32.________________ 31*33
though talking over lb- telephone,
without a guard watching him.
senger on the Monday morning train
too when you learn my story in "Un
As flying increases in popularity,
FOR SALE-Modern house, tf rooms
faithful."
Fay Kllkerry. "Unfaithful" is
conversed with other police officials
for Boston, where she will remain a
policing the air over large centers of
Revenge for Rodgers?
Paramount’s strong drama starring Ruth and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS, 140 TalWhile guests listen in. Commissioner Mulrooney (extreme right)
week.
2,0(10 leet up. The occupants of the
bot Ave. Tel. 711________________ 27-tf
population becomes more of a prob
Chatterton
at
the
Park
Theatre
Wed

If
he
is
in
that
frame
of
mind,
« * • *.
converses with sky patrol Upper right- Flying officials report bird'stwo planes also talked with each
32-33
lem. Already there are many regu
FOR SALE -Six room house, garage,
nnd word of some such condition nesday and Thursday.
eye view tc Commissioner and talk with fellow fliers in second plane.
John Creighton will arrive home
lights and water, double lot of
othcr.
lations which planes flying over large
has reached the police, he most
THE ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COL electric
Drawing snows how radio and wire link sky patrol with headquarters.
land.
Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
Thursday and Miss Katherine Creigh
LEGE
offers
a
complete
training
m
all
cities
must
observe.
certainly
can
’
t
be
terribly
enthu

rent
plan.
$15 month. V. F.
Reports fiird’s-vy. 'Hew
of business science. Fit your STUDLEY. 69$1500,
ton Saturday, for a few days' visit.
Park St. Tel 1080
27-tf
siastic when he thinks of the branches
self
for
a
better
position.
Enroll
now
“
What
5c
»«»
<e<?"
asked
lhe
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
Can Give Air Summoni
events which put him where he Is. TEL. 994 or 990-M
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
28-33
at the vestry Wednesday afternoon
Commissione e. pne po rt. Miles of -hrough the radio station of the Bell missioner But both before and after
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
At present flying policemen can
And out tmllng Is the fact that
MARCEL WAVING, 50c. MADELYN prices, ideal loactions, tea houses, and
with supper at 6 o'clock. Mrs. Leila
waterfront and motor .raflfic in ‘be ' Telephone Ijboratories at Whip- the actual demonstration the pilots not communicate with a reckles*
some one told the police where he McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a shore
lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Smalley. Miss Gladys Doherty, Mrs.
streets." •eplied Captain A. W V-'j pj-v
lersrv about 4C miles vere in constant communication with flier. It is difficult for them to warn
few steps from Main St.
26*37tf Mai
could be found.
btalnc.
27-tf
Leona Starrett, Mrs. Eunice Tillson,
lander of the Police Air Service, ‘it s away. F-om there tne conversation the ground from where their ma him while in flight and stop the risky
Cheeks Luciano Is dead. His
LET
E
A.
KNOWLTON
flle
your
sawt
housekeepers. An unusual program
beginning tc snow up here," ne I A j« carrec >v wire across country
murderers poured 21 shots Into Ills and repair vour furniture at 216 LIME |> •O’ ••• •••
maneuvers. However the day is
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• |^
neuvers were directed
is billed—High School Orchestra,
27-tf
body in the Carlnlte Social and ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
addet.(and jnder the Huisot River tc Po ,
probably
not
far
off
when
both
the
solos by a number of young ladies,
ffpectators
tt
the
police
flying
field
Athletic
club
over
in
Manhattan
Both planes were equipped with het Headquarters.
, .
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair good*
police ano private plane will, be
readings by Richard Bucklin, and
recently. It wds, in a manner of at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St
Western Electric short wave radio i
,
' jw«nessea an incident wmcb showed .,|;lipp^ • ,.jth rarlt0 telephone.- in
there will be others on the list.
Mall
orders solicited. H. C. RHODES Ir ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••••♦• 1^
speaking,
as
thdrough
a
killing
as
telephone apparatus, similar to tha«
-alk '0I HaU-hout
mow precisely aena maneuver- can .
clie t(ie jjy;Ilg cop wi],
72-tf
Mrs. William Newbert is recovering
New York has experienced in Tel. 519-J.
now
used
by
many
of
the
large
air
The
olanes
stayed
-it
about
thirty
ibe
consulted
ir.
this
way.
While
,,
space
to
the
other
flier,
"Hey
WANTED-As housekeeper
from an attack of the prevailing dis
years. Can It be that the “death
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down; orPOSITION
houswork in private family.
transport lines in the United States minutes white those ->r ocard talked waiting for the arrival oi officials [vou over therel Puli up another
Chase Bros, nurseries.
A J Cangeneral
temper and expects to return to the
party,” because that seems to have azent
cook.
References
furnished. TELE
HENRY.
Thomaston.
Tel.
32-3.
27*38
Contact with the ground was made i wnho.il nferruptioi with the Com- | who were tc go up, ooth plants were ousand feet. You're flying too low."
Knox Hotel Thursday.
PHONE 1049-J.
32*34
been exactly what attracted LuMrs. Elmer Cottam who spent the
vlano to the speakeasy where he |R( ••• ••• ••• •••
•
•••
•••
•••
|R
|
winter in Jamaica Plain, Mass., is
|R .«.
•••
•*• •*• ••• •••
••• |^
wasn’t known, was arranged as
at her home on Beechwoods street.
hall. Students taking part in the
something of a retaliation because ♦
TENANT'S
HARBOR
Walter Powers who returned to his
plav are Elvtney White. Ensio Matsome one told tlie police back in ♦
By Helen Sciiavpeler
, business last week following an at
son, Helen Davis, Helen Solberg and
I92G where Bum Rodgers could be
.«. |R j
Spring
is
just
around
the
corner,
Domestic Science Expert
K ••• •••
—• —•
•—
M
tack of the flu is again confined to
Robert Reed. Smalley's orchestra
found?
and
it
is
about
time
the
girls
got
out
SUMMER COTTAGE
Seven rooms.
the
wic xiuuac.
house. rFrank
i uuiy. odueiniger
Sidelinger is in
m , ..
will furnish music for the dance
Tliere are some things to sup
1923 BUICK Six. with winter top. 3
2-car
garage.
3
miles
from
Rockland
To
charge of the shop during Mr. Pow- thelr Jump r°Pesnew tires, new clutch $65
ROLAND
port such a theory, not the least let for the season. NELSON B. COBB
which will take place after the play
sweetened water in which the ham
MOKED anti
PAYSON, East Union. Tel. 18-2.
33’35
ers’ absence.
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey and continue until 12 o'clock. Sand
being the fact that even a convict _______
33-tf
;
has boiled to cover it. Cook slowly,
Mrs. Wallace Parker and daughter were in Boston last week.
cured meats
in solitary confinement can have
wiches and coffee will be on sale.
GARAGE,
fully
equipped.
In
Washing

uncovered, for one hour or until
nn exceedingly long arm if he is ton Village. Inquire LELAND JOHN- i
have been sta
Natalie of Lynn are visiting Mrs.
Rodney Wiley caught a bushel of Be sure and be there to see Robert
tender. Remove ham to platter.
plotting revenge.
Parker's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al- smelts Saturday. They have been Reed as Jim the darkey. He wil!
STON Heirs.
32-31
pies in Euro
Thicken the gravy it has cooked
pheus Jones for a week. Mr. Parker very scarce this winter,
afford many uproars ln "Moonshine,"
peen households
7-ROOM HOUSE, to let. furnished or
unfurnished at 20 Maverick St., Rock
accompanied them down by automoEugene Smith and Frank Wiley of the delightful comedy.
in. Pour over ham. Garnish with
from time im
land. Call 435-W or Inquire at 8 STATE
Mosquito Gives Work
bile but returned the next day.
Glenmere were in the village last
watercress and serve.
memorial. For
ST. after 6 o'clock.
31-33
"A
Warren Gamage and family ol week.
Caramelized Ham with Prunes—
to
Idle
on
Cape
Cod
NORTH
HAVEN
hundreds ol
NICE FRONT ROOM, centrally loca-'
South Bristol were Sunday visitors
Capt. Reid R. Pierson recently made
ted, price right. Apply at 28 ELM ST
(French) —Parboil one large half
years before the
Boston.—Cape Cod’s mosquito, ___________
of Mr. and Mrs. William Newb;rt a business trip to Rockland,
31'33,
inch slice of ham in tour cups of
A
beautiful
Sunday.
advent
of
mod
which
keeps
thousands
of
persons
and Peter Hilt.
Charles and Everett Watts went,
AT 23 FRANKLIN ST., Rockland 4water which have been sweetened
Spring
arrives
next
Friday.
actively
employed
all
through
the
ern
methods
of
room
apartment
with
or
without
Mrs. Lloyd Bean of Appleton and fishing Saturday and brought home
with three tablespoons ol brown
summer months, will keep 100 or garage MRS. DAVID OSIER. R. 4. Wa
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bray rerefrigeration
her recently born son are being cared 35 large codfish,
31*36
more men busy during this winter. terville. Me.
sugar.
Caramelize thr e-fourths
fz* r-T
xBa.
for by Mrs. Luther A. Clark at her
Whoever has charge of the electric turned home Saturday. They re- . and transporta
FURNISHED ROOMS all modern to
Thus
tho
mosquito,
which
has
port
a
splendid
trip
and
fine
time.
eup
of
sugar
by
placing
it
in
a
tion. such meats
home on Main street.
1 lights in the village should have the
let.
Apply
to
HILL
DANE.
30
High
St.
SIMON K. HART
never relieved anything—except mo
small iron frying pan and stirring
The church school has started it
Miss Hattie Hilt who has employ- light near the cottage owned by J. G.
30-tf
were the only
MONUMENTS
notony, perhaps—before, is serving
slowly so it melts, browns and
ment in Rockport, spent the weekend Wall removed up to about opposite Red and Blue contest in the effort
ALL MODERN 5-room tenement, cen
ones available Helen Schauffler
to
relieve
unemployment
ln
times
53
Pleasant
SL Tel. 911-M Roekland
tral
location.
Beech
Street.
Garage
L
with Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert. , the L. G. Morton house. Where it is to bring the attendance up to the
bubbles. When the bubbles begin
to thousands of
when relieving unemployment Is A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159. Rockland
30Ttf
Miss Ruth Morse has employment now. very few if anybody gets any 100 mark. Think of it. There arc : families, from
to smoke, remove and pour very
29-tf
equivalent to a war-time contribu ___ __________
in the home of Mr. and M:s. W. P. benefit from it. Put it where it will 10.000 villages in these United States
FITCHBURG
MUTUAL
FIRE
INS.
CO.
slowly
Into
one
cup
of
water.
When
the first onset of winter until the
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
tion to the government’s coffers.
Strong.
benefit five families instead of no'.ody without churches, 30.000 without
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
Fitchburg, Mass.
dissolved add one-half cup of vine
approach
of
summer
opened
up
the
The
department
of
agriculture
of
240 Broadway.______
27-tf
Guy Lermond spent lhe weelicid
It will be a welcome sound when resident pastors, and 13.400.000 chil
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
roads. It is small wonder, there gar and one tablespoon brown
Massachusetts reveals this latest
with his family here.
one can again hear the several quarry dren under 12 years of age without
SlXtROOM HOUSE, 148 Limerock St Real Estate ............................ $130,000 00
sugar.
Place
upon
the
ham
eight
development
in
the
mosquito's
his

fore,
that
the
European
housewife
TEL. 819-W.
27-tf Stocks and Bonds
......... 588.616 70
Mr. and Mis. Burleigh Feyler who whistles blowing each day, for then it benefit of religious instruction. Says
tory, in a bulletin reviewing the
21.282 81
has developed scores ot ways to or ten large prunes which have
TO LET—Modern rent ln brick house Cash In Office and Bank ......
came to attend the funeral of Mrs means everybody is busy.
Four the Home Mission Council “A nation
Agents
’
Balances
..................
70,796 14
progress
made
thus
far
ln
the
cam

nt
157
Talbot
Ave,
vacated
by
Supt
give such a common staple as ham been soaked In cold water. Pour
Eben Feyler, have returned to their months is quite a long time to hear may exist without religion but it
Interest
and
Rents
....
11.826 63
paign to eliminate mosquitoes from Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel All other Assets ....................
cannot live without religion. Until
a varied and wellnigh Irresistible liquid over the ham and bake in a
3.150 45
no whistle.
home in Somerville. Mass
568-W.
27-tf
the
Cape
by
drainage
of
their
medium oven for at least threeOne day last summer 18 pcdlers this need is met the nation is not
Miss Mabelle Brown leaves today
appetite appeal.
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
Gross
Assets
.......................
$825,672
73
breeding
places.
ment. also 7 room single house on Knox Deduct Items not admitted
quarters of an hour.
for Portsmouth, N. H., where she will were counted in the village selling secure nor is it free." Parents may
694 96
St.,
gas
and
electricity.
Apply
at
12
Baked Sliced Ham—(British) —
enter Mrs. Ingalls’ Beauty Salon in meats, produce, fruit, bakery goods not be able to give their children
Ham Baked with Applesauce—
WARREN ST. Tel. 577.
27-tf
Admitted ............................. $824,977 77
Select two medium size slices of (Austrian)—Parboil for one-half
the annex of the Rockingham Hotel, dry goods, groceries, etc., and they all wealth but they can give them the
Famous Cat Dead; Was
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
for a month’s course in advanced sold out. Guess how much money left advantages of the Christian religion,
ham at least three-quarters inch hour a half or whole ham ln two
MRS
W.
8.
KENNISTON,
178
Main
St
1
Net
Unpaid Losses ................. $47,936 83
Stage and Screen Fan Tel. 874-W._____
the town and how much was left in which is the source of true and abid
beauty culture.
27-tf ; Unearned Premiums ............. 424 846 28
thjek.
Parboil
for
twenty
minutes
In
quarts
of
water
to
whlolt
one-half
ing riches. Leader of the Blue group
All other Liabilities .............
18,774 11
The Democratic caucus for nomi town for taxes.
Laporte. Ind.—Mike, a ten-yearone quart of water to which two ta cup of sugar and one thick slice of
| Surplus over all Liabilities .... 333.420 55
Friends are glad to know that Mrs. is Albra Stone, and of the Red group
nation of candidates for town offices
old eat that has not missed seeing
lemon
have
been
added.
Roll
ham
blespoons
of
sugar
have
been
add

Alton
Calderwood.
The
slogan:
will be held at Watts hall Saturday Olive Sheerer is improving in health
a moving picture or vaudeville aet
Total Liabilities and Surplus $824,977 77
ed. Remove ham and insert in the in cracker crumbs and cover with
after a few weeks' illness. Everybody Every North Haven boy and girl in
evening at 7.30.
33-T-39
at the Laporte theater since It was
the
Sunday
School.
cloves.
Sprinkle
with
a
very
little
misses
"Grammie''
back
of
the
fatty
edges
one
tablespoon
of
A meeting of the Congregational
built, has died of old age.
Prospects
seem
good
thus
early
for
cinnamon.
To
one
cup
of
sweet

Church and Society is called, to be counter.
•whole cloves. To one cup of vinegar
The animal was owned by the
Mrs. Elmer E. Allen and Mrs. Wil a busy season at North Haven. The
held Tuesday evening, March 24. at
add one-half cup of brown sugar, ened applesauce add two cups of
house manager and always sat on
Weld
cottage
will
be
occupied;
the
7 o'clock. The time limit of two liam Gillis are visiting friends and
the theater piano watch'jng the
one teaspoon mustard, one slice of water. When ham has baked for
years, which was agreed upon at the relatives in Massachusetts for a few Harding cottage now the Burr cot
films the first night they were
lemon, one bay leaf, one cup of fifteen minutes pour over It the
tage,
Kent
house,
the
principal
’
s
shown. Other nights he walked
time the two churches united and weeks.
tomato soup or tomato juice, two thinned applesauce. Bak? for one
house,
and
the
Ellena
Thornton
Henry Allen, Harry Patterson and
around the screen to find where
became the Federated Church being
chopped pimentoes, and three- hour, hasting frequenlly with sauce.
tlie players went.
about to expire, this meeting is called Charles H. Leach visited Aurora house, Lodge and Inn are pretty
Garnish with baked apples and
fourths
cup
of
chopped
mushroom
well,
if
not
wholly
engaged.
Mike had been used ln many
to see what act on the church will Lodge, F. and A. M. in Rockland last
serve.
stents.
To
this
add
enough
of
the
Tuesday
night
at
7.30
a
cottage
vaudeville acts.
take upon the question of continuing week.
meeting
will
be
held
at
the
home
of
That was some heavy storm last
the present relation.
The Republican caucus will be held I week with wind , snow and rain Mrs. Lester Stone. Also upon Thurs- |
Unusual Balm Suit
SUNSET
at Watts hall Saturday evening at 8 \ a-plenty, and left the streets in bad day night at the same hour one will I
MICKIE SAYS—
C. R. I. Red Chicks for sale. Bred
Sioux City, Iowa.—A suit for forS. production,
color and type. State
o'clock for the nomination of can- \ condition. But sunshiny days since be held at the home of Deacon ■
breach
of
promise
against
a
man
tested
for Pullorum disease and accredit
Staples.
It
is
hoped
many
will
at

didates for town officers.
I have cleared them again and it begins
fTearly every house in the com
ed. Prices for May and June 100 to 500.
who
committed
suicide
a
year
ago
tend.
rtUE piGGreEr BARSAIM WE
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leach ol j now to look like summer is close by.
■ munity has had sickness In some was on flle recently at Onawa, $15; 500 to 1.000. $14; 1.000 and over $13
OFFER IS OUR WAUL APS= FOR
I
per hundred. M. M. KINNEY, Thomas
Union and Mrs. Carrie Carroll were , The mail driver has not missed a trip
' : form.
near here. The complainant. Miss
ton. St. George Road.
33*41
Sunday callers upion Mrs. Lloyd ] trap on wood, Maynard) this winter
ISL E AU HAUT
A FEW NICKELS, NOU GET THE [ | The postmaster has put through a Nellie Falk, Is suing the estate of
RHODE ISLAND RED and White Wy
<J Those rythmic clicks of
Bean at the home of Mrs. Luther A. j and has used no horses either.
BENEFIT OF OUR ENTIRE, BIG
, new service for the outgoing first
James T. Kelsey, to whom she andotte quality Hatching Eggs, 10 cents
Clark.
Miss Ivy Falla spent the weekend
enCJLATlOU, SAME AS -THE
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Grant of
each. Reds raised from Connecticut our presses will be encored
| class mail, which will enable patrons says she was engaged for 20 years
R. O. P. stock. Beautiful, vigorous and
The funeral of Mrs. William B.. at Port Clyde with Miss Lovina Head Harbor are visiting relatives in
ADVERTISER WHO BUYS A Full
'
, of Sunset office to be benefited. The before he died, for >25,000.
persistent, standard brown eggs. On
later by the tinkle of the
Mathews was held this Tuesday1 White.
Brooksville.
PAGE = AUD OUR WAUT ADS
j I special mail leaves about 3 o'clock
State accredited list. V. P. HALL, Rock
morning at 10 o'clock, Rev. J. L. | Mrs. Elmer Smith and daughter
land, Maine.
33-35 cash
CAW DO MOST AKNTHIUG,FROM
register. For The
School closed Thursday and the
for Stonington for the boat mail to
Pinkerton of Friendship officiating. 1 Marion Wallace of Augusta are teacher Miss Harriet Niles is spend
SELLIUG THAT OLD ICE 8CX., OR .
R. I. RED CHICKS can book a few
Rockland. It wi.l start with the
Courier-Gazette printing
FIUOIUG TH’ FAMILY DOG, TO— 1
The remains were taken to Washing- I guests of Mrs. Charles' Rawley for ing the vacation at her home in
hundred
for
April,
hatching
capacity
summer schedule.
1000 chicks per week, price $16 per 100.
Treasury Redeems
WELL, GOSH! MOST AUYTH1UG
ton for interment. Obituary wil ap- a few days.
is the kind that produces
Oakland.
C. E. OVERLOCK. Warren. Tel. 3-4
’
Mr.' and Mrs. Carl Haskell entcrAt
the
last
meeting.
March
12.
of
YOU
KIM
TWUK
OF
!
pear in Thursday's issue.
32 ?7 sales. Experience proves it.
J
K.
Barter
has
returned
home
$1,000 Bills for $200
| tained a company at a dance in the
Puritan Rebekah Lodge, a birthday
S. C. R. I. REDS-Baby chicks from
'community garage last Friday evcMount Airy, N. C.—Albert
was held in observance of Mrs. after spending several weeks in
standard utility stock. Maine accredited
Swiftest, Easiest Way party
’ ning.
Young and old togrther
Eads, whose wife started a
They make healthy, productive hens, j
Call 770
Lizzie Kalloch's 84th birthday. Rockland.
tripped the light fantastic toe and a
Price per 100. $20; 500, $19; 1000 and up.
Friends of Mrs. Charles Richard
fire with paper which Includ
Mrs. Kalloch is very active for her
$18.
Hatching
eggs.
Write
or
phone,
fe
for
Estimates
to End Bilious Spell age,
general good time was enjoyed. Dured $1,000 in bills, has re
reads the daily papers, attended son of Reading. Mass., regret that
C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
I ing interm’-.-sion delicious scallop
ceived $200 from the Treas
Warren.
ll-tf
the town meeting .and enjoyed it as she is confined to a bed in the
! stew, crackers and pickles were
Massachusetts General Hospital suf
ury department for the
as any 16-year-old.
BARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Cblckn.
When you neglect those first symp much
served.
for sale $20 per 100; S.C.R.I. Chicks. $16
charred scraps of several
Lincoln Monaghan was a weekend fering from the effects ot a fractured
toms of constipation—had breath,
per 100; White Leghorn Chicks. $14 per
; Miss Gwendolyn Eaton spent a
greenbacks recovered from
hip.
\
guest
of
his
parents.
100, f^pm our own breeders. On display
coated tongue, listlessness, the whole
few days last week with her grand
C. V. Souther has returned to his
the kitchen stove.
Mrs. William Sheerer is slowly re
at 656 Main St R. W DAVIS «fe SONS.
system soon suffers. Appetite lags.
mother Mrs. Annie Eaton, at North
home in Brookline, Mass., after
Rockland. Me. Tel. 891 and 591-M.
covering
from
her
recent
illness
Digestion slows up. You become head
32-37
! Deer Isle.
spending the past two months at his
Thursday
evening
at
the
close
of
achy, dizzy, bilious.
Mrs. Nancy Marden came from
NEW AND USED Buckeye brooder
cabin, "The Crow's Nest.” Mr.
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
It's easy to correct sluggish bowel Puritan Rebekah Lodge lee cream log
stoves.
’
2
price
if
sold
at
once.
A.
C.,
Waterville by train to Bangor Tues
HAWES. Union. Tel. 8-24.
31-33 A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
action! Take a candy t'ascaret to and cake were served by a committee Souther gave a party Feb. 28 to
day, and was met there by Roy
erage—a perfect miser
night. See how quickly—and plcus- consisting of Myrtle Taylor. Mabel which everyone on the island was in
BABY CHIX. Wyllie’s S.C. Reds. Bred
Snowden in his car. They then DR. MARY E. REUTER
Listen in every Friday evening at
antlv—the bowels arc activated. All Wilson and Harrlette Wheeler. An vited. There were 48 present, and
for
eggs,
type
and
color.
State
accred

drove to Sunset but found the roads
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
ited for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
the souring waste is gently propelled entertainment of singing, reading, a good time was enjoyed by everylbody.
Osteopathic Physician
in extremely bad condition. Mrs.
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for
Distributed by
from the system. Regular and com guitar and accordion music was also Hot dogs cake, doughnuts, cheese,
500, $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar- i
Graduate American School of
Marden came to visit her twin sister
pickles, coffee and ginger ale were
enjoyed.
plete bowel' action is restored.
rival
guaranteed.
F.
H.
WYLLIE
&
SON.
Rockland
Produce Co.
Osteopathy
Mrs. Ada Colby who is not in the
St George High School junior served by the host, assisted by Flor
Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
27-tf j Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
Cascarets are made front pure eas
best
of
health.
ence
Cousins.
Esther
Robinson,!
400
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL.
1233
class
is
giving
"Moonshine,
’
a
otyeara a sulistanee which doctors agree
FOR SALE--R I Red Chicks. State I
Miniature Golf Course
Clyde Conary is away on an ex
28tf
accredited $18 per 100. W. L MERRIAM I
finally gtrengthenn
musclen. act comedy of three scenes Wednes Clarissa Turner, Dorothy Robinson.,
146-29
Union,
Maine.
Telephone
8-5.
21-tf
tended
business
trip.
Priscilla
Robinson
and
Amy
Cousins.
/Ill drug stores hu'v Vascarets. 10c. day at 7.30 in Martinsville Grange
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Every-Other-Day

Society

WARREN

SUITS
ARE THE THING!

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
foclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

I Mrs. Charles Sheldon was hostess
; at a benefit bridge for the Lady
j Knox Chapter, D. A. R., at her home
j on Masonic street Friday afternoon. I
j There were seven tables, favors
TELEPHONE ................................... 770 or 794-W
I being awarded to the highest scorer j
j at each table. American flags and
The Sons of Union Veterans Aux- i St. Patrick decorations were used. [
iliary whist party will be held Tues The hostess was assisted in serving
day evening at G.A.R. hall with Mrs. i by Mrs. Fred Veazie, Mrs. Donald
Nellie Achorn, hostess.
' Karl, Mrs. Walter Ladd and Mrs.
Albert Havener.
Miss Irma Fickett, who has been
the guest of her parents the past two
The Forty Club will hold a pub
weeks left yesterday for Boston to lic card party at the Copper Kettle
resume her studies at the Leland Thursday evening.
Refreshments
Powers School of Expression.
will be served and some interesting
novelties introduced.
Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church hold their supper and
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, S. W. V.,
monthly meeting in the vestry Wed will hold a business meeting Wed- '
nesday at 6. This will be the an nesday evening at 7.30 in Legion
nual meeting with election of hall, followed by a social.
officers. Miss Nettie Britt is in
charge of the supper.
Dorothy Snow entertained the
Sewing Club Friday evening at her
Llewellyn Mills is here from Bos home on Union street. Eleven mem
ton on a week’s visit, the guest of bers were present. Welsh rabbit,
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Mills, Lime with variations, was the piece de
rock street.
resistance of the buffet luncheon

Don’t Forget It. . .
We have them.

Small sizes in short length coats.

Large sizes in long coats, three-quarter coats,
and short coats.
$25.00, $35.00,

$45.0Q up

With a complete stock of blouses, silks and cot
tons, in the tailored effects, long sleeves, or short
sleeves in contrasting colors.
MAIN FLOOR—SUIT DEPARTMENT

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

.ML a.".d
Francis Harrington
Mrs B B Smith cntertained the
^artf °^d\<C°un"i wre *’eekend Thursday auction club at her home
guests of C. M. Harrington, Summer Qn Lincoln strcet.
A. L. Briggs of Ingraham Hill is
at Knox Hospital, where he was
yesterday reported as making good
progress.

Mrs. George U. Tait of Brockton,
[ Mass., is a guest of Mrs. Ralph
Wentworth, Broadway, for a month’s
■ visit.
•

Friday
evening
the Diligent
William Creighton is confined to Dames are to entertain their hus
*his home at 16 Gay street place.
bands and other guests at a supper
at the church.
Mrs. Frank E. Southard, wife of |
Senator Southard, opened her home ■ A St. Patrick’s Day bridge party,
in Augusta last week for two coffee ! with Mrs. Willis Anderson as chair
parties in honor of the Legislative I man, will be given in the Thorndike
ladies.
At Wednesday’s function Grill Tuesday evening under the
Mrs. George L. St. Clair of Rock- ' auspices of St. Bernard’s Church.
land assisted in pouring.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird and
The Missionary Society of the’ Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight enter
Congregational Church will meet at tained the Saturday Night Club at
the home of Miss Caro Littlefield. the Knight home last Saturday
Limerock street Wednesday after night. (This may sound like too
noon -at 3 o’clock. The program will! many nights for one night club but
portray the life of women in India, they make sense if spelled correctly).
w’ith special music by Mrs. Harold The favors were of an amusingly
Greene.
practical nature and there is still
some doubt as to exactly who won
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maurer who them.
were in the city on business over the
weekend returned to Portland Sun
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent entertained
day.
the TH E. Club last night at supper
and cards. Favors were won by Mrs.
Mrs. Sidney Oxton, Mrs. Addie Bernice Havener and Mrs. Grace
Lassel of Lincolnville and Mrs. Eva Veazie with consolation going to Mrs.
Gordon of Westbrook spent the day Ethel Gonia.
recently with Mrs. Charles Tilden in
Camden.
Miss Eleanor Randall of Portland
is a guest of Mrs. R. H. Britt, Sum
Kalloch Class will meet in the mer street.
Baptist parlors for work this Tues
day afternoon.
Supper will be
A bridga party will be given by
served, each .person providing her the members of St. Bernard’s Church
own sweets.
in the Thorndike grill this evening, in
celebration of St. Patrick’s Day. Mrs.
The Woman's Missionary Society Willis Anderson is chairman.
of the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs. Earl
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Noyes of Ban
Chaples. Simmons street, Thursday gor and Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Noyes of
afternoon. Will those who promised Orange street are in Topsfield where
articles for the mission box please they were called by the death of
bring them.
their father A. J. Noyes.

Miss Susan Spear and Mrs. George
Hallowell entertained at the latter’s
home, West Meadow road Saturday,
with two tables of bridge, honors
going to Miss Dorothy Blackington
and Mrs. Raymond C. Ludwig.
Others present were Miss Ethel
Smalley, Miss Vivian Ludwig, Miss
Virginia Walker and Mrs. Donald
Farrand.

The Junior Harmony Club will meet
at the B.P.W. rooms at 7 o'clock
Wednesday evening. The club is
planning an open meeting the latter
part of April. All teachers having
pupils in the club are asked to fur
nish one number for the program at
that time.

The Diligent Dames will be enter
tained at the home of Mrs. Russell
Mrs. Alice Karl was hostess to the Bartlett Thursday, with Mrs. Stuart
Browne Club Friday evening at her Orbeton as assisting hostess. Lunehhome on Granite street. A delicious con at 1 o'clock.
supper was served to the 22 mem
bers present. Mrs. Cietta Whit
Mrs. John Claytc- of Camden en
more and Mrs. Olive Wilson assist tertained the Pajama Club and oth
ed with the supper. The evening cr guests at breakfast and bridge
was spent in doing White Cross Monday. The request of the hostess
work.
that each guest wear a hat trimmed
by herself resulted in some amusing
William Kelley is on a business creations
trip to Boston.
Mrs. George Davis and Mrs. Perley
The committee for the circle sup Damon entertained five tables at
per which will be served at the Con luncheon and bridge at the Davis
gregational Church next Wednes home on Rankin street. Decorations
day evening is headed by Mrs. A. R. of shamrocks and green made the
Havener assisted by Mrs. Fred Col tables most attractive. Honors fell
son, Mrs. George Clark, Mrs. ■ to Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs. Roy Estes.
Archie Bowley, Mrs. C. E. Barnard. Mrs. Charles Proctor, Mrs. Sumner
Mrs. Wallace Spear. Mrs. Fred Perry, Mrs. L. E. Jones, Mrs. Basil
Veazie, Mrs. G. E. Dunton. Mrs. Stinson.
Fred Black, Mrs. Emery Howard and
Mrs. Vance Norton.
Mrs. Richard H. Britt entertained
i the Cardinal Club at a St. Patrick’s
Mrs. Robert Boyle entertained two luncheon and bridge Saturday at her
tables at dinner and bridge Saturday home on Summer street, honors fall
evening at her home on Limercck ing to Mrs. John Stevens, Mrs. Nina
street.
Beverage and Mrs. Alice Fish.

Page Seven

It Always Pays to Plan
Even a Lone Home Lunch
By JOSEPHINE B. GIBSON
Director, Home Economics Dept.,
H. J. Heim Company

The Christian Endeavor Society of
the Baptist Church is to hold a St.
Patrick's social in the Montgomery
rooms this Tuesday evening at 7.30.
There will also be a business meeting
of the executive committee at 7
o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
jamin Watts last Tuesday.
Edwin Boggs, Jr., of Portland has
been a recent guest of his aunt, Miss
Edna Boggs and his grandfather, Levi
Eoggs.
Seven little guests were entertained
by Phyllis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Smith from 2 to 4 Wednesday
afternoon.
Amusing games were
Played and music enjoyed. Mrs.
Smith was assisted in the serving of
ice cream, cake and cookies by Mrs.
Mernie Gordon. Guests present were
Joan Smith, Evelyn Smith, Mary
Trone, Gloria Haskell, Madeline Has
kell, Annette Haskell and Beverly Co
gan. Little Phyllis received many
gifts and all had a good time.
Mrs. George Ranquist and two chil
dren who have been ill are reported
now as much improved.
Miss Lena Poland and Mrs. John
Davis are employed in the finishing
room of the Georges River Mills.
Henry V. Starrett had the misfor
tune Wednesday, to severely wrench
one of his legs.
Mrs. S. F. Haskell was in Lewiston
on business over the weekend
Misses Marguerite and Beatrice
Haskell are visiting relatives and
friends ii^Lewiston and Auburn.
Dinner guests Thursday of Mrs
Leroy Norwood were Mrs. H. L. Rob
bins, Mrs. M. C. Stephenson and
daughter Janette of Union and Mrs.
A T. Norwood.
Mrs. S. F. Haskell’s sale is continu
ing until the middle of this week, be
cause of the hard traveling.
Mrs. Albert MacPhail is ill in bed
again

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

MADDENING MEMORIES ... Her Wedding
Night, Ils Holy Joy . . * False, All False!
Why did her husband marry her? When even
on their nuptial night the other woman was in his
thoughts?
Shame—the shame of remembering his caressing
hands—his first kiss!

Was He Her Husband? Or Just Her Legal
Lover . . . Loving Without Love!
Paramount presents the First Lady of the Screen

Ruth

Chatterton
Flinging a daring, dramatic answer to the
age-old heart cry, “Shall I forgive?"

Unfaithful
PAUL
Paul Cavanaugh

LUKAS
Juliette Compton

Mrs. Everett Cunningham and Miss
Edna F. Boggs were charming
hostesses at a bridge party Wednes
OO often, women who are alone
day afternoon from 2 to 5 in the
for the noon-day meal either
pleasant home of the former. The
neglect to eat anything, or just take
players, 28 in all, were passed dainty
a few bites of cold food and then
handpainted score cards. First prizes
hurry right back to their tasks.
were awarded Mrs. W. H. Robinson and
This is a serious mistake! A full
Mrs. Fred Campbell; consolation went
noon hour of relaxation and rest—
to Mrs. Charles Wellington and Mrs
both mental and physical—is need
E. B. Clark. A pleasing feature of
ed to avoid distressing fatigue at
the party was that the prize winners
the close ot the day. And the
ehose their own prizes, according to
luncheon itself, no matter how light
their score, from the array on the
It may be, should include at least
buffet.
one hot dish.
Mrs. Raymond Borneman
is
It is amazing, too, what can be
caring for Albert MacPhail, Jr
done to left-over food, in just a
Friday seven tables of bridge were
few minutes, to make it attractive
graciously entertained in the spaci
and appetizing. , Very often the re
ous home of Mrs. George Newbert
frigerator will yield a small quan
the hostesses Mrs. George Newbert
tity of food that requires only a
and Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Lunch
bit of hasty “dressing up" to become
of sandwiches, cookies, cake and hot
Just the dish that a busy woman
chocolate was served. First prizes
requires for lunch.
were awarded Mrs. Fred Campbell
Below are a number of recipes
and Mrs. Robert Walker; consola
for one. Try them and see how
tion went to Mrs. Willis Vinal and
easily they will suggest yet other
Mrs. W. H. Robinson.
ways to obtain a better noon-day
Mrs. Clarence Spear came home
meal for the woman who lunches amount of shredded cabbage, or cel
from Knox Hospital Sunday and is
alone!
ery. Moisten with Mayonnaise
reported to be doing well.
Let us suppose you have some of Salad Dressing and use as filling
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copeland of
these left-overs in the refrigerator: for a Stuffed Tomato Salad, or
Bath were Sunday guests of Mr. and
1 broiled meat cake
mound attractively in a nest of let
Mrs. A. E. Peabody.
1 spoon Oven Baked Beans
tuce.
William Rice of Thomaston who has been sending two weeks with (committee in charge had prepared a
1 serving cold roast pork or
has been ill with bronchial pneu her grandmother Mrs. Nellie Borne- i fine lunch. The tables were set to
d.
Spaghetti
with
Bacon
t
Fry
veal
represent the five points of the star.
monia, is now at Mrs. R. E. Cut man.
several slices of bacon until almost
1 spoon Cooked Spaghetti
Both chemicals were called out. In the center was a large white star
ting's.
crisp.
Drain
off
almost
all
of
the
1 serving cold broiled or baked
The meeting of the Farm Bureau Sunday evening within a few 30 inches from tip to tip; in the ccnfat, add a spoon of Cooked Spag at the home of Mrs. Olive Peabody minutes of each other for chimney ter of this star a large white electric
ham
hetti, and cook until the spaghetti
1 spoon apple sauce
Friday was enjoyed bv 21 members fires at Ernest Starrett’s and light, on each point of the star a
1 serving Cream ot Tomato is heated through. Serve with a
and guests. The business meeting Chester Reed's. No damage was colored light, and on the outside end
green salad.
Soup
was conducted by Mrs. Gertrude done at the home of the former; and ! of each table also a light represent1 sausage cake
Starrett in the forenoon and fol the latter the floor was burned and ing the color of the point of the star.
e.
Scrambled
Egg
with
Ham
Now for some successful ways
As the members entered the room
by a tasty baked bean dinner the chimney rendered unsafe.
and Chili Sauce: Chop the lowed
to use these left-overs:
the lights were snapped on making a
and all that gees with it at noon,
ham and combine it with 1 table
beautiful display. At each plate a
NAOMI CHAPTER, O. E. S.
a. Meat Cake with Tomato spoon Chili Sauce. Add to a scram sbrved by Mrs. Olive Peabody as
favor was placed in the form of a
sisted by Mrs. Lucy Peabody and
Sauce: Pour a small can of bled egg when partially cooked, and Mrs. K. J. Overlock. At the after Last Regular Meeting at Tenant's , book mark made of a gold star with
Cream of Tomato Soup over the stir gently until finished.
Harbor of Exceptional Interest
five colors of narrow satin ribbon atnoon session the project leader of
meat. Allow to simmer until the
------•
tached and bearing the words “Book
Home Gardens, Mrs. R. E. Cutting,
/.
Apple
Sauce
Betty:
Arrange
sauce is thick and rich, adding a
It has been requested, lor the bene- Mark, O.E S," made by Miss Marie
gave an interesting resume of the
alternate
layers
of
Rice
Flakes
and
The lunch consisted of
few drops of onion Juice and a small
newer and scientific side of garden fit of members of Naomi Chapter, \ Morris.
amount of thickening, if desired. apple sauce in a serving dish and
ing. She advised the planning of the O.E.S., who are not privileged to | chicken salad, crabmeat sa'ad sandserve
with
cream
and
sugar.
Serve with hearts of lettuce and
flower garden in winter, drawing a attend the meetings, and who can wiches, four kinds of cake, vanilla ice
I
French or Mayonnaise Salad Dress g. Tomato Rarebit: Heat Toma plan of house and grounds to start. only hear about them through the j cream and hot chocolate.
ing. _
to Soup, add a small amount of
Points were given on soil prepara columns of this paper that special j The committee comprised Mrs
to mention be made of the last regular I Fannie Morris and daughter Evelyn
b. Oven Baked Beans with grated cheese, and allow to melt tion, and the addition of clay the
meeting. About 50 members were assisted by Mr. Morris and Mr. and
over
a
slow
fire.
Stir
in
1
beaten
sandy
soil
and
vice
versa
Poached Egg'. Heat the beans,
best results ‘“several standard seed Prcspnt and the degrees were con- Mrs. Fred Foster. Mr. Foster did all
egg.
Serve
on
a
slice
of
buttered
then place them on a slice of but
catalogues we« recommended and fcrrcd "P°n Mr- and Mrs- Hpnrv Al- I of the wiring of the lights, which was
tered toast, and top with a poached toast.
XTL ineked nn Rone Icn with the new board of officers much appreciated by the committee
tin ®mali filllng thc chairs, Performing their and other members. After lunch, all
egg. Serve with whole wheat bread h. Cuban Egg: Chop a left-over ± S n trate of
work in a very creditable manner, returned to the lodge room where a
and fruit to make a well-balanced sausage cake and add to it 1 table meal and nitrate o
quantities were also mentThe past matron Mrs
wagle , contest was ln progress and arousluncheon.
spoon Tomato Ketchup. Heat In a be
beneficial. A small pe c
5
who was absent at the installation ing a great interest as well as amuscc. Roast Veal or Pork Salad: skillet, add 1 beaten egg, and salt
m water na hous'e ceremonies on account of illness and ment.
Chop the meat, season well with and pepper, and stir until cooked. nlanl^
nn) nf rinnr nlants
who now resldcs in Attleboro, Mass., Some of us arc privileged to remain at
salt and pepper, and add an equal Garnish with parsley and serve.
planu as well as out of door plants, was
nt and
prcsented bv
home,
diluting With water.
n,„
---must wander mai,
afar.
K/Tilrlrnrl I Some inuai
Mrs "n I True who has been a X‘,‘v
.ininuii »uo. IvlliaiCQ it makes no difference where yen roam.
"
beI°'lS *
B“t"n
Miss Limonne Morin of Montreal ting was the leader and proved that gu“t at the Sectional parson- TS'sta? pffi^'a^It ^m ffie
is a guest of Stephen Brault and she understood her subject thorough
age returned Sunday to her home officers
officers of
of 1930.
193o ““Dot"
Dot" acknowledged
acknowledged W_____
i’te
'bi'm'J
___
_ wnderner
___ ____ °r down
family and her uncle, Aimee Beau ly.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and ln Camden accompanied by Miss her deep appreciation in her usual j Don't forget your old home towndoin.
Adelaide
Holt,
the
latter
planning
a
pleasing fashion. At the close of the
And you're not forgotten by the O. E. s.
Mrs. Mabel Jordan were at Harris
short visit in Camden.
meeting the worthy matron an- J
J. C. Perry has returned from a Copland's, West Meadows, Sunday.
Miss Edith French returned Sat nounced there werc three generations
At the regular meeting of the
Othcr nations fear that talkies will
trip of several weeks, in the course
urday from Boston where she had
of which he visited South America. Grange Thursday evening the 1st been visiting her parents Mr. and of one family present and asked them make all the world speak English
to make it known by their presence Not the talkies we've heard.—Austin
and 2nd degrees were conferred on
French.
Although many Mrs.
, „ Lawrence
, .
,
li i u in the "East" whereupon Brother American.
Mr. and Mrs. Seabrook W. Gregory two candidates.
Albert MacPhail is now able to be Henry Kalloch, daughter Nannie Al- j
-----------------members were absent on account of
have returned to Hartford.
illness, it was a very profitable 0UL
J
len. and grandson Henry Allen stood
After a while, If this consolidation
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden, amid hearty applause.
movemeht keeps up, all business conMiss Nettie Waltz of Nobleboro meeting. At the close the young
people and some of the older ones Jr., returned Friday from Augusta.
The members werc then asked to corns will be either merged or subwas a visitor in the city Saturday.
engaged in an old time dance.
Barbara Achorn of Thomaston repair to the banquet room where the merged. —Virginian-Pilot.
Mrs. Alice Copeland was the guest
Mrs. Austin Brewer entertained
at bridge Saturday evening, honors
Mr. and, Mrs. Chester, Hunt in
last
Wednesday
and
going to Mrs. Lucius York and Mrs. Rockland
”
Thursday.
Thomas Keating.

T

The regular meeting of the Methe- i Rockland Masons and their wives
besec Club will be held at the home are invited to the Masonic assembly
of Mrs. Nan Higgs Talbot avenue, j in Camden Thursday night.
Friday. Mrs. Anne Snow will be
-------guest speaker. All business which is
Mrs. Harold Rackliffe and Mrs.
to be considered before the close ol , Earle Spear of Waldoboro were
the club season, except the election i guests of their brother, Edward ElMiss Rita Hughes of Frenchboro
SOUTH BELFAST
of officers will be taken up at this! well in Portland Friday and Satur- is spending two weeks with her
meeting.
I day.
mother, Mrs. Ellen Hughes Talbot
Eda Woodbury is working for Mr.
avenue.
and Mrs. James Harriman in Belfast.
The first picnic of the season at
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles of Cambridge,
Lydia Drinkwater attended “Home
Treasure Point Farm was held last Mass., is the guest af Mrs. Alice
Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw who has been
Sunday. Commander and Mrs. C. i Russell, 42 Grace street.
at Knox Hospital for a surgical Flower Garden” training class at tne
F. Snow and Mr. and Mrs. Sydneyoperation, has returned to her home Farm Bureau office March 11.
Snow made the trip in on snowshoes
Mrs. Joseph Oxton, (Emma Thomp in North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Emmons and
son), 92 Pleasant street, recent
and had lunch at the “little cabin."
daughter Alice spent the weekend
ly celebrated her 87th birthday in
with their grandparents, Mr. and
SOUTH WARREN
The Rounds Mothers' Club was a most enjoyable manner. There
Mrs. Asa Cotb.
entertained Friday evening at the were many callers to offer congratu
Mrs. Chester Sheldon is ill at her
Mrs. Bernice Bucklin entertained
home of Mrs. Albert Havener, lations, and she was generously re the B. H. Club last Tuesday evening. home.
Broadway, with Mrs. Vance Norton membered with gifts by friends from
Lilia Wade is ill.
At last the highway between the
as assisting hostess. The president far and near. Among them were Waldoboro road and the station is
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Lobcrg were
appointed the following committee cards, a birthday cake made and pre cleared for travel. If anyone wants , callers on Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
to be in charge of a supper to be sented by a kind neighbor, and other to see drifts, a look at those in this Drinkwater Friday,
held in May at which the husbands articles. A box which came all the vicinity would repay them.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Thomas and
are to be guests: Mrs. Corinne Ed w’ay from Minnesota contained
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Watts and Frank Elwell have been ill with the
wards. chairman, Mrs. Florence some beautiful flowers made by her daughter are staying at Rufus Over grippe.
Snow, Mrs. Esther IJoward, Mrs. Win niece, which were a source of lock's while Mrs. Overlock is con
Grand View Grange wil! have a
ifred Karl, Mrs. Marion Cook, Mrs. much enjoyment to her. For one of valescing from her recent illness.
public supper March 24 at the chapel
Alice Spear, Mrs. Maryon Benner, her years, Mrs Oxton is smart and
Frank Bean and family who have at Brown's Corner.
Mrs. Maud Spear, Mrs. Joseph Blais alert. The daily papers, magazines, been visiting relatives in Appleton
George Hardy and Ruth Wight
dell and Mrs. Calvin Sherman. The etc., are a great source of delight to have returned.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick
first part of the evening was de her, especially in these days of ice
Mrs. Annie Page who has been in Sunday.
voted to sewing after which a varied and snow, when she is unable to ill health for some time, continues
Grand View Grange held a necktie
program was presented. A buffet go about much. She is looking for about the same.
and gpron party Thursday evening
lunch was served with Mrs. Edith ward to warm weather when she
Mrs. Ernest Lermond of Beverly j with a large attendance. The eve
Bird and Mrs. Irene Moran pour can call on friends.
was expected to arrive at George ning was spent with games, music
ing. The next meeting will be held
Lermond's Monday for a iong visit.
and a baked bean supper.
Next
“Contract bridge at sight” by
at the home of Mrs. Edith Bird.
Mrs. Rosa Cutting, Mrs . Anne Thursday night the first and second
Broadway, with Mrs. Julia Keene Charles True Adams, led all sales of Bucklin. Mrs. Rose Marshall and Mrs. degrees will be given three candi
non fiction nation-wide, in February. Nettie Copeland attended the Farm dates. Home made candy will be
as assisting hostess.
It is predicted it will become a uni- Bureau meeting at the home of Mrs. furnished.
Another of those popular “Balloon j versal authority It is a great help Olive Peabody last Friday. Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Jones and children spent
Dances1' will be held tonight at Watte i Io straight auction. Copper Kettle , Peabody is an ideal hostess and ev Saturday with her parents, Mr. and
*
Book
Shop.
$1.00.
—
adv.
hall, Thomaston.—adv.
eryone was made welcome. Mrs. Cut- Mrs. Fred Herrick.

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Lewis Burns has relumed to
her home after a several w;eks' i 1ness in St. Barnabas Hospital, Port
land, from pneumonia.
Whatever other sorrows Eve suf
fered, she was never taunted bv
Adam's reference to his mother's
cooking.—Florence Herald.

Horne of Paramount Pictures

One of The Publix Theatres

WED.-IHURS.

THRILLING!

wuiiuvi

REMNANTS
We have a remarkably attractive
group of fine Floor coverings—

Nothing but thrills in
the swell romance of
a racketeering world!

in his best (alkie

<?

ermemans
Fate
a ^pie^fioUus/n [“layer ikwu

close outs of all sizes, all pat

with
LOUIS WOLHEIM
LEILA HYAMS
NITA PAGE
MARIE PREVOST

terns, room size and smaller.

Felt Base, Inlaid, Congoleums

Half Price
These Are Truly Greit Special

Values!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
31 3-319 Main Street

Telephone 890

Rockland, Me.

NOW SEC VING
“EASIEST WAY"
with
CONSTANCE BENNETT
ROBERT MONTGOMERY

Every-Other-Day
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“LOCK YOUR DOOR
ON BIRTHDAYS!”

Current Comment

SAYS
By

Daniels

harry a.

It is hard to believe, and yet it is
true, that during this past winter,
th'e unknown dead, buried in potters
field, by the City of New York av
eraged 150 a week. These are the
people you find in the streets in the
poorer sections, the gaunt faces you
see standing in doorways, sleeping
in hallways, trying to warm up at
subway entrances. For years thenidentity has been lost. They have
lived by begging and by prowling in
to garbage cans after nightfall. They
are the ones you find in the 10c.
lodgings, and the ones who drink the
cheapest of poison bootleg.
They
have deliberately erased the past in
one way or another, and they live
without identities.
0 4$
From the East river pier of Belle
vue hospital a city boat leaves each
morning with the unknown dead.
They have been picked up about the
city, have no marks of identifica
tion, are held for a time, and then
“sent up the river” to Harts Island,
the city burying ground, where a
hole is dug, and 150 bodies put into
one grave.
<?>«■<$><?>
You pass this island on your way
from Boston to New York by boat,
just as you leave the Sound and en
ter East River on the way down.
Month in and month out, the funeral
boat will take from the Bellevue
pier from 20 to 50 bodies a day,

pS1
jX „»•

tX
With Buick SyncroMesh, everybody becomes

an expert at silent gear
shifting. You can accel

erate faster with SyncroMesh. And you can shift
to second instantly on

steep hills, retaining com
plete control of the car.

In the mail bag today were a score
of correct answers to the several
problems, and among them a letter
from Arthur J. Clark of Union, whom
you all know as “A. Jay See." the
popular secretary of Knox Pomonc
Grange No. 3 and Master of South
Hope Grange No. 318. Mr. Clark en
closes a trick sentence, which he says
is an “old" one. Here it is; "If the B
m t put ; if the B . putting
The
translation is “If the grate be empty
put coal on; if the grate be full, stop
putting coal or. ”

«1O1£
AND UP-f. o. b. Flint, Mich.
Owing to their popularity, the present models
of 1931 Ettick Straight Eights will be contin
ued thronghcjit the coming summer andfalk

Lewiston Buick Co.
51 PARK STREET

Each generation revolts against
its father and makes friends with its
j grandfather.—Lew’is Mumford.

TEL. 238

ng
Up Nights

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE EIGHT AS

BUICK
BUILDS

Hugh Trevor

about 7000 a year, or more than half
the population of Rockland.
They
are the unknown dead of a great “The woman who
city and go to unmarked graves.
wants to win and
hold adoration
The latest wrinkle in metropoli should keep her
tan beauty parlors is the portable
dimple. You can change it from youth,” says Hugh
place to place, which is a lot more Trevor.
than you can do with the real article.
“S t a ge and
While a natural dimple is a thing screen stars hold HUGH TREVOR
famous screen
of beauty, sometimes it is so placed
star
that it is valueless. A changing the admiration
style may show a dimple one season they have won year after year.
and hide it the next. Now, with this Birthdays don’t matter at all. And
new- portable dimple, the owner can nowadays other women are learning
place it on the cheek, arm, shoulder, their complexion secret!”
chin, or elsewhere, to meet all style
“To keep youth, guard com
changes. You can buv them like you
buy court plaster, and they look real plexion beauty,” the lovely ac
when they are are properly placed.
tresses will tell you.
,j> <g> <$, ®,
“Use soothing Lux
Back last October a Texas farmer
Toilet Soap, regu
suggested we go fishing in an irriga
larly as we do!”
tion canal. I declined, with the hint
Important actresses
that I enjoyed deep sea fishing,
where the fish were big. and the
throughout the world
water was deep. Today he sends me
do remain young,
a clipping from a newspaper. In the
lovely, alluring, year
irrigation canal back of the George
IRENE RICH after year!
Axtelle farm, a mile and a half from charming
staff
the city, they caught a fish that
In Hollywood (9 out
measured 6 feet 3 inches, and of 10 stars!) on Broadway... in Europe,
weighed 106 pounds. They were six
miles from a river and 75'miles from they guard complexion beauty—
KEEP youthful charm—with Lux
salt water.
Toilet Soap. This
<s> 4> <$> $
In Washington now they are fragrant, very white
making more exits from the Senate soap is official in all
chambers. When Will Rogers hears the great film studios
of that he may suggest that it is a ... is found in thea
great idea, and now if they will only
nail up all the entrances, they will tres everywhere!
be doing a good job.
You, too, will find
Lux Toilet Soap per
We heard Paris the other night on fect! The caress of
V
the radio, and a chap was talking dollar-a-cake French
dorothy
about spring styles. Philo T. Farns soap for 10^ a cake! Columbia itar
worth, the head of the Television
Laboratories, Inc., San Francisco
says that it is now certain that in
THE GRADE PUPILS
less than two years we will see foot
ball and baseball games on the
Grade Five, Tyler School invited
radio without going to the park.
We will also see parades and every Grade Four to its assembly Friday
thing else that goes on in the open Mrs. Johnson the music teacher
I or in the theatres. And that means played for the songs. This program
we shall see these new Paris styles was given: Song, “Holy Night," ac
• over the radio as we listen to the companist. Marian Ludwick; Bible
French he-dressmaker tell us about Storv. “Samson, the Strong Man."
them. Mr. Farnsworth says a new Marian Ludwick; song. "Away In a
discovery has recently been made in Manger:" piano solo, “In Twilight."
a way to transmit images on a nar Feme Britto: reading, Louise Mc
row band of radio frequency, and Connell; piano solo, “Christmas
this means the quick development of Bells," and “Halloween." John Crock
ett of Grade Two; Harmonica band
commercial television.
“My Country ’Tis of Thee,” and
♦
♦
"Holiday," Ernest Johnson, Marian
Prof. Brown, Yale scientist, has Ludwick. Robert Hall. Feme Britto
been looking at the moon again. Douglass Mills. Shirley Torrey; piano
He tells us that the moon can speed and vocal, “The Sandman." Marv
up or slow dowm clocks, and that Dodge: riddles Stuart MacAlman:
the elevation a clock is from the -ongs. “Little Town of Bethlehem.
earth has a great deal to do with its "Six Best Doctors,” “flights in the
keeping time. It has to be adjusted Days of Old," and “Milk Song," both
to altitude because of the pull of the grades; Flag Salute, accompanist
moon, although no one has previous Ernest E Johnson.
♦ • • •
ly thought to reason it out In just
that way.
Grade Five has two new girls
Louise McConnell of Bangor, Eliza
$>$$$>
A tobacco research institute at beth Hammond of Winthrop; and
Baden, Germany has produced a to has also lost two, Vernon Moody
bacco without nicotine. It has been moved to Portland: and Rosa Rob
■ found that growing the plants close erts. moved to »Belfast.
♦ e ♦
together, and carefully regulating
Grade Five had a lesson on
the water supply produces a leaf of bandaging in their “Emergencies.’
excellent flavor and in which the The children brought bandages from
nicotine content is almost nothing. home and with the assistance of Eu
Most smokers smoke because the gene Tripp of the Central Maine
poison nicotine soothes the nerves. bandaged each other until they
Take out the drug and what pleas looked real warlike.
ure is there in smoking tobacco?
• • * *
Why not smoke corn silk?
Gn the bulletin board in Miss
$ * $
Miller’s room is a map of Egyp* with
They are very strict about the 'he Nile traversing that country
poll tax down in Texas, and they The children are much interested in
make it a business to check indi the stories as told in “Mv Weekly
viduals because of the many Mexi Reader.” These stories of foreign
cans who vote. Up in Portland. countries are much appreciated by
Oregon, 200 unemployed men were the children.
given work shoveling snow, and
Camden Street School
most of them had a S3 overdue poll
Sub-Primary and Grade One
tax deducted from their first pay—
Addie R. Rogers, teacher;
which left them nothing.
We greatly miss Jane Packard who
<»> <» <S> -S,
’s at Knox Hospital for an appen
Senator Robinson of Arkansas, dicitis operation.
1 down this way. proposes a five-day
Not absent during last six week
week for labor, and a six-hour day. ranking period: Albert Smith, Marie
That will give more men employ Dodge, Virginia Donohue, Ronald
ment, and the men will have more °ackard. Amos Hartley. Walter
lime for leisure and more time to Dodge, Madeline Grant, and Pear!
i spend what they earn. That does Smith.
not mean that they will draw pay
Spelling honor roll: Jane Packard
for eight hours a day or for six days Donald Moodv, Marie Dodge Pearl
or even five and one-half days a Smith, Virginia Donohue. Cleveland
week. They will be paid for just the Gray, Madeline Grant, Edwin Rave
hours they work. But it will give Grace Richards, Norma Richards
more men a chance to earn a living. Harry Lever and James Yorke. Arith
<s>
-Smetic honor roll: Vinginia Donohue
St. Patrick is supposed to have Grace Richards. Donald Moodv
5 died at Down. Ulster March 17. in Harry Lever, Madeline Grant, Pearl
I the year 495. The place and date of Smith. Marie Dodge. Edwin Rave
I his birth are uncertain; some Jane Packard. Walter Dodge, Leona
authorities claim he was born in Flanders, Eleanor Gross. Amos Hart
Scotland; others in France. This lev, Claribel Leach, Ronald Pack
: day is celebrated as the date of his ard, Elizabeth Perrv, Dorothy Rvan
Albert Smith and Ellie Wardwell
death—not his birth.
a a a »
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If Getting Up Nights, Backache,
frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv
ousness, or Burning, due to functional Bladder Irritation, in acid conditions, makes you feel tired, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pronounced Siss-tex) today, under the
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these conditions, improve restful sleep and energy, or money back.

1 Only 60c at
I
C. 11. Moor & Co., Rockland

1930 BIG YEAR
IN ENGINEERING
World’s Man-Made Geog
raphy Altered by Out
standing Activities.

1930 ln ail sections of the United
States.
"In Mexico, which, until recent
ly, had few highways over which
automobiles could travel, modern
highways have been extended dur
ing 1930. The motor road between
the Texas border and Monterey
has been pushed farther southward
toward a junction with highways
being built northward from Mexico
City. This will form a long link
In the projected Inter-American
highway connecting South, Central
and North American couutries. In
Buuaina another link in the high
way scheme was built during tlie
year near the Costa Rican frontier,
and in Salvador similar work was
under way. In Ecuador, South
America, 140 miles of highway that
will become a purt of tlie InterAmerican road was modernized
during the year. T^his road con
nects Riobamba andlQuito.
"One of the most important
single highway developments of
1930 was tlie completion of tlie 700miJe road extending through tlie
middle of Cuba, connecting Ha
vana and Santiago. The last link
in the highway was completed In
December.
"Both above and below ground,
New York city, during the year,
has taken steps toward increasing
its traffic facilities. The structural
work on tlie Eighth avenue sub
way was completed from Two Hun
dred Seventh street to Chambers
street, and the laying of tracks,
building of stations and instalution
of lighting is progressing rapidly.
Late in the autumn the first unit
of the raised automobile highway
along the Hudson river was opened
for use. It extends along Wuter
street from Canal street to Twen
ty-third street without intersec
tions.
World’s Greatest Arch Bridge.
“The steel frame of the world’s
largest arch bridge, extending
across Sydney harbor, Australia,
had its last girder put in place in
August, but probably will not be
open for traffic until tbe last of
1931. The central arch bus a
single span of 1,650 feet. The total
cost will be close to $30,000,000.
The cables of the huge Suspension
bridge across the Hudson river at
One
Hundred
Seventy-eighth
street, New York city, were com
pleted during the year, and work
was started on the decks. A
bridge was begun during 1930
across the lower Zumbezi river
between Sena and Mutarava, Por
tuguese East Africa, which pro
vides a long-needed outlet to the
sea from Nyusaland protectorate.
It will carry a railway across the
stream, superseding an unsatis
factory ferry,
"The longest tunnel ln the Ori
ent and the seventh longest in the
world—the Shimizu tunnel—was
opened ln Japan during the year.
It is six miles long and has been
under construction since 1922. It
shortens the rail distance across
Japan's main island by 61 miles.
“During 1930 the world's two
tallest structures were completed
in New York city, the Chrysler
building, 22 feet higher than the
Eiffel tower; and the Empire
State building which reaches a
height of 1,245 feet and tops the
Eiffel tower by 220 feet.”

Washington.—Some of the out
standing engineering activities of
1930 which are altering the world’s
“manmade geogruphy” are out
lined in a bulletin issued by the
National Geographic society.
“Steel rails—for a century man’s
most important device for opening
up the wilderness—continued to be
pushed into new territory during
1930,” says the bulletin. "The
longest new railways to be opened
was tlie so-called ’Turk-Sib* line in
the southwestern Asiatic provinces
of the Soviet republic. Extending
for approximately a thousand
miles, the new road connects tlie
former Turkestan with Siberia,
joining the older rail systems of
tlie two regions.
Trans-Persian Railway Begun.
“In Persia, heretofore practical
ly without railways, rails were laid
during the year at both ends of the
projected line to connect tlie Cas
pian sea and Persian gulf ports.
Neither line has penetruted tlie
lofty mountains of the ^lorth and
south to reach tlie great central
plateau of Persia across which
the major portions of the line must
extend. Port facilities were con
structed at both termini and were
used for the importation of mate
rials.
•In Syria and Iraq no further
progress was made toward com
pleting tlie Jong projected railway
to Bagdad. On the other hand
British interests made plans to
reach Bagdad by a railway
through Palestine and Trans-Jordania, and obtained a government
grunt for surveying tlie line. A
petroleum pipe line would prob
ably parallel the railway.
“In Africa recommendations were
made for the building of new rail
ways in southern and northern
Tanganyika and Uganda. Actual
construction work in central Afri
ca, however, was concentrated on
the important BengueJa railway
which will provide a direct outlet
to Lobita bay, Angola, an Atlantic
port, from the Katanga copper
mines of the Belgian congo. Tlie
transportation of this ore more
cheaply than at present is looked
upon by economists as of great im
port to the world's copper indus
try. The 1,300-mile road is within
a few months of completion.
Salvador Gets Rail Outlet
‘'During the first week of 1930
Guatemala and Salvador celebrat
ed the opening of one of Central
America’s few international rail
ways, connecting the existing rail
systems of the two countries, and
providing Salvador with its first
outlet to the Caribbean.
"In tlie United Stntes the bulk
of new railway construction dur
ing 19:10 was carried on in the
plains region of northwest Texas
and in the extreme southern por
tions of tlie same state. In early
autumn tlie secretary of the in
terior drove the first spike of the
shot! railway in Nevada that is to
connect the site of Bonlder dam
on the Colorado river with existing
rail lines.
"Canada's railway to Hudson
bay was completed but is not vet
open for traffic because of tlie
necessity for constantly increasing
tlie ballast on tlie sections through
marshy regions.
“An important addition to Tur
key's rail system was opened for
mally on August 31. It connects
Angora, tlie capital, with Sivas, 250
miles to the east.
“In northern Spain a railway
under construction since 1925 to
connect Calatayuo, northeast of
Madrid, with Santander, on the
Buy of Biscay, was opened with
all but the northernmost 30 miles
completed.
“Tlie creation of a new port of
Hulutao, Manchuria, on tlie Gulf
of Liaotung, was begun in July.
Construction
work
at
Port
Churchill on Hudson bay was car
ried on steadily, docks and grain
elevators bejng added to tlie
equipment previously ln place. The
first section of a new port at Asun
cion, Paraguay, on tlie Paraguay
river, was formally Inaugurated in
January, 1930,
Few Great Dams Completed.
“Only a few large dams were
completed In 1930, but work pro
gressed on a number of such struc
tures in various parts of the world.
In the Soviet republic a dam threequarters of a mile long across the
Ural river was completed in four
months. A much larger dam across
the Dnieper river at Dnleprostroy
is nearing completion. Work of
raising the height of the famous
Aswan (lam across the Nile by 30
feet was under way.
Engineering Achievements.
“In the Madras presidency ot In
Grades Two, Three and Four
dia, at Mettur, construction work
Grace Cunningham, teacher:
Gwendolyn Hartley's name has continued on one of the world's
been added to the "dental honor largest dams. It will create a
reservoir 40 miles long and will
roll.”
Herman Radcliff from the Thomas impound more than 93,000,000 cubic
Reed School Portland has joined the feet of water.
“In Oregon work was carried
class for a few months.
Not absent during the past six forward on tlie Owyliee dam, to be
weeks ranking period: Laura Can one of the largest in the United
dage. Janice Farnham. Gwendolyn States. In New York state the
Hartley, Barbara Robinson, Norma Conklingville dam across the SaSmallwood. Richard Donohue. Ruth condaga river valley was complet
Packard , Marguerite Grav, Francis ed in March, 1930. The artificial
lake which is slowly forming will
Small and Frederick Small.
These names appear on the arith exceed Lake George in size. The
metic honor roll: Priscilla Brazier, huge Bouvet Carre spillway above
Josephine Farrington, Robert Pettee. New Orleans, which is to form an
Barbara Robinson, Norma Small outlet for Rood waters of the Mis
wood, Richard Donohue, Herbert sissippi into Lake Pontchnrtrain,
Sanborn, Henry Dodge, Frederick was carried nearly to completion
during the year.
Small and Clarence Yeager.
,« ♦ * *
Highway Mileage Increased.
These names have been added to
“Stimulated by President Hoov
the dental honor roll: Amos Hartley, er’s request that public works be
Edwin Raye, Arthur Fuller and pushed as a factor in increasing
Cleveland Gray.
employment, highway construction
♦ ♦ ♦ *
want forward vigorously during
In Grade One, Marie Dodge and
Edwin Raye are leading in the arith
metic contest, with Pearl Smith and 1
Grace Richards as seconds.
« « * *
' GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
(The Courier-Gazette welcomes j
Family Washing*
news items from the grade schools, Quality Work,
Called For and Delivered
and will publish them as promptly as
Parcel Delivery Service
possible after their arrival. Con-j
tributors will confer a favor by writ-*
T»5 1GCD
ing on one side of the paper only.- I Walter Dorgan, lei. lUbK
Ed.l
-----------

PARK THEATRE
Ruth Chattcrton is the star of a
new Paramount drama, “Unfaithful,"
a gripping story of a woman who
seeks release and forgetfulness from
a husband who has never loved her
by plunging into the reckless, lavish
living of smart society, coming to the
Park Wednesday and Thursday.
Playing opposite Miss Chatterton is
Paul Lukas. In “Unfaithful” Miss
Chatterton has a role of distinction,
a woman who loves and loses and
then, under unusual circumstances,
finds a new love in the protecting
arms of another man. The story's
action, keyed to a fine dramatic
pitch, gathers suspense and interest
with each succeeding sequence. A
further glimpse into a plot which
features many unique developments
reveals the fact that Miss Chatterton’s husband (played by Paul
Cavanaugh) prevents her from se
curing a divorce by disclosing the
startling information
that the
“other” woman in his life is the
young and beautiful wife of Miss
Chatterton's brother. The manner
in which Ruth Chatterton, faced by
almost insurmountable barriers, over
comes the deceit of her husband and
wins the love of another man. makes
for first rate dramatic entertainment
that audiences will enjoy immensely.
As the woman who is branded un
faithful because she refuses to be the
wife of a man who loves another
woman. Ruth Chatterton, as is her
custom, creates a role of depth and
shading that compares favorably
with the best portrayals she' has
given to the screen. And Paul Lukas
as the artist who meets Miss Chat
terton under unfavorable circum
stances and in spite of himself,
learns to love her deeply, is sincere
and convincing in a good role.—adv.

France Plans to Enter
Schneider Cup Races
Bordeaux.—France Is ready for
the Schneider cup races this year.
Three pilots, selected six months
ago, have been selected in prelim
inary contests in the bay here.
They are Oiptain Amanrlch and
Lieutenants Demougeot and Bougault.
Factories of the Nieuport, Ber
nard, Dovvoitine, Renault and Lor
raine companies have been forward
ing seaplanes. Two machines have
tentatively been selected—a Nieu
port and a Bernard. Speed tests
have not been entirely satisfac
tory, und as the three pilots, are
of the opinion that the water about
Bordeaux is not admirably suited
to such tests they are leaving for
tlie Etang de Berer, on the Medi
terranean.

STRAND THEATRE

KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

A new ring each year
You can tell the age of a tree by counting
its rings, each year’s growth adding a new
circle. By the same method you can tell
what an individual has accomplished by
looking at his savings account. Each year
should show regular growth, a larger bal
ance and bigger interest payments. Are
you adding a new ring to your financial
strength each year?

SECURITY TRUST

Company

Twenty-five
thousand
dollars
worth of emeralds were part of the
"props” used in the filming of
ROCKLAND
"Gentleman's Fate," John Gilbert'^
new starring vehicle, which comes
for Wednesday and Thursday.
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
The gems were brought from a
ault under surety bond after an
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
jttempt was made to use paste emer
alds in the picture. The imitations,
Financial Institutions. Inc. ls a Maine corporation owning a majority
however, photographed "dead" under
of the Capita! Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
the brilliant lights and it was nec
than MWOOOOfO O.er 85 rer cent of the Common Stock cf Financial
essary to use genuine stones in order
Institutions, Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation 1«
managed oy Maine men wno nave had long and sueces.ru! experience
to obtain the dazzling beauty vital
ln banking and financial operation.
to the scene.
Mervyn Le Roy, who last directed
Little Caesar,” screened the new
Gilbert talkie from an original story j
by Ursula Parrott. The story re- j
olves about a society chap who is
I bet after seeing us , George
The bird of war is not the eagle
uddenly faced with the fact that his Washington would sue us for calling but the stock.—Rev. Charles Francis
father, whom he has believed to be him "Father."—Will Rogers.
Potter.
dead, is the leader of a New Jersey
bootlegging ring. Tire drama begins
hen his fiancee breaks their en- 1
jagement and he decides to enter
FLORIDA
upon his father’s occupation and beomes a gangster-killer. An import- j
MIAMI’S
ant supporting cast includes Louis j
Ideal Resort Hotel
Wolheim. Leila H.vams. Anita Page.
Marie Prevost. John Mlljan and
Convenient to all points ot interest—Modern in every way
George Cooper.—adv.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

FRIENDSHIP

MOTEL

“Home Gardens" will be the topic j
of the Farm Bureau meeting at Mrs.
Sherman Jameson's home, Thursday.
Mrs. Jameson and Mrs. Edna Pack
ard will be the speakers.
Master Robert M. Burns of Portand is visiting his grandparents. Mr. I
and Mrs. John D. Mitchell.
The freighter, Myra J. Woster. j
Capt. Robert Lash, brought coal j
Friday from Portland to Burnham
and Morrill’s clam factory.
Mrs. Jennie Winslow has returned
to Portland after visiting friends
and relatives here for several weeks.
Mrs. Eva Flanders is visiting rela
tives in Portland.

Church Weddings Losing
Popularity in London

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: (European)
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily

THE

"The Greater

Vienna.—In Austria, according
to a ruling of the Court of Appeals,
a married woman has the right to
invite her mother to live with her
even though her husband does not
properly appreciate tlie sterling
qualities of bis mother-in-law.

British Air Mail
Shows Big Increase
London. — Air mail sent
from Great Britain during
tlie quarter ended September
30 showed an increase of 20
per cent over the same 1929
period, according to tlie post
office.
Uniform combined air fee
and postage to European
destinations which was in
troduced in June and tbe in
troduction of new dark blue
piller boxes for.air mail are
reasons given for the in
crease.
'oTo:o:oTo:oW;oTo;o:o sxs®®®®®®*:®®®

CAMDEN
Musical kindergarten,
Children
who are not old enough to enter pub
lic schools will enjoy my class work.
Any child seven years or under may
enter. First lesson free to March 18.
Call 786-M. Mabel Lamb, Rockland,
—adv.

Hotel

FINEST CAR

HUDSON

:

EVER BUILT.

Hudson
EIGHT

London.—Church marriages are
losing in popularity in England,
according to latest figures of the
registrar general.
In five years, religious cere
monies have declined 19 per 1,000
and the number of civil marriages
has Increased proportionately. In
London one marriage in every
three is contracted outside the
church.
Northen brides evidently still
like the church, for in Lanebashire
nnd Cheshire only one marriage in
six ls purely civil. There was a
totul of 42,316 marriages in Lou
don last year; 27,601 of them
were religious.

Austrian Law Gives
Mothers-in-Law Rights

(Juna »
October)

tbR the busiNns-couPE* • f. 61 b. bitrfbir
Oram BODY SIYltS AS ATTkACtlVtl.r PRICED

Ths Greater Hudson light Coach, $895 fab Detroit

moothest of the Eights

e o e

87 Horsepower • More Speed • Rare Riding Comfort
Hudson has been famous for per

This Hudson looks aristocratic—and

formance for 22 years. Now the

it is! From its chromium-plated radi

Greater Hudson Eight surpasses any

ator grid to its well-proportioned

previous model in speed, hill-climb

rear quarters, it is smartly styled.

ing, acceleration and reliability. Its

Interiors, too, arc beautifully done.

big, 87-horsepower motor is smoother

But its most impressive advantage is

at all speeds. Motor vibrations, the

the Rare Riding and Driving Com

principal cause of riding and driving

fort it gives you at its amazingly

fatigue, are practically eliminated.

low price. Drive this Hudson and test

Improvements in the fuel system set

it yourself. Any of the dealers listed

a new mark in eight-cylinder econ

below are ready to demonstrate the

omy. And it is priced as low as $875!

Greater Hudson Eight to you today.

Easy to Buy—Easy to Pay for—Economical to Own—Drive it Today!

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

712 Main Street

Telephone 896

